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AERIAL WARFARE. 

The idea first published in these columns of dropping tor
pedoes into an enemy's camp or cities from balloons seems 
in a fair way to be put in practical shape abroad. The Lon
don Graphic publishes the large engraving given herewith, 
showing how a balloon carrying a large torpedo could be 

NEW YORK, MAY 11, 1878 .. 

sent over a hostile fort from on shipboard. Our cotempo
rary proposes that gunboats shall be provided with balloons 
large enough to carry one man and the can of nitro-glycerin 
or other powerful explosive suspended at considerable dis
tance below the car To the latter is attached a rope or 
wire, which is rove through a fair-leader and taken to the 

THE BALLOON TORPEDO. 

[$3.20 per AnDllDl. (POSTAGE PREPAID.] 

winch shown on the poop of vessel. The length of wire 
paid out as the balloon moves over the point to be attacked 
is indicated by dials on the side of the winch drum, and by 
means of. a telephone the officer directing operations com
municates with the occupant of the car, and receives from 
him directions when to slacken or reel in the wire.' The 
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vessel lies out of range of the fort's guns, and the balloon is � ifII· 4. <) f� ifII �mt�t if11 1ll' tt ARGUMENTS FOR SECTION 11. 

allowed to ascend to a thousand feet or so before dropping �"ltn�l l" JJU, ��"MJJJlo. The proposed assimilation of our patent law to that of 
its torpedo. Great Britain, in the matter of periodical fees, was discussed 

We are iJ?clined to think that a good many practical diffi- ESTABLISHED 1845. before the House Committee on Patent Amendments by 
culties would oppose themselves to the Graphie scheme, Messrs. Raymond, Christy, Storrow, Foote, and Smith. All 
mostly arising from the necessity of keeping the balloon MUNN & CO., Edi�t)rs and Proprietors. but Judge Foote were decidedly in favor of the scheme; and 
captive, The strain on a wire nearly six miles long would we may fairly assume that they offered the strongest argu-
be great, and the weight of the wire would be a heavy load PUBLISHED WEEKLY AT ments they could command to sustain their position. 
for a balloon to carry. The wire, besides the strain of its own NO. 37 PAR K ROW, NEW YOR K. Mr. Raymond stood alone in his sweeping denunciation of 
weight, would be subjected to the pull of the balloon, which the present working of the patent laws. He was not opposed 
would vary in intensity according to the force of the wind. 0, D. MUNN. A. E. BEACH. to a wise patent system; for " a wise patent system does en-
It probably would be necessary to employ steel wire at least 

TERMS FOR THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. courage inventions, and therefore promote public progress 
as large as that used in the East River Bridge construction, in science and the useful arts." But the working of our sys-One copy, one year, postage Included ... . ... . . . .. . . . .. .. ... . ........... $3 20 
which is capabl\l of withstanding some 4,000 pounds tensile One copy, six months, postage included .. . . . . .. .... .................. 1 60 tem during the past seventeen years has been the reverse of 
strain. Six miles of wire would be scant allowance to en- C1ubs.-One extra copy of THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN will be supplied wise. Indeed, the law as it stands is, he said, so defective, 
able a vessel to keep out of range of improved modern rifled gratis for every club of five subscribers at $3.20 each; additional copies at and open to so many abuses, that he unhesitatingly and con
guns, and this quantity of the wire mentioncd would weigh same proportiouate rate. Postage prepaid. fidently asserted that " that part of the progress of recent 

The SCientific AInerlcan SupplcInent nearly 2,900 pounds. It might easily be imagined that the years, during which the genius of the people has been ex-
is a distinct paper from the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. THE SUPPLEMENT 

strain added, when the balloon is hauled in against its own is issued weekly; every number contains 16 oetavopages, with handsome clusively directed to the arts of peace, which is directly the 
ascensive power and against the wind, might increase the cover, uniform in size with SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. Terms of subscription result of the patent system which has obtained during the 
stress above the breaking point, and therefore still thicker for SUPPLEMENT, $5.00 a year, postage paid, to subscribers. Single copies same period, when put into the scales with the tax, the an-m cents. Sold by all news dealers throughout the country. 
wire or wire rope weighing still heavier might be needed. Combine.l Rates. - The SCIENTIFTO AMERICAN and SUPPLEMENT noyance, the burden, the' scare-crowing ' of capital, the 
Assuming, howe vcr, that the bridge wire could be used, to will be sent for one year. postage free, on receipt of seven ""Uar •. Both unnatural strifes, the unhealthy speculations, the inflated 
the above weight of 2,900 pounds must be added, say, 500 papers to one address or different addresses, as desired. values, the exorbitant prices, the blackmailing, the tedious 

The safest way to remit is by draft, postal order, or registered letter. pounds for the torpedo, and at least 700 more for weight of Address MUNN & CO .. 37 Park Row, N. Y. and expensive chancery litigation, and the other unholy 
balloon car and occupant, making in all 4, 100 pounds. Now ar SubSCriptions received and single copies of either paper sold by all practices which the patent law has of late hatched and fos· 
it requires nearly 60,000 cubic feet of hydrogen to lift this the news agents. tEjred, the progress which it has brought about receives a 
weight with an ascensive force of 100 pounds, and the diam- Publishers' Notice to Mail Snbscribers. shock which throws it up into thin air." 
eter of such a balloon would be in the neighborhood of 48 Mail subscribers will observe on the printed address of each paper the Mr. Raymond approves of Section 11 as a remedy for a time for which they have prepaid. Before the time indicated expires, to 
feet. It would be scarcely possible to manage and inflate a insure a continuity of numbers, subscribers should remit for another year. considerable portion of the evils above enumerated- " evils 
balloon of this size on board ship, while the wind pressure For the convenience of the mail clerks, they will please also state when resulting from trivial, impracticable, and invalid patents, 
on it might easily cause its pull to exceed the tensile strength their subscriptions expire. and from those which become of value late in their existence, New subscriptions will be entered from the time the order Is received 
of the wire. To use thicker wire would be to necessitate hut the back numbers of either the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN or the SCIEN- and then only for the purpose of infringement suits and specu-
still larger balloons, and, on the other hand, thinner wirc still TIFIC AMRRICAN SUPPLEMENT will be sent from January when desired. lations. " The provision of this section, he goes on to say, has 

in thiS case. the subscription will date from the commencement of the would be subjected to the same wind stress. We therefore volume, and the latter win be complete for preservation or bindin g. been criticised somewhat because the proposed tax was too 
doubt the practicability of any plan which involves a cap- great and too frequent. It has been criticised more as being 
tive balloon and at the same time the keeping out of r3nge VOL. XXXVII!. ,  No. 19. [NEW SERIES.] Thirty-third Year. too small and not frequent enough. In his opinion. if 
of guns. changed at all, it should be increased both in amount and 

There are other ways, however, which might be resorted NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MAY 11,1878. frequency. " The grant, in any case, i3 a tax upon or a de-
to to accomplish the same purpose. For example, the bal- privation to the public, and should not be pcrpetuated unless 
loon might be sent up with no one in it.� car, thus saving that Contents. it is worth a good fee." 
much weight. Connected with it might be simply a light (llIustrated articles are marked witb an asterisk.) We find no further reference to this section in Mr. Ray-
double wire, capable of carrying au electric current to a f:���l��y�:.�����?�.�::::::::.��:: 51r1 M:r:t,;. �a�

n
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:::::: �Z: mond's argument. 
magnet which would pull back a detent aud so drop the tor- Alacrane reef. ..... ............ 297 Metals, transparency of .. . ....... 298 Mr. Hyde's friendship for the patent system as a whole is 
pedo. A favorable wind would have to be waited for to f:���:�1;��ta'l;�����eciin;;;'f: ��� �i�s'l��I�pCiniproviiig:::::::::::: � unmistakably genuine, and the same may be sail of the rest 
waft the balloon over the desired point, and its position at J}!lfg�g't'd��!d�'!

t
�s:::::::::::.287: �rs t1gl��':{��' �����s·:::::::::::: 299. � ofthe list. His approval of the proposed amendment is based 

any time could easily be determined by measurement with �r:��Ii.�I[:5]��I�:�:��:.:::::::::: � 8��l��sfa,:,r:;�::�i
.��

I.:.:"iI94: ��g: �� on its power to weed out" worthless patents that are lying 
the sextant. Or the balloon might be left entirely free, with ��i�� r,i';��tations':::::::::::::::?� �:���{s�

a�;'��i��1� �me':ica!8: �� about for speculators to pick up and use to the annoyance of 
simply a clockwork contrivance to drop the charge after a ���f���H�h;e;.;;o,:,al..::::::"·: llW �ta�.:'l.\'g�b�g ��daciiig*:::::::: � subsequent successful patents. There is growing up, " he says, 
certain period. The movcment of the works would be reg- 8:����g:;sa��e:�J;�.':::::::::::: �g ����lr.:�ns�lp�22f:::::::::::::::.: �g "a class of men who, when they find an invention in success-
ulated according to the strength of the wind as indicated by 8������.

se�ii�
steringaiu;;of:·::: ��� r���!¥:r,

a;�w·.:::::::·:::::::: �� ful use, go to the Patent Office and rake over all the patent 
the anemometer, and the estimated period of time which Challe on ............ 297 mill head block" ... .......... 291 files to see if they can find an old patent which will supersede 

Cisterns, ]. ......... . . ... 300 eam power ............ ... 291 
d '  f . 1 would elapse before the balloon would be c3rried over the Communications received ....... BOO ding apparatus .............. . 297 . the later successful one, an then buy It up or a nomlDa 

. d I T' ld b . Contagion by mail .. ............... 296 Spring motor for boats [7] ....... 299 I Af b "  . 'f d d th requIre p ace. bIS, however, wou e very 1naccur- Correspondence ............... 292, 203 Staining wood [36J ...... ...... .... 300 . sum. ter 0 talD1ng a reIssue, 1 nee e ,  ey commence 
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�:a�i;;i.���:.::::::::: � I an onslaught on legitimate business." Section 11 would put 

Defense against "dejectiles, " as the Graphi� proposes to , :11i��t?�r �;da�a�':t';i:rior::::. � Stea�engines and bOitlXlti��t�1299 I an end to this nefarious business by killing perhaps 75 per 
call torpedoes dropped from the clouds, would consist in };'ish hat.chlng by steam .......... 292 ��';.��f,;l�c���r., ap��.I. �:::: .... � ce!:t of the patents issued. , g�IX���Cq�:;t[�y,.�::�::��:.::::: ��� T I h t· [18] 299 other balloons sent up to wage warfare aloft, or the inven- J 290 T�l�ghg��: :;�::s�� speech.::::: 296 Mr. Storrow's approval was based on the ground that un-
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. 
292 developed patents are a hinderance, not a help to progress. 

shells long distances at high elevations with accuracy. The Inventions. new .... ..... . .. .. 290, 291 Tricycle, Premier .... ........ .... 296 "If the iuvention at once takes place in the arts as a practi-Jute culture in the South ..... ... 297 Velvet, embossed ................. 290 
projectile to use against torpedo balloons would be a shrap- Lamy, Auguste, obituary ......... 298 Wagon box fastenings' ........... 290 cal thing or if it so clearly embodics a great step forward 

Lifting jack, wagoa* .............. 297 WashIngton correspondence ..... 292 " ' 
nel filled with explosive bullets, which, when the bomb burst, Magnetic variation [2] ............ 299 Waterproof cotton [131 ........... 299 • that the inventor or others are incited to develop it to a prac-Magnets, fioating ............. . .. 288 Waterspouts, theory of ........... 297 , . . , . 
would be projected over a wide sphere. One bullet of this Manganese in the blood ...... 298 Weather warnings ........... 203 tical and pecuniarily profitable apphcatlOn, It constItutes a 

Mars' moons ... .................... 297 Yachts, steam r11)[22] [48] .... 29'J,300 
f l ' . fi d B f kind striking a gas bag would blow it up, and make it drop progress, and the purpose 0 the aw 1S satls e .  ut eatures 

its charge where not intended by the enemy. Rockets would TABLE OF CONTENTS OF are often patented which are afterwards found neither to be 
prob3bly be reviverl again as defensive means against bal- useful nor to hold out hopes of usefulness enough to lead to 
loons, and doubtless would prove very useful. Of course, THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT attempts to improve them. A subsequent inventor making 
however, the main object would be to explode the torpedo No. 12B., a truly useful machine unconsciously uses one of those fea-
in the air and some time before it could reach the gromid For the Week ending May 11, 18'2'8. tures and the patent stops him; it does not promote the pro-
and do damage, and over this problem we leave inventors to Price 10 cents. To be had at this office and of all newsdealers. gress of the useful arts that such a patent should live merely 
exercise their ingenuity. 1. EN GINEERING AND MECRANICS.-The Victoria Dock Extension. to hinder and not to constitute progress." The periodical 

The Jetties. The Dam. Facilities for Docking. Th{". Masonry. Rail ... 
As we have already taken occasion to point out, we think ways. Tunnel •. 11 illustrations.-A Diving Apparatus improvised in fees will weed out such undeveloped inventions, to the great 

the Wilderness. 1 illustration. that if aerial torpedoes do become a seriously offensive Indicator Cards taken at the st. Louis Water Works. Paper read be- advantage of meritorious inventors and to the public. The 
means of warfare, it will be by the aid of the flying machine. fore the Engineers' Club, of St. Louis. Mo. Mode of Taking the Cards, result of a severer provision in England, Mr. Storrow goes 
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1\�;�;�� Mechanical flight is not impossible, and all the means are at pressor. 3 Illustrations. on to say, " has been that the average life of a patent has 

h'lnd, requiring only ingenuity to adapt them to one another II. ARCHITECTURE AND nmr,DING.-The New Palace of Justice, been shortened from fourteen to about four years; we think 
Brussels, Belgium. Dimensions and description, with one full page 

to insure success. The principles of flight are well under- engraving. that this section will shorten it from seventeen to about eight 
Incrustations on Brick Walls. By WILLIAM TRAUTWINE. The Var-

stood, and it is possible to build light motors using electricity lous Causes. Bricks Burned with Coal Fires. Sulphate of Magnesia. years, and it will not diminish the stimulus to invention, be-
Effect of Dampness. Effect of Common Mortar. Practical Remedies • 

or even steam, which will keep an aerial ship aloft. This is for every case.-The White Incrustation on the Bricks of City Houses. cause it will only cut off those which after trial have been 
Report of Sub-committee appOinted by the University of Pennsylvania. . " the more important question bearing on future warfare. An Sulphate of Magnesia the Cause. How it is Formed. Remedies. practically abandoned as worthless. 

easily managed and guided swift aerial ship carrying nitro- III. TECHNOLOGY.-The Technology of the Paper Trade. By WILLIAM Mr. Smith thought that under the operation of this section 
ARNOT.J? 8. S. Lecture VI. Various classes of Paper and their char� 

glycerin torpedoes would be a terrible enemy. aeteristic differences. Determination of Ash or Loading. Water Sup- fifty per cent of the patents granted would expire at the end 
ply. General arrangement and construction of the Mill. These Lec-

ExperlInents w-lth Floating Magnets. 

Professor A. M. Mayer describes, in the American Journfll 
of Sew/we and Arts, some entertaining and easily performed 
experiments in magnetism. Several sewing needles, of No. 
5 or 6 size, are magnetized with the same polarity, so that 
all their points are N. Each needle is passed into a small 
cork that will just float it upright; the corks may be }4 inch 
long and -fe; inch across. The eye of the needle should 
barely be above the surface of the cork. Three, four or 
more of these needles are thus to be floated in a hasin of 
water and the N. pole of a large cylindrical magnet is to be 
brought down over them. They will immediately take geo
metrical positions, the figure formed being smallest when the 
magnet above is brought most closely to them. Three 
needles thus take position at the points of an equilateral tri, 
angle ; four form a square, or a triangle with one in the cen
ter; five form a pentagon, or a square with one in the cen
ter ; six form a pentagon with one in the center. or a triangle 
of two to 11. side. Professor Mayer bas obtained regular 
:ligures up to a combination of twenty needles. 

tures give very pla.ln and practical instructions in all departments of of the first period and half of the remainder at the end of the 
Paper making. The materials: Hemp, [tags, Esparto, Wood, Flax. 
��ih.,s£s'1�5M���1��B.�!i��h�':f'Ii��

a��i'fdi��Tr-:i�� JrArJ . .:':����:� second period. and thus their chance of doing mischief under 
tions in Decorative Art. Walnut�utfet, by Mazaroz, Paris. 1 engrav- reissues would be ended. "It has bcen a subject of frequent 
ing.-Sewing Silk. complaint," he said, " that old patents which have been idle Photog-raphlc Printing Processes in the Service of the Portuguese 
Government. By JOSE JULIO RODRlGUEZ. The Preparation of Neg- and worthless in the hands of their owners have often bcen 
..tives from Linear Drawings. Artificial Negatives for Photo-Lltho-
Wr':fe�� ':��e��a�g�¥hJ(;;;:�t'il';,"':�f��3d�� s���\,�cn:1!';:�§'M��� revived so as to cover subsequent patents and the industries 
FARLANE. which have grown up under them. It is certain that a large 

IV. MEDICINE AND HYGIENE.-Leetures on Metalloscopy and Metal- part of such patents will be swept away under the provisions lotherapy applied to the Treatment of Grave Hysteria. By Professor 
CHARCOT. Mode of Treatment. Remarkable application to several of this bill. The fees will become payable generally before 
cases. Dr. Burq's applications of Metallotherapy. External and In-
i.\'��tlITl:nt':;':.

nt.-Iodide of Potassium in Asthma.-Some Causes of it is discovered that they can be used to embarrass subse-
V. AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE. ETC.-Improved Cow Stables. quent inventors or manufacturers who have unwittingly used 

By J. WILKINSON. Improved System of Drainage and Sub-ventila- what might be covered by the reissues ; and as they are worth-
ti9rDbe ���f�ei¥Ie;��� .oi�:W��fe�b':rt��r� ���e���
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ing oftbe Feet. Exercise. BestFioor. Ventilation. Cracked Heels. extent be allowed to expire. " 

��';;ts�::; �'!7,':if���!�rn�:ies!f;il;;'g�7,.� fi�:!i�fe s�'i,';;��fur
r
,i':�e�� Further on, Mr. Hubbell asked: "If this country has pros-

sary . -A New Underground Monster. A Gigantic Earthworm in pered SO long and so well, as compared with other nations, 
�,;;,�!�.-����'§R*��G��.

aracter of the Soil indicated by its Natural 
under small patent fees, so that we have superseded England, 

vI·r�!�;;t���.?��i;����':t�Ii'�������to':,�!:�
rt

":��b�q��h��tii<;,h.;; who, under her prerogative right, has taken excessive fees 
a������,i1;�;.��;bbr.,�'b:W:�·s�f���a-;;:Oblem.-problem by G
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. from inventors, why do you want to crush down inventors 

Remit by postal order. Address by exacting fees that will put them in the same condition as 
MUNN & CO., 31 Park Row, New York. they are in England 2" 
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Mr. Smith's reply was that it was for the interest of 1 and forty-one times, spread its ravages to two hundred and 

inventors that worthless patents should be put out of the way. j twenty-eight cities and towns, and extended to twenty-eight 
"It is important that inventors Rhould have the opportunity I' States of the Union, causing 65,3 11 deaths counted-besides 
to protect their inventions if they think them worth protect· the innumerable deaths of which no record was made. Of 
ing. If they do not deem them worth preserving, it is im- I all these numerous appearances of the disease among us, 45 
portant that they should not stand in the way of other in- I

' per cent are directly traceable to foreign origin. 
ventors, and the requirement of a small fee after the lapse of In a commercial point of view. likewise, have the losses to 
a few years will make it necessary for the owner of a patent I the country been incalculable. In a memorial accompany
to decide for himself whether he thinks it is worth preserving, 

I
I ing this bill, from a convention of representatives of the 

and, if it is, the profits of the patent will enable him to pay it. " Southern seaport towns, held at Jacksonville, it is asserted 
Judge Foote's objection to periodical fees arose from the I that the losses produced by the epidemic which raged in the 

simple fact that the Patent Office fees were already unneces- city of Savannah in 1876 amount to $5,800,000, or nearly 
sarily high. The office is now accumulating one hundred one half the present value of the whole taxable real estate of 
thousand dollars a year over and above its expenses; and if the city. Multiplying this particular loss by the many sim
the object is to encourage invention, the fee should be made ilar ones occurring annually in our other cotton ports, the 
as light a'! possible. He preferred the issuing of a preliminary resnlt will be found to be startling indeed. 
patent, at a low fee, to run three or four years, and a com- Since, then, the fact is so well established that these two 
pleted patent on the invention, as perfected, at the end of fearful diseases which carry such destruction to life and 
that time, should the inventor choose to apply for one. property in their trail are entirely of foreign origin; that 

We have recited the arguments of these gentlemen at they must cross oceans before they can obtain a lodgment on 
length and with many repetitions, that our readers may see our shores ; that they must be brought in ships, hidden in 
how few they really are. Boiled down, they amount to these clothing, bedding or personal luggage, or actively at work 
two, and no more: 1st. Speculators have bought up and mis- on the systems of passengers, and they thus become a part and 
used neglected patents. 2d. Inventors have been incon- parcel of our commercial intercourse with other nations, sure
venienced by pre-existing patents ; in other words, they have ly Congress-which has authority to regulate this commerce
been barred the free use of devices they wanted, or have been can, and probably will, with the earnest cooperation of local 
made to pay for such use, owing to the inconvenient fact that authorities, aided by the provisions of this bill, control the 
some one had patented the thing before they thought of it. visits of these terrible concomitants of our foreign trade. 
Let these arguments be granted their fullest weight. Admit .. 4. I • 
that designing speculators have been able to buy up and do TEACmNG SCIENCE. 

mischief with rights apparently abandoned by the original Professor W. K. Clifford has recently published an essay 
patentees. Admit that inventors, as well as manufacturers, on the teaching of science, reviewing Virchow's address on 
have found it unpleasant to have to pay for or let alone the the same subject, delivered at the jubilee meeting of Ger
fruits of other men's brains. Shall we, therefore, subject the man naturalists and physicians last year. Professor Vir
entire class of inventors to charges not needed for the sup- chow's utterances have attracted marked attention, both on 
port of the Patent  Office? Shall we open the door to gross account of their forming one of a trio of reviews on the pre
injustice to worthy inventors of limited means, as shown in sent state of soience, the other contributors being Hackel 
our issue of March 16? Shall we emasculate our patent sys- and Nageli, and also on account of their dealing with many 
tem, as shown in our issue of April 13? In short, shall we important questions which have long vexed the minds of 
punish the deserving many that we may forestall the wicked unprejudiced ,thinkers. 
designs of a few? Hackel devoted his discourse to the present position of 

It seems to us that the attempted justification of this Sec- the evolution theory, the evidence supporting it, and its 
tion 1 1, as a matter of policy even, hinges on the two assump- bearing on moruls, education, and mental science. Nageli 
tions that all patents not speedily developed are worthless, followed with a discussion of the limits of natural know� 
and that four or five years, or even ten years, are sufficient ledge, pointing out the restricted nature of our senses, and 
in every case to develop the value of an invention and bring suggesting that, "if we will be satisfied with such kind of 
it into profitable use if it is worth using-assumptions by no knowledge as we can get, we do really know something, and 
means justified by the history of great inventions, as we pro- may come to know a great deal more." Lastly, Virchow 
pose to show at length hereafter. dealt with the liberty of science in the modern state, and in 

• 4' I • that portion of his admirable address, on which Professor 
A NATIONAL SANITARY PRECAUTION. Clifford bases his equally admirable review, he referred to 

A sanitary measure of more than ordinary importance, parts of the evolution theory which are not yet established 
not only to the Southern seaboard States but to the country scientific doctrines in the sense that they ought to be taught 
at large, has recently been passed in the form of a bill to be dogmatically in schools. Of these he specially named two 
known as the" National Quarantine Act of 1878," the ob- -the spontaneous generation of living matter out of or
ject of which shall be, by means of an efficient, uniform, ganic bodies, without the presence of previously living mat
national system of quarantine, to prevent the introduction tel'; and the descent of man from some non-human verte
of contl1'gious or infectious diseases into the United States. brate animal. These, he said, are problems our solution of 
It is to be understood, however, that while it may assist, it which we may consider never so probable, and that the evi
shall in no wise interfere with, the present or future rules, dence will shortly be forthcoming to establish the same ; but 
regUlations, or workings of any State or municipal boards of we must not teach them as known and established scientific 
health. The diseases against which the provisions of this facts. We ought to say, "Do not take this for established 
bill are more particularly designed to guard the people are truth, but be prepared to find it otherwise; only for the mo
those two scourges to humanity-Asiatic cholera and yellow ment we are of opinion that it may be true." 
fever-the ravages of which have frequently been so ap- Professor Clifford puts this doctrine before the world in 
palling. The hope that the measures proposed in this act- its practical bearing by applying it at once to the broad 
vigorously carried out, and aided by the cooperation of 10- question of what should be taught to children, and in so do
cal State officials-may in time succeed in shutting out these ing, as we have already intimated, we believe he enters upon 
two diseases from the country, is encouraged by the fact a subject which has been a source of incalculable doubt and 
that science has conclusively demonstrated that both are of misgivings to thousands of earnest people. Some idea of 
foreign origin, and that there is no place within the United the evolution theory is now possessed by every one of ordi
States where they have been naturalized. nary intelligence, and to have any reasonable idea of it is 

In Asiatic cholera we have a disease caused by the access also to perceive its conflict with the Mosaic hypothesis. It 
to the alimentary canal of a specific form of organic poison, is perfectly true that many anchoring their faith to the latter 
which is portable, communicable, and capable of reproduc- decline, as is their undoubted right, to think on the question 
ing itself in every body in which it obtains lodg·ment. It of antagonism at all, or to countenance any discussion there
always has its origin in Hindostan ; and whenever it appears upon ; but on the other hand, While they can thus escape the 
outside of the limits of that country it is absolutely certain consequences of their own reasoning, it is manifestly impos
that is an exotic. It was in 1756 that the fact was first re- sible for them to check the reasoning process in others. A 
cognized that the disease is a periodically returning twelve- knowledge of the evolution theory must come from the 
yearly epidemic, connected with the twelve-yearly Hindoo teaching of any department of natural science. To teach it 
festivals at the great temples. The prevailing direction in is likely to exhibit its antagonism to the opposing hypothe
which the epidemic always advances from its birthplace is sis, and to excite thought and question. The parent, firm 
to the West and North, always proceeding along the lines in his own faith, may well gravely view the alternative of 
of the greatest and most rapid travel; and, at each periodi- what appears to him the dangerous knowledge on the one 
cal recurrence, extending its limits and spreading itself over hand, or the equally dangerous ignorance on the other, 
an increase of territory. It made its first visit to the United which confronts the child, and eagerly seeks the middle 
States in 183 2, starting from Quebec, where it had been in- ground in which he may reach a decision satisfactory to 
troduced by ten or twelve Irish emigrant ships. From this his own conscience. It is just here that Virchow's dQctrine 
time on, its periodical returns have been pretty uniform ; and is illusory, for it is easy to take refuge in his caution, not to 
judging from the past, we should expect another outburst teach any but known facts, to brush aside the whole ques
either during the present or next year. tion with the assertion that the evolution theory is only a 

In our next contest with the epidemic, our whole safety probability, and hence not to be taught; but then the same 
lies in efficient quarantine and thorough disinfection. reasoning must apply to the Mosaic theory, which is equally 

As of cholera, so we may say of yellow fever, it comes in based on other than positive fact, and in brief, it might be 
every case from without;  there is no spot in the United added, to anything Whatever resting on faith. 
States where it is indigenous. Its birthplaces are the West Where then is the safe middle ground? Our author be
Indies, the South American coast, and, possibly, Vera Cruz lieves in the rule, "Before teaching any doctrine wait 
in Mexico. From these neighboring countries it invades, until the nature of the evidence for it can be understood ;" 
almost every summer, our sea-board cities, and occasionally and it seems to us that there is a world of sound sense in 
produces a desolation such as words fail to describe. This this. Nine tenths of all human antagonism is based on mis
disease made its first appearance in this country in 1668; and apprehension, and that between science and theology is the 
from that time down to 1877 it had visited us seven hundred reverse of an exception to the rule. The well-meaning 

" family" periodicals which cater to the tastes of their read
ers by assaults on what they are pleased to call " Darwin's 
ape theory," are ingenious in devising new evidences of 
their misunderstanding of the subject, and misapplication of 
its deductions. Ignorance even more profound is equally 
manifested by those who mistake their own incompetency 
to comprehend the great doctrines underlying religious 
faith, for flaws in the doctrines themselves, and who glory 
in their supposed stand on that summit of logical absurdi
ties, atheism. It may be laid down as an axiom that it is 
not that which we do not know that retards progress, butthat 
which we half know; better ignorance than wrong ideas 
which lead to worse error. It is intelligent education which 
lies at the basis of prosperity. The gulls of such men as Keely 
owe their gullibility to insufficient knowledge, and the same 
may be said of every enthusiast who formulates wild theories 
from his own consciousness and spends life and money seek
ing the impossible. The duty of science is to establish facts. 
Any one may make his own deductions; no one is bound to 
aecept those of others. Facts once rightly established re
main; conclusions based on them are always shifting; and 
the latter can never be right unless based on a knowledge of 
all the former. 

Professor Clifford's rule has the especial merit of working 
both ways. "Much education," he says, "is required to 
enable the learner really to estimate the evidence for the 
milny-toed horse ; much more is wanted for the clear com
prehension of the evidence for the simpler brained man." 
This evidence cannot be taught until a late period in educa
tion, otherwise the learner's head is confused with abstrac
tions, which prevent his learning properly in the future. 
Finally, the writer elsewhere continues, "Teach your child
ren to do good, and to eschew evil ; if in later life they can 
find hope of an eternity of such action it will make them 
happier, and may make them better. But the experience of 
centuries condemns the practice of teaching the doctrine (of 
immortality) to little children, so as to make it familiar as 
an ill-understood conception, to weaken the power it might 
have for good, and to help the perversion of it to supersti
tious uses." 

A READY MEANS OF ESTIMATING THE VALUABLE 
CONSTITUENTS OF CEREALS, ETC. 

By means of a very ingenious method, first discovered by 
Mr. A. A. Hayes, of Roxbury, and Dr. Chas. T. Jackson, 
of Boston, it will be found that if a kernel of corn be split 
longitudinally, and immersed in an aqueous solution of sul
phate of copper, the germ, or "chit," only, becomes colored 
green, thereby beautifully defining the limits of the phos
phates by the formation of phosphate of copper. The same 
process may be applied to all seeds (except those of an oily 
nature), tubers, roots, and stems of vegetables for defining 
tllli parts containing phosphoric acid. 

If a kernel of corn be split open, as before described, and 
thrown into a solution of sulph-hydrate of ammonia, the 
" chit" will soon be changed to a dark olive color, which 
is due to a change of the salts of iron in the seed to a sul
phuret of that metal; a dark colored matter forming with 
the ammonia turns the vegetable coloring matter yellow, 
and the two colors combined produce an olive. Again , by 
taking split specimens of corn, or other grains, and soaking 
them in a tincture of iodine, the limits of the starch and 
dextrine will be distinctly defined-the iodine striking an 
intense blue with the starch, and a deep port wine red with 
the dextrine ; so that, from this test, a rich violet (being the 
combination of the blue and red colors) will indicate the 
presence of both the starch and the dextrine in the grain. 
If the oil be extracted from the transparent horny part of 
the corn by means of alcohol or ether, the tincture of iodine 
will show the presence of starch in that part of the grain, 
associated with the gluten. By these means we may easily 
cause any of our cereal grains to represent to us the extent 
and precise limits of its phosphates, iron, dextrine, starch, 
and oil ; and thus, by the eye alone, we may form an approxi· 
mate estimate of the relative proportions of these ingredients. 

Among other curious results of some experiments made 
by Dr. Jackson is the proof that the relative proportions 
of the phosphates in grain depend on the appropriating 
power of eacb species or variety ; for, an ear of corn having 
been selected which had on it two different kinds, namely, 
the Tuscarora and a variety of sweet corn, and these seeds 
having been split and immersed in the same copper solution, 
soon gave evidence that there was more than double the 
amount of phosphates in the sweet than there was in the 
Tuscarora variety. Now since the kernels came from the 
same ear, and grew side by side, they obtained unequal 
amounts of phosphates from the same sap, derived from the 
same soil. A crop of sweet corn will take twice as much of 
the phosphates as the other variety, and consequently will 
sooner exhaust the soil of them. 

Some interesting facts were observed, too, in the variable 
proportions of phosphates in different varieties of the same 
species of other grains. The fact that the smaller grains, 
such as wheat, oats, and barley, contain so much less than 
Indian corn would seem to explain their peculiar properties 
as food for animals ; the more highly phosphatic grain being 
more likely to surcharge the system of adult animals with 
the elements of bony matter, producing concretions of phos
phate of lime, like those resulting from gout. Perhaps that 
stiffness of the joints and lameness of the feet common in 
horses fed too freely with corn may be accounted for by this 
preponderance of the phosphates. Young animals cannot fail 
to derive more osseous matter from corn than from other food. 
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THE ECLIPSE INJECTOR. 

It is generally conceded that if an injector is so con
struCted as to work under a varying pressure of steam and 
water, it is the most economical mode of feeding a boiler, 
costing much less than a steam pump, and heating the water 
by the steam used for its operation. It is claimed that the 
Eclipse injector, illustrated herewith, meets these require
ments. The engraving shows the exterior of the apparatus in 
Fig. 1, and a sectional view is given in Fig. 2. A is the regu
lating handle, B the steam inlet, C the steam plug, D the water 
entrance, E the overflow, in which is a valve, and at F is 
the boiler conduit, also provided with a check valve. By 
unscrewing the nut, G, the working parts can be taken out, 
examined, and replaced with
out any connections being 
broken or the injector re
moved from its position. 
This is an important deside
ratum, as the openings in an 
injector are so small that any 
particles of dirt or waste get
ting into it are liable to stop 
its working. The adjustment 
to suit different steam and 
water pressures is effected by 
the steam plug, C, which 
gradually regulates both the 
water and the steam. 

When the steam pressure 
is high a large amount of 
water and a small amount of 
steam are admitted. and as 
the steam pressure falls, 
more steam is allowed to en
ter and the water supply is 
reduced at one operation, by 
simply turning the handle of 
the regulating valve, A. The 
injector is claimed to work 
equally well with a steam 
pressure of 1 lb. or 200 lbs. , 
and will lift the water at 
any pressure. The appara-
tus is made with an internal jet, H, for lifting_ 

• For further information and prices address R. W. Wilde, 
general agent, 108 Liberty street, New York city. 

.. '.1" 
IMPROVED WAGON BOX ADJUSTER AND FASTENINGS. 

The annexed engravings represent a new and easily appli
cable device for quickly and tightly securing together the 
sides, bottom, and ends of the body or box of a wagon, so 
that the box may be made in separate pieces, which may be 
easily put together or taken apart when desired. The in
ventor claims that a box thus ironed can be put together or 
taken apart by one man in two minutes. No nuts or screws 
are used in working the gevice, and the entire device is at
tached to the box so that none of its parts are liable to be 
lost. It is easily applied with-
out the aid of a blacksmith. 
Eccentrics, A, are pivoted to 
iron bands attached, as shown 
in Fig. 1, to the sideboards. 
These bands are strips of mer
chant iron, through which the 
necessary holes are punched, 
and are therefore inexpensive. 
The brace fits into a socket in 
the crossbar. B is a stirrup 
fitted in a groove or bearing on 
the under side 01 the ends of the 
bottom bar to prevent slipping, 
and in such a manner that it may 
be placed with its upper end 
over the eccentric. By turning 
the latter so that its long radius 
points upward, the bottom board 
becomes tightly secured to the 
lower edges of the sides. The 
eccentrics are secured in po
sition by a ring, C, slipped over 
the end of the handle. Fig. 3 
shows the contrivance locked, 
and Fig. 2 unfastened. 

The device is exceedingly sim
ple, saves time and labor, and is 
well adapted to the uses of farm
ers and teamsters generally. The 
box is held in place on the bol
sters by cleats as usual. 

and falls in front into a box; during its passage the face is 
upwards, and goes under a glass rod, while the back passes 
over a small roller placed in a trough containing the mor
dant, or size, to be used; from this it passes again under a 
glass rod, and over a heated cylinder, which partly dries 
the mordant or size; it then goes over a paper bowl, and 
under a heated embossing roller, resting upon this latter, and 
thence into the box. 

The pattern to be embossed is deeply engraved upon this 
roller, so that the pile of the velvet which passes into the 
sunken parts of the roller is unoperated upon. while the parts 
of the pattern where the pile is to be flattened are in relief on 
the roller. The color, or other substance, to be impressed 

I'irj.l 

THE ECLIPSE INJECTOR. 

on the velvet, is contained in a box provided with a roller, 
which, as usual in printing machines, deposits it rather 
thickly upon the parts of the roller which are in relief. If 
the color is crushed, or runs into the recessed parts of the 
pattern, it will be deposited upon the pile, but this does not 
mat.ter, as it can easily be brushed off afterwards, for the 
color can only be fixed upon the piece where it is pressed 
into the pile, and the latter flattened, and thus comes ill con
tact with the size, or mordant, penetrating from the back of 
the piece, and which also tends to keep the flattened pile 
permanently in position. The face of the raised parts on 
the roller is slightly fluted, the better to retain the color, 
and also to give to the parts which they flatten the appear
ance of a twill or any other design. It will thus be seen that 
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substance, are then deposited upon it, and made to adhere 
by heating the fabric. The piece is then passed under an 
engraved roller as in the method just described, and the pat
terns thus embossed upon it. The parts of the pile which 
pass into the recesses'on the roller remain standing, and by 
submitting these projecting parts to the action of brushes, 
the substance deposited upon them is removed, but remains 
in the depressed portions, and, as before, the printer can ob
tain results which, for variety and effect, admit of variation 
almost without limit.-Textile Manufacturer. 

.. I.'" 
New- InTentions. 

A Feed Water Heater for steam boilers, invented by Mr. 
H. G. Cady, of Belleville, 
Ark., is simply a coiled pipe, 
upon which the fire impinges 
before entering the boiler 
flues, one end of the pipe be-
ing connected with the boiler 
at the water line, and the 
other, by means of an out
side pipe and valve, with the 
cold water supply pump. 

Mr. J. H. Wygant, of 
Hackensack, N. J. , has pat
ented an ingenious Wheeled 
Toy for children, in which 
springs, acted upon by crank 
pins on the axle, cause an al
ternate and rapid movement 
of two balls, which appear to 
be thrown by a figure. 

Mr. W. T. Doremus, of 
New York city, has patented 
a new Sash Stop and Lock, 
which is so constructed that 
the sash cannot be raised 
without throwing the device 
into such a position t.hat it 
will lock the sash automati-
cally when lowered, and 
which may be locked in po
sition when fastening the 

sash down, so that it cannot be unfastened from outside 
the window. It is an improvement on patents Nos. 189,088 
and 199,194, issued to the same inventor. 

Mr. F. A. Sawyer, of Houston, Texas, has improved upon 
a former patent issued to him for a Vapor Burner, by mak
ing alterations which permit ready adjustment of the size 
of the flame. An exterior tube, having a closed top, fits on 
the wick tube, and has a number of exit holes which re
gister with corresponding slots in the wick tube. The outer 
tube is turned by a lever arm provided with stop devices, 
thus increasing the number of flame, jets to six or more, or 
reducing it to a single jet when used as a night lamp. 

Mr. John Kirkland, of Menomonee, Wis. , has patented an 
improved Spark Arrester for Smoke Stacks, consisting of a 

series of inverted and perforated 
cones and a perforated cylinder, 
which form eddies into which 
the sparks fall and are consumed. 
The inventor claims that the 
draught is but slightly retarded 
by this arrangement. 

Shelf Steps, or Brackets, of 
the form lately patented by lifr. 
J. C. Thomas, of Milroy, Ind. , 
are applicable to use as step lad
ders, as brackets in show win
dows, or for the support of tem
porary shelving. A mortised up
right carries a sliding and turn
ing step, which is held in hori
zontal position, when drawn out, 
by a recessed shaft and casting, 
or in a vertical position when 
folded back into the mortise of 
the upright. 

Patented through the Scientific 
American Patent Agency, Feb
ruary 26, 1878. For further 

CONKLING'S WAGON BOX ADJUSTER AND FASTENINGS. 

An Inhaling Apparatus, to be 
used for relieving throat and 
lung diseases, for the inhalation 
of the vapors of different medi
cal substances, such as that of 
chloride of ammonia, for in
stance, has been invented by Dr. 
L. E. Felton, of Potsdam, N. Y. 
It is a convenient arrangement, 
and effectually prevents 'the es· 
cape of fumes when not in use, 
and of acid in case of tipping 
over. 

particulars address the inventor, Mr. C. G. Conkling, Lock 
Box

.
47, Harrisburg, Pa. 

.. , . .. 
Embossed Silk Velvet. 

We see in the Moniteur des Fils et TissU8 that two inven
tions have been patented in France, the object of which is 
to produce a new effect by embossing a design upon velvet 
in one or more colors, differing from that of th,e piece or 
ribbon. Each invention has different methods; We first 
consider the invention of M. David. The -piece to be 
operated upon is rolled upon a drum behind the machine, 

Mr. Chas. Everts, of St. Louis, 
where the roller is recessed the pile of the velvet forms a Mo. , has patented an improved Washboard, made of sheet 
pattern in its natural condition, while the embossed parts, metal, and having'transverse continuous ridges joined by 
especially if done in colors, form, as it were, a ground of intermediate longitudinal ridges at right angles, between 
a different kind, by means of which very striking and pretty which ridges are inclined, rubbing surfaces and soap pock
effects may be produced, the details of which may safely be ets. 
left to the ingenuity and fancy of the printer. Mr. T. W. Cardozo, of Brooklyn, N. Y., has patented an 

Messrs. Vignets proceed somewhat differently. In this improved flexible and metallic Spring Pillow, which is 
case the face of the velvet has a mordant or adhesive sub- claimed not to be liable to receive permanent indentation by 
stance, such as gum, stearine, etc., applied to it, and the compression, and to always resume its normal shape and 
coloring matter in a powder, or flocks of any material from size when left intact, without shaking or other manipula
the shearing machine, silk waste ground fine, or any other tion. 
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Mr. B. F. Melton, of Gainesville, Texas, has made certain 

improvements in the construction of Saddles, of the kind 
known as Spanish, so as to make them simpler, stronger, 
and lighter. The weight of the Spanish saddle, as iUs usuak 
ly made, is the principal objection to its use ; and this is 

J ,ttuttft, �tUtrt,au. 
one hour the focus was turned off, when it was found that 
3 %  gallons had been evaporated. In the experiment de
scribed above, he used 198 glass mirrors, each 15 inches by 
9�. 

what the inventor seeks to correct. An Aerial Spy. 

Mr. J. W. Cooper, of Salem, Ind. , has invented an Alco- Mr. W. B. Woodbury has recently proposed an ingenious 
hoI Lamp, for use in soldering and similar purposes. The idea for taking photographs of an enemy's works from a 
reservoir is pivoted in a supporting frame, and is provided balloon, without necessitating the presence of an aeronaut in 
with two wick tubes of different sizes, which latter have in- the car. Electrical wires are run along the cable by which the 
dependent extinguishing devices. By an ingenious contri- air ship is held captive. Instead of a car a box is provided, 
vance the wick of tl;te larger tube is automatically projected inside of which another box is pivoted so that it will keep 
and lighted by the smaller flame, which is kept burning, horizontal. In the inner box is the photographic apparatus, 
whenever the reservoir is turned on its pivot. and over the lens is an ebonite shutter moved by the current, 

.. j • J • to open or shut instantaneously. There is also a sensitized 
IMPROVED SAW MILL HEAD BLOCK. tissue on rollers in rear of the lens, which is operated by 

We illustrate herewith an improved head block of new clockwork, also controlled by the current. When the balloon 
construction for saw mills. It is strongly made, and possess· I is elevate.d to t?e req�i:ed height, the le�s pro�erly f�cused 
cs novel modes of adjustably fastening the carriage to the and the hssue III pos1tIon, the shutter 1S set ill motIOn by 

the current, giving instantaneous exposure. A photograph 

rock rail, and of holding the log and driving the dog into it. 
Details <if the mechanism are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, and 
a plan view is given in Fig. 3 .  A is the head frame, which; 
in common with the other rectangular frame, C, shown, is 
supported by track wheels secured to axles. It is attached 
to a bar, B, which has a rack upon its under side that is en
gaged by the usual driving pinion. The frame, C, is mova
ble on bar, B, being notched to receive the same, and has a 
clamping bolt that hooks under the bar and is secured by a 
nut resting on a plate on the top of the frame. An eccen
tric lever, D, is provided, by moving which the plate is 
raised, bringing the head of the bolt against the bar and so 
clamping bar and frame together. Upon each of the frames 
a head block, E, shown in section in Fig. 1, is place.. This 
consists of two similar iron parts separated by a block at 
each end and secured by bolts. In the inner face of each 
part is formed a screw rack, F, and a rib or guide, G. This 
guide is received in grooves in the knee, H, which is pro
vided with ears, I, that project downward, and a short arm, 
J, that is apertured to receive a stake, and beveled down
ward toward the saw end of the head block, to adapt it to 
the surface of the larger logs. The 
knee also carries the usual log hook. 

Between the ears, I, and upon a shaft, 
K, Fig. 2, a tubular screw is placed, 
which is kept from turning by a spline 
in the screw and a slot in the shaft. 
Upon the end of the latter bevel 
wheels, L, are placed, which may be 
rotated by similar wheels on the shaft, 
M, so as to carry both knees forward 
at once at the rate of an inch for each 
revolution of the hand wheel. When 
it is desired to increase or diminish the 
distance between the head blocks, the 
cam lever, D, is raised so as to release 
the bar from the clamping device, 
when the frame, C, will remain sta
tionary while the frame, A, is moved 
in either direction, as may be required, 
the bevel wheel i mparting motion to 
the parts on said frame being loose on 
the shaft, M. The knees are made 
shorter than those in common use, to 
admit of rolling a large log upon a 
short head block. 

is thus obtained, and by further controlling the clockwork 
fresh sensitized surface may be exposed and additional im· 
ages taken. 

----------��� • ••• � 1.�----------

Foreign Markets Cor American Goods. 

Thanks to the genius of American inventors our manu
facturers are now able to compete successfully with the most 
skillful of other nations, not merely in our home markets, 
but abroad; in many lines, even at the very centers of corre· 
sponding foreign industry. But this victory of mind over 
muscle has been so rapidly made that our commercial classes 
have not had time to adjust themselves to the new condi· 
tions. Our merchants have been slow to appreciate the ad· 
vantages of their position ; and are but just discovering that 
the great markets of the world are open to them. A little 
prompt action now on their part would capture for Ameri
can industry some of the most desirable of those markets, 
and give an impetus to our machinery beyond anything we 
have yet known. 

Last summer Secretary Evarts sent to our Ministers and 
Consuls in various countries a circular of inquiry asking in· 
formation in regard to the conditions of trade and the meas
ures likely to promote the foreign eommerce of the United 
States. The Herald's Washington correspondent has com
piled from the replies to that circular a large number of in
teresting statements with regard to the foreign demand for 
American goods and the conditions which prevent our meet
ing such demands. The hinderances arise chiefly from our 
lack of shipping facilities and apparent indifference of our 
merchants to the special needs of the various countries we 
might send our goods to. Indeed the Herald goes so far · as 
to 8ay that the general impressron which the reports leave on 
the reader is that we Americans have almost forgotten how 
to carry on a foreign trade. The general result of the in
quiry is summed up as follows : " American manufactures 
are better in quality than those of any other nation, are 
highly appreciated almost everywhere, and are in the 
main as cheap or cheaper than any others. But the trade 
in them is pushed with but little skill and energy by our 
people ; our exporters act carelessly and do not in such 
matters adapt themselves to the necessities of different 
countries as carefully as the English and Germans. Dealers 
abroad complain that descriptive circulars and price lists are 
not full enough. Our ma�ufacturers do not adapt their goods 
to different markets as readily as do those of other countries. 

SCOFIELD'S SAW MILL HEAD BLOCK. 

thus unsettled. The other complaint lies against our high 
tariff, which disables us from buying and importing foreign 
products, and thus- forces merchants abroad to trade with 
England, because the outward freight on their purchases is 
lessened by the fact that the ship is sure of a return freight 
to Europe. " 

-----------4�� •••• ��.�---------
GILBERT'S WASH BASIN VALVE. 

We illustrate herewith a new valve for wash basins, by 
means of which the sewer pipe is claimed to be as effectually 
closed as the water pipe ordinarily is, and that consequently 
no sewer gas can escape into the room. The valve being air 
tight, a partial vacuum is produced above the water trap, 
which prevents the rush of water through waste pipes be
low siphoning the water out of the trap. The construction 
is also such that the valve cannot be left open when the 
water is turned off or left shut when the latter is turned on. 

The val ve is shown at A in our illustration, and is hinged to 
the rim of the basin. It is made hollow, and of such a 
weight that as the water rises in the basin it is raised, and 
the holes covered are so opened that the overflow water may 

GILBHRT'S WASH BASIN VALVE. 
freely escape. The lower surface of the valve is covered 
with leather, rubber, or similar material, to cause it to cover 
the overflow holes tightly. 

Patented through the Scientific American Patent Agency 
March 19, 1878. For further information, address the in
ventor, Mr. John S. Gilbert, 202 W. 14th street, New York 
city. 

. . . , .. 
New Mechanical Inventions. 

A new Cutting and Boring Attachment for Lathes has 
been patented by Mr. Mathew Rice, of Augusta, Ga. It is 
a hand appliance for shaping, moulding, polishing, etc. , 
which is driven by band pulleys and held to the work by 
handles. The apparatus is adjustable to a variety of uses. 

Mr. John Schofield, of Cheyenne, Wy. T. ,  has patented a 
Flooring Clamp, consisting of a sliding presser, worked by 
a lever and ratchet gear, and mounted on a base plate which 
is securely fixed to the joist. The tool is applicable for 
clamping other work besides flooring. 

A new Motor, invented by Mr. C. C. Gish, of Salem, Kan. , 
consists of a heavily weighted chain wound on a chain 
wheel eccentrically, and operated by an engine, water wheel, 
or other power, the object being to utilize the weights on 
the chain as they descend. 

In an improved Stamp Mill, invented by Mr. J. M. Mc
Farland, of Virginia City, Nev. , the essential features are 

the addition of auxiliary sliding tappets 
or weights, which are engaged by cams 
when the mill is run at a high velocity, 
thus adding to the impetus of the 
stroke ; and the substitution of corru
gated instead of plain screens, to in
crease their capacity for a given area. 

An improved Bracket for Scaffold
ing, for use on shingled roofs, has been 
patented by Messrs. T.  M. McClelland 
and J. A. Grant, of Mount Pleasant, 
Iowa. The bed plate ends in a chisel
shaped piece, which is driven under a 
shingle from below, and the butt of 
the shingle is held by a pivoted lever 
clamped by a screw. This gives a firm 
support for the scaffolding, additional 
brackets being used as required. 

A convenient device for Lubricating 
Axles has been patented by �fr. L. H. 
Hinaman, of Long Eddy, N. Y. It is 
secured to the upper side of the axle, 
just within the collar, and by means of 
simple mechanism forces the oil out 
upon the axle arm when desired. 

A Clothes Washing Machine, pat-Patented through the Scientific 
American Patent Agency, March 5, 
1878. For further particulars address the inventor, Mr. 
James S. Scofield, Little Sioux, Harrison county, Iowa. 

.. 4 . , . 
Solar Steam Power. 

We recently mentioned the experiments of W. Adams, of 
Bombay, India, in boiling water by the heat of the sun. He 
has lately tried further experiments, as follows : 

ented by Messrs. W. E. Armstrong and 
and communication with the United States is far slower and I David Giesman of Ludington, Mich. , is of the class in 
less certain than with Europe, even in the countries of South which a reciprocating or pounding movement is employed. 
and Central America. But besides these general complamts It has an ingenious arrangement of tubes and a rubber valve, 
there are two others which appear in almost all the reports, by means of which air is forced through the clothes and 
and which, the testimony shows, are vital. One is that our water at the bottom of the machine, thus cleansing the 
manufacturers and exporters do not maintain fixed prices, clothes rapidly. 

In the presence of several gentlemen of Bombay, 9 gallons 
of water were poured into a small boiler at 9 :25 A.M. The 
rays of the sun were then directed on the boiler, and the 
water boiled in exactly 30 minutes. After boiling exactly 

but vary them frequently, being compelled to this by the Mr. J. H. Herriff, of City Bluff, Mo. , has patented a Car 
fact that we here are cursed with a currency of fluctuating Coupling, in which the coupling link is secured in position 
value. European and South American dealers say that it is over a retaining fin of the draw bar by means of a spring
impossible for them to order American goods, even wher� acted hook, which is lifted by an angular lever and conneet
these are greatly preferred and cheaper, because prices are ing rod when it is desired to uncouple the cars. The draw 
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bar is adjustable in height by being suspended by a chain ! of dollars damag�s of

' 
any poor fellow who uses one of the and used on the old Catskill and Canajoharie Railway, N. 

Y. , from that time until its failure and abandonment in 
1840, and with the same satisfactory results, as the London 
Engineer, as quoted in your article, certifies for, it, as used 
in England. The ,above railway was one well, adapted to 
test the practicability of the plan, It being very tortuous, as 
located through the gorges of the Catskills, having one curve 
of less ,than 100 feet radius, and several from 400 to 1,000 
feet radius. We tested them for lateral friction, and found, 

and stirrnp, which may be raised or lowered by turning a I cast plates for moulding. 
crank. TESTING TORPEDOES. 

A novel construction of Railway Tracks, dispensing with 
wooden cross ties, has been proposed by Hermann A. Haar
mann, of Osnabriick, Germany. A longitudinal box-shaped 
bearer with a broad base forms the support for the rail, 
which is secured to it by clalllPs and cross bolts. The bearer 
is supported' on.1ateral iron cross ties, by means of side re
cesses and fastening bolts. The general idea is not new, 
but the details of cO,nstruction and arrangement are original. 

Mr. Samuel Arnold, of Silver Springs, Tenn. , has patented 
a new Clothes Wringer which possesses several advantages. 
The rollers are of wood, faced with rubber, and the pressure 
is Il,!>plied by means of wooden springs, which are formed 
into fo.rks at each end and are capable of being reversed 
whenever they become set. The action of these springs is 
regulated by a convenient lever locking arrangement, adjus
table as desired, so as to produce more or less pressure be
tween the rollers. 

An improved Car Brake has been ' patented by Mr. J. V. 
Ericson, of Escanawba, Mich. It can be operated from the 
engine, caboose, or any other part of the train, and the in
ventor claims that the system is less expensive and requires 
no more dead weight of iron than air brakes. It is designed 
especially for freight cars. 

An improved Machine for making Cotton Batting has 
been invented by Mr. J. L. Norton, of Memphis, Tenn. It 
consists of a pair of compressing rolls, an accumulating 
cylinder around which the cotton is wound under the pres
sure of rollers, and a hot pressing roll, combined in a suita
ble manner. 

Mr. John Hogan, of Fort Worth, Tex. , has invented a new 
system of Car Coupling, in which each draw head is pro
vided with both a hooked draw bar and a locking drop gate, 
the particular point covered by patent beiJig the manner in 
which the draw bar is held in horizontal position by cush
ioning springs. 

A Water Wheel invented by Mr. S. P. Mackey, of Browns
burg, Va. , is in the form of a funnel, having a solid lower 
end with a socket at the bottom, and provided with buckets 
on its inclined sides, extending through about one quarter 
of the circumference. The inlet openings are on the inner 
surface of the sides of the wheel, and the outlet openings on 
the outer. 

Our Washington Correspondence. 

1b the Editor of tM Scientific American: 

The order of the Commissioner of Patents to the exam
iners whose cases were behindhand to work until five o'clock 
is beginning to produce its effect, so that there will soon be 
much less time to wait before a case is acted on, and hiven
tors will thus be able to know without much delay whether 
their hopes of obtaining a patent are well founded or not. 
As one effect of the order, it may be, noted that the last issue 
of patents, that bearing date April 16, is the largest one 
issued in any week for two years. The following are the 
numbers of each class : 302 patents, 16 reissues, 18 designs, 
38 trade marks, and 6 labels. 

The owners of these patents and those of the previous 
week's issue will have to wait for them some time longer 
than is usual, on account of the failure of Congress to !nake 
any appropriation for the printing of the specifications. It 
is not yet known how long the patentees will have to wait, 
as that depends entirely upon the action of Congress in 
passing the deficiency bill, and there appears to be no dis
position to hurry matters at the Capitol. This failure of the 
appropriation is going to cause considerable trouble, and will 
offset for the present to some extent the good effected by the 
Commissioner's order, because, although the patents will be 
numbered, dated, and signed, as the specifications are not 
printed, the patents cannot be sent out, and inventors will 
have to do as well as they can without their long wished-for 
documents. It will, no doubt, be a cause of considerable 
annoyance to !nany patentees, and of actual loss to some, 
especially in reissue cases. The Patent Office, however, is 
not to blame in the matter, but the short-sighted pseudo
economy of Congress. 

.. PROTECTION I I  TO CASTINGS. 

The House Committee on Naval Affairs has agreed to' re
port a bill appropriating $250,000, to be expended in pur
chasing and testing the different styles of torpedoes known, 
with a view of reaching a conclusion as to the best and most 
suitable for use ,by the United States Navy. 

pATENT REVENUE STAMPS. by indication on dynamometer, that, excepting at the instant 
It is reported that the Committee on Ways and Means I\re of entering curve or tangent lines, the difference between 

about to recommend a new system of collecting the revenue them or curved and straight lines was of but slight amount. 
on cigars, said to have been patented by Mr. Chas. Ewing, We found also, that the wear and tear of this form of our 
the essential feature of which consists in putting a stamp on rolling stock was very much reduced, and the repairs for the 
each cigar and another one on the box, those on the cigars time used was as 4 to 10, being 60 per cent in favor of mine. 
having numbers to correspond with the number on the I have the certificate of the acting directors and superinten
stamp. As every box stamp is to be furnished with a num- dent of repairs of the corporation to that effect, as I remem
ber distinct from all the other box stamps, a box that has ber ; but I have it not at hand, and may not be quite exact. 
been stamped and emptied cannot be used again without Mr. Knowles, afterward actuary in your patent agency 
detection, as the numbers on the cigar stamps must corre- office, as I have been informed, assured me, when 
spond with the number of the box stamp. calling on him at the Patent Office at Washington-in 

IMPROVING THE MISSISSIPPI. 1840 or thereabout-that there was not a model of railroad 
From reports lately received here, it appears that the machinery in the office more frequently called for for inspec

channel at the South Pass is constantly deepening. From tion than mine. So it would seem that there must be many 
the head of the jetties to Section No. 105, a distance of 10, - still living who will remember it. I was induced to attempt 
500 feet, there is now an open channel 250 feet wide and 24 the invention from the stimulus of a liberal reward offered 
feet deep. From that point to Section No 115, a distance o( by the Belgian Government in 1835 for the most perfect plan 
1 ,500 feet, the channel is 140 feet wide and 24 feet deep ; and for obviating lateral friction on railway curves, enforced by 
from the last point, for a distance of 40 feet, the depth is 23 the advice of my chief and preceptor in civil engineering, the 
feet. The estimated amount of material to be removed in late distinguished Major Ephraim Beach. 
order to secure a channel 250 feet , wide and 24 feet deep en- My professional friends all seemed to regard my invention 
tirely through the Pass is 65,000 cubic feet, according to as about theoretically perfect, and placed its prospective value 
the latest surveys, which, it is ' thought by the government at a high figure, so high as to quite puzzle me to determine 
engineer, will be accomplished within the next sixty days. what amount of good I could do with it, and I am still in 

The House Committee on the Mississippi Levees have doubt about it. There was one pretty serious objection to 
agreed to report a bill authorizing the appointment of a com- the plan, as operated on the wooden stringer and strap rail 
mission to report upon the improvement of the levees from of those early days of our railway building ; for although 
St. Louis to the mouth of the river, to consist of three army these cars of mine were not apt or liable to jump the track, 
officers and three civilians. The bill appropriates $250,000 yet when a " snake head " or broken rail had seduced them 
to defray 'the expenses of the surveys, the salaries of the from their proper path it took whole panels of fence rails 
officers, etc. and any quantity of green saplings, enforced with strong re-

In this connection, it may be stated that Mr. M. J. Adams, marks-in fact, denunciations on the contriver and contri
of St. Paul, Minn. , has lately been before the House Com- vance-before they could be reinstated, and be induced to 
mittee on Commerce, asking for an appropriation to test his take to their narrow ways again. But it was want of capi
invention for establishing permanent channels in rivers, tal, and lack of the knowledge that it is more difficult to farm 
which consists in a line of tubes laid in the bed of the a patent than to invent it, that prevented , me from intro
river, provided with valves which open and close apertures ducing it generally. But, however, it is not my object 
through the tubes. Water is forced into the tube by a pump in writing to you to claim any particular credit in this 
at the head, and a gate at the other end secures the pressure. matter" or to detract aught from that of my brother engineer, 
By opening the valves covering the apertures in the tubes at Mr. James Cleminson, in England, who has not only re
any desired place, the water rushes out with such great invented a valuable improvement, but has got it well intro
force as to thoroughly agitate the sand or mud in that neigh- duced into use, and is in a fair way to bring it into general 
borhood, keeping it in suspension until carried away by the use. I wish him good speed and ample reward for his efforts 
current into deeper water. in this line of railwityimprovement. 

HATCHING SHAD BY STEAM. 

The new method of hatching shad, in which steam ma
chinerY plays an important part, to test which an appropri
ation was passed by Congress last December, gives promise 
of being successful. A station has been established on Al
bemarle Sound, nearly a million of young shad have been 
planted in Virginia and North Carolina waters, and the 
work is expected to be largely increased before the season's 
close. The Smithsonian authorities recently received infor
mation that shad had been caught at the Falls of the Ohio 
river, and also in the Coosa, in Alabama, which is believed 
to be the result of the operations of the Fish Commission. 

THE DECLINE OF AMERICAN NAVIGATION. 

A statement has been prepared by the Bureau of Statistics, 
showing the value of the imports and exports of the United 
States,carried respectively in United States and in foreign ves
sels, during the 57 fiscal years ending June 30, 1877, with the 
percentages carried in American vessels, from which it ap
pears that in 1821 the amount carried in American vessels 
was $113,201,462, in foreign vessels $14,358,235, the per
centage in American vessels being 88 '7. In 1826 the per
centage was 92 '5, since which time the percentage gradually 
declined, until in 1877 the amount carried in foreign vessels 
was $859,920,536, and in American vessels $316,660,281, or 
a percentage of only 26 '9. R. 

Washington, D. C. 
.. I e ,  • 

The Flexible Wheel :Base Cor Cars.-Letter &om a 

Yours very truly, 
L. J. GERMAIN, formerly a C.E. 

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, April 16, 1878. 

.. . . . .. 

Blechanlca! Ocull8ts, and how they Treat Clnaer 

In the Eye. 

To tM Editor of tM &ientific American : 

The House Committee on Patents has agreed to report 
favorably Mr. Sayler's bill " for the security of property in Veteran Inventor. 

metal castings. I I  It provides that any person counterfeit- To tM Editor of the Scientific American : 

The best and most effectual treatment, and one which will 
give immediate relief from suffering caused by extraneous 
matter, loose in the eye, or attached to the eyeball or eyelid, 
is by extracting as quickly as possible said foreign substance. 
This is an operation frequently performed in our workshops, 
and very often in the machine and brass finishing depart
ments, and always resulting in speedy and sure relief. To 
those who may not be as familiar with the operation as me
chanics generally are, I will give a short description of the 
modu8 operandi. A keen, sharp, smooth edged penknife 
and a steady nerve are all that is required on the part of the 
operator, and for removing floating and loose substances 
the penknife will more readily attach itself to them if the 
point be magnetized by rubbing it on a common horseshoe 
magnet. Thus prepared, take the sufferer where you can 
have the benefit of a good light, and let him stand up and 
lean his head back against the wall, door jamb, or other 
suitable place ; this is necessary that he might be able to hold 
his head steady. Then by standing square in front of him 
carefully, examine the eyeball, and the corners of the eye, 
at the same time requiring the person to roll his eye to each 
side, and upwards and downwards, and by pulling down 
the lower eyelid explore the lower part of the eye and its 
cover, liext catch the upper eyelashes between the thumb 
and forefinger and turn over the eyelid : this is usually done 
over the back of the penknife or a pencil ; by this means the 
upper part of the eye and lid can be inspected. In the ex
amination shoUld the minutest speck be observed, examine 
it closely to determine whether it be a small blister, or pim
ple, or some foreign substance ;  if the former, let it alone 
severely, but if the latter remove it with the sharp point of 
the knife with a firm and steady hand. Some attempt this 
with a punching, spasmodic, nervous, picking motion : but 
to perform it skillfully it must be done with a confident, 
sure, cutting stroke, just as though it were to be sliced off, 
and, .if possible, to cut the piece or strike it without touch
ing the eye. The most difficult operation that we are called 
upon to perform is when a minute particle of iron or grind
stone grit becomes firmly attached to the pupil of the eye. 
The eye becomes quickly inflamed from the irritation, also 
weak and watery, making it painful to open the eye, and if 

ing any registered metal casting by using it as a pattern in Allow me to suggest to you that the " Cleminson Flexible 
moulding, without first obtaining the written consent of the Wheel Base System " for railway cars, which you give in 
owner of the reg{"tration, shall be liable to the latter in the the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of the 13th inst. , is identi
amount of the ordinary wholesale profit upon the articles cal, apparently, with that patented by the undersigned in 
produced ; and any court of competent jurisdiction may this country in 1839 or thereabout, * and which was adopted 
order the delivery of such counterfeit castings to the com-
plainant or their destruction by the marshal The require- * The patent referred to was for an improvement in railroad cars, by , . .  h '  . h . h

: . ' I Lewis J. Germain, of Catskill, Greene County, New York State, issued 
ments to those WIshIng t elr rIg ts m t elr castIngs pro- May 7, 1839. The patentee represents in his patent a six wheeled car, hav-
tected are' these : First, such castings must have upon them ing a �eparate frame for each pair of wheels ; these frames operating upon 
the word .. registered," together with the date of registra- each other, by means of a toothed segment and rack, or by means of 
tion ' second the names of the parties requiring the llrotec- I jointed cross bars, on th" middles of their sides of contact. 'rhe middle 
. ' , 

• frame of the three which sustains the axles is so connected with the gen tlOn must be recorded In the Patent Office, and a fee of $20 eral car body frame above them as to allow a certain degree of vertical 
will have to be paid in the same manner and for the same I play to it, for the purpose of equalizing the bearing of the wheels on the 
purpose as the fee for a patent. The certificate of regis- \ rails; this is effected by means of what are called stands and slides. The 

trati6n is to remain in force for 17 years. This is an iniqui- wheels are thus to adapt themselves to the curvatures of the road and to 

to ' bill . h 't ' t th f ita horizontal deviations. The claims are to the stands and slides in com
US " , masmuc

" 
as I alms � empower e owner o . a t bination with the middle and top, or body frame, in the manner described, 

wooden , pattern for an old staIr plate, for example, which and to the manner of connecting the three_ axle ftames together, by a sin
anyllody can make for a dollar, the right to collect hundreds gle or double cross joint, or a rack and segment wlieel. 
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the piece has cutting angles. a grain of emery for instance, serves no other purpose than to protect the copper, so that ounces of strong' bichromate fluid, the temperature of said 
the outer angles cut or scratch the eyelid, causing very severe any other, and, best of all, a non-metallic, substance capable of fluid will rise to nearly 1400 F. in about half an hour, or 
pain ; though it may be only as large as a pin's point, the resisting the action of bichromate solutions, might, with ad- within a few degrees of the highest point reached during 
sufferer feels it to be as large as a pea, and expresses con- vantage, be substituted for the lead. prolonged electro-chemical action and agitation. Whether 
siderable surprise at its minuteness upon examining it after By this device the fixed and well known electro-motive en- the sljght retardation of the current by the fluid may add a 
its extraction, and wonders how so small an object could ergy of a platinum-zinc pair, which, I need hardly say, is fraction to the heat produced by chemical decomposition, I 
have given him so much pain and uneasiness. In extreme much higher than that of platinized silver, and, combined am not prepared to say ; but it is quite certain that the de
cases it becomes necessary to have a couple of assistants, one therewith, the conductivity of copper, are insured in one velopment of heat within the cell is due in a great measure, 
at each side, one to hold the head steady, the other to hold and the same compound element. As might be supposed, if not entirely, to chemical action of the fluid on the zinc, 
the eyelids open, so as to allow the operator a fair opportunity therefore, ' the practical result is that the only internal resis- and this is one among other reasons why the plan of sus� 
of making a sure stroke with the knife each and every time, tance to be encountered is that of the fluid, which, in the pending one zinc between two negative surfaces has been 
for sometimes it will require many attempts to remove be- apparatus under consideration, must necessarily be quite adopted. 
fore it is effected, and in many cases the piece is broken off small, since the zinc and platinum surfaces are no more than Where cells have been employed to operate electro· mag· 
bit by bit until all is removed. One of the most eminent three sixteenths of an inch apart. As to the electro-motive netic motors, however, and the exciting fluid has been sui· 
surgeons iu this section, in passing one of our machine shops force in bichromate fluid, repeated and carefully conducted ph uric acid and water merely. I prefer to use a single nega
a short time ago, stopped and witnessed just such an opera- tests, by General H. L. Abbot, U. S. A. , and others, prove this tive surface and one zinc. In this case there is little or no 
tion as has been described, and was so much pleased with it to be from 1 '95 to 1 '99 volts. Now, as this battery will chemical action on the zinc, beyond what is represented in 
that he remarked it was more skillfully and speedily per- show, during agitation, on a tangent galvanometer, with no current, and the energetic disengagement of hydrogen in
formed than if he himself had done it, but he was not aware I external resistance, a deflection of 82°, or nearly 50 webers, sures a free circulation in the liquid. 
of the fact that the person doing it was an old hand at the . it foIlows that the internal resistance cannot be much over With regard to the method adopted for agitating the fluid, 
business. In conclusion, I would recommend the immediate ' 0 '04 of an ohm. I have only to say that, after many experimentb and trials 
removal as indicated of any foreign substance in the eye, I This, thcn, is the basis of what has been justly claimed with various other contrivances, this has been found the 
and if the eye becomes inflamed shield it from the fight and for and accorded my battery, namely, " a  remarkably high , most simple and convenient. That agitation has no influ
apply cold water for a short time ; nature will soon finish electro-motive force, with an almost immeasurably small in- ence whatever on the electro-motive force of the battery is 
the rest. MECHANIC. , ternal resistance. " Nor is this most desirable condition unquestionably true, as Mr. Preece has demonstrated, nor 

Pittsburg, Pa. , April 12, 1878. I' limited to the particular form of battery herein described, has it much, if anything. to do in the production of heat with-
,. • •  , • for these conducting negative plates have proved to be in- i� the cells. In fact, its action is purely mechanical, and agi-

The Byrne Galvanic Battery. finitely superior to carbon in a porous cup with concentrated tation by any other device, if equally practicable, would 
To the Editor of the Scientific American : accomplish the same result. 

In your issue of the 13th of April, ' l  notice a descrip- The suggeetion of Professor Adams, as to its effecting a 
tion of a " Remarkable Galvanic Battery," as having been free circulation in the fluid, by which the metallic surfaces 
exhibited at a meeting of the Royal Society of Telegraphic are kept constantly clear or, to use a meaningless term, de-
Engineers. in London, and though the name of the inventor polarized, is, undoubtedly, a hint in the right direction, and 
is not correctly given , there can be no doubt as to whose in· in entire conformity with my own views. 
venti on reference is made. This is an error of very trifling JOHN BYRNE, M. D. 
importance, however, and would hardly be deemed worthy 314 Clinton St. , Brooklyn, April 15th, 1878. 
of notice ; but the description of the little apparatus referred - , • , .. 

Americ.an and English Weather Warnings. to is faulty and imperfect in other respects, and likely to 
convey wrong impressions regarding its construction. I Tu the Editor of the Scientific American : 

observe also that great diversity of opinion exists, and va- I was much interested in the resume, given in your issue 
rious theories have been advanced touching the causes of its for March 23, of Mr. Bennett's report of his storm warnings, 
extraordinary power. Under these circumstances, and as which have created so much interest on this side, especially 
this voltaic novelty is now exciting considerable interest as I had just received from Mr. Scott, Secretary of the Lon .. 
and no little philosophical speculation among British scien- don Weather Office, the reprint of his paper upon the same 
tists, I feel called upon to furnish a more accurate descrip- subject, read before the Nautical Society. The comparison 
tion of its mechanism, and at the same time to submit what given below shows that there is considerable variance be-
l deem the most reasdhable interpretation of certain striking tween the two reports. Though, as Mr. Scott says, " me-
phenomena peculiar to its operation. teorologists are most deeply indebted to the generous public 

The accompanying woodcut will serve to give a correct spirit of the proprietors of the New York Herald for their 
notion of the general appearance of the battery. great liberality in transmitting these warnings gratuitously,"  

A A,  conducting cords ; C ,  suspension rod and set screw it has been found impossible to make much or any practical 
combined, to connect between second and third cells in use of them on our own coasts. The newspapers have natur-
serieS ; a rt, poles of battery ; b b, two set screws to couple ally noticed them, since even one correct warning, even if a 
for quantity ; d, an extra binding post, not essential, but dozen proved incorrect, is seized on and wondered at by the 
convenient when two cells only of the battery are required ; public mind. 
e e, air tubes. The following table refers to the same period (February 

The 'composition of the fluid has been correctly stated, 15 to December 31). Mr. Scott gives, in a full table, the 
namely, one measure of commercial sulphuric acid to five of date and wording of each warning;  the actual meteorologi-
water, and to each pint of such dilution two ounces of bi- ' cal conditions at tile date indicated, from the returns for 
chromate of potash, though chromate of calcium, if substi- Western Europe ; the measure of success, shown by the com-
tuted for the potash salt, will give a much higher electro-mo- THE BYRNE GALVANIC BATTERY. parison ; and a column for comments. Mr. Bennett's re-
. f I sults are taken from your columns. tIVe orce, and, consequently, a much greater therma power. bIchromate of potash and sulphuric acid. As com pared Description. Bennett. Scott. In order to guard against splashing, the quantity of fluid with plat inized silver, also, with sulphuric acid and water, Entirely correct . . . . . . . . . . . . .  31 7 or 17'5 per cent. 

put into each cell should not exceed seven and a half fluid . say one to ten or eleven, as an exciting l iquid, not only will Correct in general . . . . . . . . . . .  8 10 or 25 per cent. 

Description. 
Absolute success. 
Partial snccess. Very slight success. 
Absolute failure. 

Correct in particular parts . . . 5 6 or 15 per cent. ounces, but, when the zincs become thin from use, eight the electro-motive force be found to be twenty-five per cent Failed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 17 or 42.5 per cent. 
ounces may be accommodated. or more higher and the resistance less, but, there being no 

To connect the battery for intensity, turn down C firmly internal currents due to a platinum-silver pair, and com
and raise b b; and for quantity, reverse the operation by turn- paratively little tendency to polarization, the action will be 
ing down b b firmly and releasing C from its contact with steadier than that of the most perfect Smee battery. Hence 
the lower metallic connection. these plates are admirably adapted, and have been Sllccess-

In galvano·cautery, the main purpose for which this lit- fully tried, for operating electro·motors, for electro-plating 
tle battery was first devised, and is now being extensively and other purposes. 
used, and more particularly during certain difficult and com- With regard to the heating capacity of my battery, and 
plicated surgical operations, this simple means of changing the modus operandi by which pneumatic. agitation increases 
the entire character of the current to meet emergencies is its power, I ·have but a few words to add, suggested by 
of the utmost importance. reading the report of what took place at its exhibition in 

For obvious reasons, the pneumatic agitator should be London. 
worked by quick and short impulses, and not by slow or It has been stated that • •  ten of my cells heated a stout 
prolonged compression of the bulb, and the battery should platinum wire, thirty inches long and No. 14 B. W. G. , to a 
not be kept immersed except when in action. glowing heat on pumping, " and as evidence of the surprise 

Finally, and in order that the aim contemplated in devis· created by this demonstration, the report goes on to say 
ing this voltaic organization, the lessening of internal re- that " some idea will be formed of the great heating power 
sistance, may be correctly understood, I shall indicate, in a here displayed, when it is remembered that it takes seventy 
few words, the manner of preparing my patent negative or eighty Grove's elements to heat a similar length of No. 
plates, the distinctive feature of the battery, and the main 18 or 24 B. W. G. platinum wire. " Now, inasmuch as I 
source of its great power. have often shown that four of these cells will heat to an 

Each negative element consists of a plate of copper, to one equal degree from fifteen to eighteen inches of such wire, 
surface of which, as well as to its edges, a sheet of platinum ten cells ought to, and would, I know, bring to a like con
foil, compact, and free from pin holes, is soldered, and to dition considerably more than thirty inches. I am disposed, 
the opposite surface or back a sheet of lead, the three metals therefore, to surmise that the amount of this thick wire 
being so united that the copper shall be effectually protected within reach at the time may probably have been limited to 
from the action of acids. The lead back and edges are then thirty inches, or there must have been some imperfection 
coated with asphaltum varnish, acid-proof cement, or any in the plates or cells used. At all events, the little battery of 
other like substance ; and, lastly, the platinum face, being four cells will heat to a bright cherry· red twenty inches of 
first rubbed over gently with emery paper, is to be thorough- No. 16 platinum wire. 
ly platinized in the usual manner. As to the " development of heat within the cellR," and 

Each cell of the battery above described contains two such .. why the pumping of air into the cells should increase its 
pkttes, between which a single zinc is suspended, and when current strength so much," it seems to me the distinguished 
the elements are immersed so that the exciting fluid reaches electricians who are reported to have been present at this 
within an inch of the top, a negative surface of 20 square exhibition will, after a little reflection, find no difficulty in 
inches is brought into action. It will thus be seen that the settling both questions to their entire satisfaction. I may 
platinum alone is the negative metal, and the copper core a: state, however, that ' if a plate of amalgamated zinc, say 
conducting body merely, while the lead, beiqg almost passive,: 2% X 5 inches, aIld ie thick, be immersed, alone, in 8 fluid 

46 40 100 

The totals represent the supposed distinct storms predicted 
in 36 telegrams. After his table, :Mr. Scott adds : " These 
figures, therefore, show that not 45 per cent of the warnings 
can be considered really successful. What is meant by 
• really successful ' is that the information conveyed by 
them was of real value to seamen in British ports. " 

Their chief value, he considers, is for ships cros�ing the 
Atlantic, since .. storms in winter, like misfortunes, never 
come single, " and they may expect bad weather as they ap
proach the American coasts. 

York, England. J. EDMUND CLARK. 

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES. 
BY BERLIN H. WRIGHT. 

PENN YAN, N. Y. , Saturday, May 11, 1878. 
The following calculationf\ are adapted to the latitude of 

New York city, and are expressed in true or clock time, being 
for the date given in the caption when not otherwise stated. 

PLANETS. 
H.M. B.H. 

Mercury rises .

.

. . . .  . .  . . . . .  4 36 mo. \ Satnrn rises . . . .  . .  . . .  . . . . . 2 38 mo. 
Venus rises . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 01 mo. Uranus In meridiau . . . . . . . .  6 33 eve. 
Mars sets : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10 31 eve. Uranus sets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 25.mo. 
J npiter rises . .  . . . . . .  . .  . . . .  0 30 mo. 

FIRST MAGNITUDE STARS. 
H.M. H.M. 

Alpheratz rises . . . . . . . . . .  0 56 mo. I Re�ulus in meridian . , . . . .  6 43 eve. 
Algol (2d-4th mag.var.) sets 8 50 eve. SpIca in meridian . . . . . . . . . 10 00 eve. 
7 stars (cluster) sets . . . . . . . .  7 51 eve. Arcturus in meridian . . . . . . . 10 51 eve. 
Aldebaran sets . . . . . . .  . . .  8 08 eve. Antares rises . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 43 eve. 
Capella sets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 57 eve. : Veg� i� meridian . . . . . . . . . 3 17 mo. 
Rigel sets . . . . . . . . .

.
. . . . . . . . 7 21 eve' j AltaJr nses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 56 eve. 

Betelgense sets . . . . .  . . .  . . .  8 55 eve. Deneb rises .. . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  7 23 eve. 
Sirins seta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 22  eve. Fomalhant rIses . . .  . . . . . .  3 36 mo. 
Procyon sets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 33 eve. . 

REMARKS. 

Mercury is now invisible. All the planets, except Jupiter, 
now have northern declinations. We mention the stars in 
the order of their right ascensions, this week, for the first, 
and will do so hereafter. We do not give the ephemerides 
of Algol, as it sets so early in the evening ItS to render ob· 
servation impractiCable. 
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OSTRICH FARMING I N  SOUTH AFRICA. ous bushes and grasses of the land. The farm is divided out 

We present a series of illustrations, taken from the lllus- into paddocks, and, with those which are breeding, one cock 
trated London News, of this new and profitable industry in with two hens occupies each paddock. The young birds
South Africa. They are from photographs taken on the es- for they do not breed till they are three years old�or those 
tate of Mr. A. Douglass, near Grahamstown, who was the which are not paired, run in flocks of thirty or 'forty each. 
originator of ostrich farming, and is the largest ostrich pro- " Ostrich farming without the use of an incubator can 
prietor. Ten years ago Mr. Douglass obtained three wild never produce great results. The birds injure their feathers 
birds, and afterwards eight more. As soon as he found they by sitting, and at every hatching lose two months. There 
would lay in confinement, he began his experiments in arti- / is, too, great uncertainty as to the number of young birds 
ficial hatching. This attempt met with but little success for which will be produced, and much danger as to the fate of 
three years, till he invented the patent incubator, the success the young bird when hatched. 
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according to circumstances, or  the yolk becomes glue and 
the young bird is choked. Nature has to be followed most 
minutely, and must be observed and understood before it can 
be followed. And when the time for birth comes on, the 
ostrich farmer must turn midwife and delicately assist the 
young one to open its shell, having certain instruments for 
the purpose. And when he has performed his obstetrical 
operations he must become a nursing mother to the young 
progeny, who can by no means walk about and get his living 
in his earliest days. The little chickens in our farmyards 
seem to take the world very easily ; but they have tbeir 

Fig, l ,-HEATHERTON TOWERS, NEAR GRAHAMSTOWN, 

of which has become renowned. By its means he has in
crmsed the eleven birds to 900, and these and others, becom
ing dispersed throughout the colony, have made ostrich farm
ing, next to wool and diamonds, the most important industry 
of South Africa. 

Mr. Anthony Trollope's recently published book on " South 
Africa " contains the following dcscription : " Mr .• Douglass 
is, among the ostrich farmers of the colony, about the most 
successful, and the first who did the work on a large scale. 
He is the patentee for an egg-hatching machine or incubator, 
which is now in use among many of the feather growers of 
the district. Mr. Douglass occupies about 1,200 acres of 

rough ground, formerly devoted to sheep . farming. The 
country around was all used not long since as sheep walks, 
but seems to have so much deteriorated . by clu1nges in the 
grasses as to be no longer profitable for that purpose. But 
it will feed ostriches. 

" At this establishment I found about 300 of those birds, 
which, taking them all round, young and old, were worth 
about £30 apiece. Each bird fit for plucking gives two 
crops of feathers a year, and produces on the average feath
ers to the value of £15 per annum. The creatures feed them
selves, unless when sick or young, and live upon the vari-

" The incubator is a low, ugly piece of deal furniture, stand
ing on four legs, perhaps eight or nine feet long. At each 
end there are two drawers, in which the eggs are laid with a 
certain apparatus of flannel ; and these drawers, by means of 
screws beneath them, are raised and lowered to the extent of 
two or three inchcs. The drawer is lowered when it is pulled 
out, and is capable of receiving a certain number of eggs ; I 
saw, I think, fifteen in one. Over the drawers and along the 
top of the whole machine there is a tank filled with hot water, 
and the drawer, when closed, is screwed up so as to bring 
the side of the egg in contact with the bottom of the tank. 
Hence comes the necessary warmth. Below the machine 

Fig, 2.-BIRDS MUSTERING. 

and in the center of it a lamp or lamps are placed, which 
maintain the beat that is required. The eggs lie in the 
drawer for six weeks, and then the bird is brought out. 

" All this is simple enough, and yet the work of batching 
is most complicated, and requires not only care, but a capac
ity of tracing results which is not given to all men. The 
ostrich turns her egg frequently, so that each side of it may 
receive due attention. The ostrich farmer must therefore 
turn his eggs. This he does about three times a day. A 
certain amount of moisture is required, as in nature moisture 
exudes from the sitting bird. The h\lat Jl!.ust be moderated 

mother's wings, and we as yet hardly know all the assistancc 
which is thus given to them. But the ostrich farmer must 
know enough to keep his young ones alive, or he will soon 
be ruined ; for each bird when hatched is supposed to be 
worth £10. The ostrich farmer must take upon himself all 
the functions of the ostrich mother, and must know all that 
instinct has taught her, or he will hardly be successful. 

" The birds are plucked before they are a year old, and I 
think that no one as yet knows the limit of age to.which they 
will live and be plucked. I saw birds which had been 
plucked for sixteen years, and were still in high feather. 
When the plucking time has come, the necessary number of 

birds are enticed by a liberal display of mealies-as maize or 
Indian corn is called in South Africa�into a pen, one side of 
which is movable. Tbe birds will go willingly after mealies, 
and will run about their paddocks after any one they see, in 
the expectation of these delicacies. When the pen is full ,  
the movable side is run in, so that tbe birds are compressed 
together beyond tbe power of violent struggling. They can
not spread their wings, or make the dart forward which is 
customary to them when about to kick. Then men - go in 
among them, and, taking up .their wings, pluck or cut their 
f\lat4ers, Both processes are common, but the former, I 
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Fig. 3.-THE INCUBATING ROOM. Fig. 4.-HELPING OUT A WEAK ONE. 

think, is most so, as being · the more profitable. There is a Fig. 1 is a view of Hcatherton Towers, the reaidence of Mr. 
heavier weight to sell when the feather is plucked ; and the A. Douglass, in the Fish River Valley, eighteen miles from 
quill begins to grow ag9in at once, whereas the process is Grahamstown. 
delayed when nature is called upon to eject the stump. I Fig. 2 is the scene of mustering the birds, which run in 
did not see the thing done, but I was assured that the little flocks in large inclosures. The one where our view is taken 
notice taken by the animal of the operation may be accepted is 3,000 acres, with a troop of 240 birds in it. Here, once a 
as proof that the pain, if any, is slight. I week, they are all hunted up by men on horseback, armed 

egg can be seen just broken through. On the top of the ma
chines are the birds' sleeping places, all heated_ The drawers 
are represented as when lowered and drawn out, to show 
them ; when again pushed in, they are lifted and fastened by 
large screws beneath them. 

In Fig. 4, Mr. Douglass is represented in the act of help
ing a weakly bird out of its shell. By certain signs discov-

Fig. 5.-THE FEATHER ROOM. Fig. 6.-COOLY WITH YOUNG - BIRDS. 

" The feathers are then sorted into various lots ; the white 
primary outside rim from under the bird's wing being by far 
the most valuable--being sold at a price as high as £25 a 
pound . The sorting does not seem to be a difficult opera
tion, and is don� by colored men. The produce is then 
packed in boxes, and sent down to be sold at Port Elizabeth 
by auction. "  

with large boughs o f  thorn, t o  keep the birds off, as many 
are very savage, and their kick is dangerous. One man will 
be observed in front, with a pac;:k horse, lo;:tded with Indian 
corn, to lead tnem. 

The incubating room is shown in Fig. 3. It is a large 
building so constructed as not to be affected by change of 
weather. Here several incubators are at work ; in one an 

ered by himself it can be told to an hour when the bird i& 
ready ; but it often happens that the bird cannot pierce the 
shell, and unless helped would die. 

Fig. 5 is the interior of the feather room. We are in
formed that the birds are pJucked twice a year ; that is, the 
tail and the primary wing feathers, which are the only white 
feathers, are plucked, and the secondary wing feathers, which 

Fig. 7.-A BIRD SITTING. Fig. S.-FINDING A NEST. 
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are the long black feathers. These are all that are taken I fever being communicated by a letter. A lady wrote to a 
from the bird. In this room the feathers are sorted into va- friend to inform her that she was nursing her daughter, suf
rious qualities, tied up in bunches, and packed in cases ready fering from scarlatina. The friend, after reading and burn
for shipment to London. ing the letter, gave the envelope in which it was contained 

Fig. 6 shows a coolie with his lot of young birds. It to one of her children to play with. Shortly after, the child 
should be explained that to each lot of about thirty birds a became sick of the same disease, which the physician traced 
man is told off, who from sunrise to sunset goes about in the to his own satisfaction to the infected letter. It might be 
lucerne fields with them, cutting up the lucerne for them, suggested that an examination into the prevalence of conta
or breaking bones for them, and finding them gravel and gious maladies among post office employes would throw 
water. They become immensely attached to their nurse. some light on the danger of a possibly infected mail. One 

Fig. 7 shows a bird sitting on her nest. The hen sits by letter capable of communicating scarlet fever or small pox 
day and the cock by night, except in wet weather, when the would probably render every other missive in the same pouch 
cock will remain on day and night, being evidently afraid to equally dangerous as a disseminator of disease. At any- rate 
trust his wife. it is on the safe side to send no communications from in-

Fig. 8 represents " a  find. " It is often a serious matter fected houses save those that are absolutely necessary, and 
to find the nests ; the bird is in anger at being disturbed, and, these should be immediately burned. 
if a male bird, would soon send horse and rider flying to • • • • • 
escape his furious kicks. PLANT MIND. 

. f . ' . V. 
THE PREMIER TRICYCLE. 

The tricycle illustrated on this page is an English machine, 
made by Hillman & Herbert, of Coventry. The engraving 
we copy from Iron. The framework is a horizontal bar, 
bent into a rectangle, with a double-throw crank axle run
ning in anti-friction roller bearings, which are bolted to the 
frame. Two large wheels, from 46 to 50 inches in diameter, 
are mounted upon this axle, one of them being the driver. 
Three C-springs are also bolted to the frames, to support the 
seat, and two rods, extending downward, carry a steel bar, 
whereon the pedal levers are pivoted. A stout tube con
nection for the guiding wheel is also Qolted to the frame
work, and is curved so as to be out of the way of the feet 
and legs, and render the machine suitable for ladies as well 
as gentlemen. The guiding wheel is 22 inches in diameter, 
and runs upon an adjustable double-coned pin in an upright 
fork, about 4 feet in advance of the crank axle, and exactly 
midway between the large wheels. Its handle is very con
veniently pivoted, so that it may be turned over or reversed, 
and used to draw the machine when necessary, as in the 
case of steep hills. The 
wheels are all tired with Para 
rubber, and their fellies are 
of U-shaped steel, while a 
powerful roller brake is at
tached to the driving wheel, 
the lever being at the right 
hand of the rider. 

The steel bar carrying the 
propelling levers is placed as 
near the ground as safety per
mits. It is strengthened by 
a couple of steel rods pro
jecting under the pedal levers 
in such wise that the double 
purpose is served of impart
ing p-�tfect rigidity to the bar, 
and · supplying a guard or 
stop in case of the pedal 
levers and crank becoming 
broken or unhinged. With
out such a guard, serious ac��nts might occur, in spite ot't�e best workmanship and 
materials, by the pedal drop
ping and catching the ground 
while the machine is in pro
gress. The pedals are rubber
cushioned, and the connec
tions are adjustable to suit 
length of leg. A step is 
fixed on the right side for 
mounting and dismounting, 
while the back of the seat is arranged to carry any amount 
of luggage. 

------------.. __ f�.�'�. ___ 
Reversed Speech. 

Messrs. Jenkins and Ewing have recently made some in
vestigations into the capabilities of the phonograph for re
versing sound when turned in opposite directions. They 
state that both vowels and consonants are unaltered by being 
spoken backwards ; and that, whether the pulsations of air 
be made in a given order or in the reverse order, the ear ac
cepts the sound as indicating the same letter. Consonants 
between single pairs of syllables, as ada, aba, etc. , are identi
fiable quite as well backwards as forwards. Ab, however, 
said backwards becomes ba, and thus the investigators sug
gest we have here a standard of what does really constitute 
a single letter or element of articulate speech ; it is any one 
reversible part. The word noshaeesossa pronounced in the 
phonograph is reproduced very clearly as association. 

• f . ' . 
A. New Grain Elevator in New York. 

The New York Oentral and Hudson River Railroad Oom
pany are about to construct another grain elevator in close 
proximity to that at 60th street and North river in this city, 
illustrations of which we published about a year ago. The 
new building will have a capacity of about 800,000 bushels 
of grain, and is to embody all the latest improvements in 
elevator construction. 

• f . ' . 
Contagion by MaU. 

The London Telegraph has recently published a corre
spondent's letter setting forth a remarkable instance of scarlet 

VEGETABLE ANATOMY. 

Exquisite sensibility to all the powerful agents of Nature, 
heat, light, cold, moisture, drought, favorable and unfavor
able surroundings, and even kind or unkind treatment, ever 
responsive to loving care, and drooping under chill neglect, 
are undeniable characteristics of plant life ; and in so deli
cate an organization need we be surprised to find a complete 
analogue to the amitomical structure of animal and animated 
beings ? 

Among the ancients we find a continual recognition of the 
male and female, or principle of distinctive sexes, in vegeta
ble creations ; and Pliny taught that " in all trees and plants, 
nay, rather, in all things that proceed out of the earth, even 
in · the very herbs, there are both sexes ;" while the cata
logues of the sixteenth century invariably recognize this 
distinction. In the " Philosophia Botanica," the parts of a 
flower are described by Linnreus in strictly anatomical 
terms, while the bot.anical text-books of the present day ad
mit the fact as no Jonger to be questioned. 

Has there been convincing proof of the existence of a cor-

THE PREMIER TRICYCLE. 

respondent collection of parts, which constitute not resem
blances alone, but parity of functions?  Replies are made in 
the affirmative by those who are familiar with the revela
tions of the modern microscope. There are a complete system 
of absorbent vessels, lacteals, and lymphatics ;  a pulmonary 
and arterial system, with glands for the separation of honey, 
gum, wax, resin, starch, sugar, essential oil, etc. ; organs of 
reproduction, muscles, and, we think, nerves, although re
searches relative to the existence of nerves in plants are yet 
in their infancy, and may be guessed at rather as e](hibited 
in action than actually seen in · their minute reality. As the 
magnifying powers of the microscope have not yet reached 
their ultimatum, neither have explorations yielded all their 
secrets. 

There are three systems of absorbent vessels in plants, 
namely, lymphatics, lacteals, and placental vessels for the 
nourishment of the embryo. The vessels which in plants 
correspond to the lacteals in animal beings are those which 
imbibe nutriment from the earth in the form of moisture ; 
these are abundant in the roots, they flourish when supplied 
with water, and die when it is ' wanting. 

The openings of the lymphatic vessels are to be found on 
the external surfaces of the bark and leaves, on the internal 
surfaces of all the cells, and between the bark and alburnum 
or sap wood. By Grew and Malpighi, these were supposed 
to be air vessels, but later observers have decided that con
clusion to be erroneous. The absorbent vessels on the under 
side of a leaf prevent speedy death when laid upon the sur
face of a vessel of water, while a leaf placed with its upper 
side next the water will speedily decay or dry away. Moist
ure imbibed through these vessels will keep alive for some. 
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time the bark of a separated branch, and the alburnum or 
sap wood may be kept in the same manner. 

By careful observation and experiment, an arterial system 
may also be detected. These experiments are usually made 
with the aid of colored decoctions upon plants which have 
a white blood or circulating medium. Their structure is in 
the form of a spiral line, but not interrupted by valves ; at 
least the valves, we believe, have not yet been discerned. 
The vermicular motion of the spiral has been conjectured to 
be the equivalent for the action of tIle valves in the arterial 
system of animal beings, as each spiral ring pushes forward 
its contents by means of contraction, and, with a retrograde 
movement of the absorbent vessels, convevs moisture down
wards as well as upwards. The sap is �ery generally ad
mitted to be true vegetable blood, or to be to the vegetable 
just what blood is to our animal economy. 

In addition to this system of absorbent vessels is also to 
be found a systematic apparatus for the purpose of exposing 
to the action of the atmosphere the fluids absorbed by the 
lacteals and lymphatics. This may be considered as an 
equivalent for the pulmonary system in animal life or in 
human organization. This is to be found in the leaves and 
in the petals of flowers. Above ground, or in the atmos
phere, it answers to the lungs in animals, and in sub-aquatic 
or marine plants, to the gills in fishes. The fluids absorbed 
from the earth or atmosphere are carried to the foot stalk of 'every leaf, while the absorbent vessels of each leaf unite into 
branches and form pulmonary arteries, which are dispersed 
to the extremities of each leaf. In the leaf we behold the 
pleasing object of a complete circulation, with a pulmonary 
vein receiving the blood from each artery on the upper side 
of the leaf ; while again, uniting in the foot stalk of the 
leaf, these veins form aortas, dispersing new blood over the 
new bark, elongating its vessels, or producing new secre
tions. The vessels in the intertexture of the bark are so 
minute that the venous system cannot be fully investigated 
without the aid of more powerful microscopes than we now 
have ; but reason is always in advance of experiment, and 
we do not attempt to invent ; we only try to discover facts. 

As the corols or petals act 
as lungs to the flower or fruit, 
as it is called in botanical 
language, much of the pro
cess may be seen by the naked 
eye, for in these organs the 
vegetable blood is brought 
into contact with air and 
light. These vessels are all 
extremely sensitive to the 
stimulus of fluids received, 
and propel them upwards 
with great force. 'Phis sus
ceptibility to irritation from 
juices absorbed, with their 
increased activity in the 
warmth of spring, proves the 
immediate presence of a vital 
force, and resembles in the 
minutest particular the ac
tion of similar vessels in ani
mals. 

In the " Veget. Stat. " of 
Dr. Hales, the above state
ments are verified by experi
ments, which may be easily 
repeated. 

Indeed, the analogy between 
the breathing apparatus of an
imals and the leaves of plants 
is so complete that it may be 
accepted as an undisputed 
fact in regard to the organic 

life of plants. A thin pellicle or membrane protects while 
exposing the vegetable blood to the action of the atmos
phere, upon the upper surfaces of leaves, or organs of re
spiration. ( Vide Bonnet, " Usage des Feuilles. ") Leaves con
tinue green many days when placed with the under surface 
in contact with water ; but, if with the upper side next the 
water, they soon die. In aquatic plants it is the under side 
which lies upon the water, but the upper which is exposed 
to the action of the air and light. That leaves act the part 
of lungs, or giving out a phlogistic material to the atmos
phere and inhaling oxygen or vital air, is no longer a sub
ject of dispute among the learned. 

Aquatic plants afford very marked illustrations of the 
above assertions. The lower leaves of the Trapa being be
neath the water are divided into minute capillary ramifica
tions, either getting from or giving to ' the water the indis
pensable oxygen, thus answering in their office to the gills 
in fish. The upper leaves of thCl Trapa are broad and round, 
with air bladders in their foot stalks, by which they are sup
ported above the surface of the water. These upper leaves 
are undivided, while they are found below the water cut into 
fine divisions. These minute subdivisions of sub-aquatic 
plants may also facilitate the separation of the air by their 
points or edges. The contained air finds at the point of each 
fiber a place where the resistance to its expansion is less, 
and it there expands and becomes a bubble of air. 

On very high mountains, where the atmosphere is of great 
rarity or thinness, the reverse arrangement has been noted, 
the upper in place of the lower leaves being finely divided, 
and thus affording a larger surface of contact necessary for 
thee welfare of the plant individual.. R. O. K. 
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IMPROVED WOOD PLANER. 

This machine is well adapted for planing lumber for all 
kinds of boxes, sashes, doors, window and door casings, etc. 
In planing door panels it does its work sufficiently smooth 
so as not to require any hand planing, and it is substantially 
built of the very best material. 'rhe bearings in which the 
cutterhead journals run are cast solid to the framc and are 
self-oiling. The lower cylinder is placed so near under the 
upper one that the bed or plate over it passes as far under 
the upper cylinder as it can and escapes the cutters. It is 
claimed that this, when once properly adjusted, does not re o 
quire to be readjusted when the machine is changed to plane 
different thicknesses of lumber, as is necessary with other 
double-surfacing planers. This planer has a feed roll outside 
of the under cutter head to carry the lumber elear from the 
machine after the lower cylinder has done its work, which is 
a feature not often found in the large double surfacers in 
use. The eountershaft furnished 
with this planer has C. Purdy's 
patent self-oiling device for the 
loose or idle pulley. Three sizes 
afe constructed to plane 16, 20, 
and 24 inches wide, and from Ys 
to 8 inches thick. 

Further information may be 
had on application to Frank & 
Co. , 176 Terrace street, Buffalo, 
N. Y. 

... . ... 

Jute Culture and ManuCac
ture in the South. 

There is now in progress of 
organization in · Charleston, S. 
C. , a factory for the manufac
ture of cotton bagging from 
jute, which, it is said, will be 
in operation in less than two 
months. Jute seed has bcen 
distributed by the Agricultural Society of that State to about 
sixty planters along the coast, so that it is believed that with
in a very short time the South will raise, spin, and weave 
jute, not only for its own use, but for other districts. The cul
ture and manufacturing of jute have become very extensive, 
as a million acres of land in India are devoted to its cultiva
tion, and one factory near Calcutta employs 4,000 workmen, 
while at Dundee, in Scotland, there are said to be about a 
hundred jute mills, emp�oying some 20,000 operatives. 

It is believed that the South can grow jute as successfully 
as India can, and manufacture it as profitably as it can be 
done in Dundee, and that it will be done if the import duty 
on jute be allowed to stand until the Southeru plantations 
and factories are allowed to have a fair start. To some ex
tent the cultivation and manufacture of jute are an experi
ment, and unless there be a prospect of handsome returns, 
ueither planters nor manufacturers will want to have any
thing to do with it. Notwithstanding this, it is proposed, 
just as the plantations and factories are .about to make a' be
ginning, to rcduce the duty on jute, and expose such enter
prises to a competition that did . not exist and was not ex
pected when they were projected. This is neither politic 
nor just, for, so long as the protective system exists, its benefi
cent effccts should be felt by all young industries, whether 
in the North or South. 

.. , . . ... 

IMPROVED LIFTING JACK. 

We illustratc herewith a new and simple lifting jack, ap
plicable to all kinds of vehicles. The base, A, supportR an 
illclined bar, E, and standard, D. 
'rhe lever, F, has its fulcrum at G, 
in bar, B, and extending forward is  
pivoted to the notched bar, I ,  which 
is connected by the bar, B,  by the 
short bars, J. It will be evident 
that when the lever, F, is operatcd 
the notched · bar will be raised or 
lowered. The axle of the vehiclc 
rests upon one of these notches ac
cording to the height of the axle. 
K is a bar which is pivoted to the 
base, and which extends upward 
above the lever, F. It carries a pin, 
L, which, when the jack is loaded, 
falls into one or . the other of the 
recesses , M, in the top side of the 
lever, and thereby holds the load. 
When the load is to be lowered the 
rear end of the lever, F, is de
pressed to release the pin, when the 
bar, K, is thrown forward with the 
foot. The levcr is then allowed to 
risc and release the jack. The de
vice is strongly and inexpensively 
constructed. 

Patented through the Scientific 
American Patent Agency, February 
15, 1876. For further· information rclative to sale of terri
tory, except Ohio and Illinois, address the inventor, Mr. 
James S. Rowland, Sen€cavil13, Guernsey county, Ohio. 

.. . . , . 
MR. JOHN L. STROUB, the inventor of the convenient ap

paratus for baking clams, illustrated on page 279 of the last 
issue of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, may be addressed at 93 

Canal street, New York dty. 

$titutifi t ltutritau. 
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 

The annual meeting of the above named association con
vened at Washington, D. C. , on April 15, under the Presi
dency of Professor Joseph Henry. The following are brief 
abstracts of the papers read. 

ALACRANE REEF. 

Professor Alexander Agassiz described the formation and 
structure of Alacrane Reef, in the Yucatan Bank, which at 
first sight appears to present featuree incompatible with the 
general theory of the coral reefs of this region, as set forth 
by !'Ir. Darwin, but on a more careful examination it con
firms that theory. It is believed that the whole 'region of the 
Florida reefs and neighborhood is one of elevation. Cuba 
is the axis of elevation, and eventmilly this formation will 
fill the whole space of those waters. The elevation is com
paratively recent. Alacrane Reef will serve as an epitome 
of the whole. Similar observations had been made on the 

DOUBLE SURFACING PONY PLANER, 

neighboring coast of South America, and Professor Agassiz 
believes there is evidence to show that before this elevation, 
and late in the Tertiary period, the place now occupied by 
the Isthmus of Panama was the seat of a great equatorial 
current, which has produced a marked effect upon the fauna 
of adjoining oceans. 

w ATERSPOUTB. 

Professor Ferrel spoke on the mathematical theory of water
spouts, and stated that a waterspout is simply the cloud by 
means of the centrifugal force of the gyrations diminishing 
the tension. It is not the fall of a body of water carried up as 
water. The conditions which give rise to a waterspout con
tinue to supply it with material to support it. With a high 
temperature and an unusually low dew point, differing 160 
from the temperature of the air, waterspouts a mile high 
have been produccd. 

MARS' MOONS. 

Professor Asaph Hall read an essay on the orbits of the 
satellites of Mars. The eccentricity of the inner satellite is 
very large, and this is the reverse of what would be ex
pected if the diminution of its orbit had been occasioned by 
a resisting medium. The distance from its primary of the 
outer satellite is calculated at 12,500 miles ; of the inner, 
3,600, about as far as from WaShington to Berlin. 

THE SALT OF THE SEA. 

Professor Hilgard described. an optical ocean salinometer, 
for the determination of the saltness of the sea at different 
depths and localities. The new instrument resembles a 
spectroscope with telescope attached. Thc sea. water to 

ROWLAND'S IMPROVED LIFTING JACK. 

be examined is poured into a triangular bottle, which takes 
the place of the prism in the spectroscope. Light is admit
ted through a slit made by covering with black varnish all 
except a narrow space in a lens, and a lamp can be placed 
before this slit, all parts being practically secure against 
shaking py the motion of a ·  ship. Professof Hilgard said 
that with this instrument a very regular scale of values had 
been attained. 

297 
Professor Alexander Agassiz gave a very interesting ac

count of deep sea dredging in the Gulf of Mexico, and es
pecially described 

THE RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN SOUNDING APPARATUS. 
In sinking the lead to great depths, heavy weights are re

quired_ On thc Challenger the only mode of ascertaining 
that the lead touched bottom was by noticing when the rope 
ran out more slowly than before. This operation was per
formed with a very heavy rope, such strength being neces
sary to hold the weights employed in sinking it. It was 
liable to an error of perhaps 300 fathoms in giving great 
depths. It is strange that the English did not use the inven
tion of their own countryman, Sir William Thomson, in 
stead of the antiquated sounding rope. The improvement 
principally consists in substituting a piano wire. This, after 
running out, leaves the shot, with which it is weighted , on 
the bottom. Repeated soundings with the piano wire on 

board the Blake indicated that 
the accuracy attained was with
in one-hundredth of one per 
cent ; the Challenger soundings 
were only within five per cent. 
The time gained by using the 
wire is quite remarkable ; for in
stance, twenty to twenty-five 
minutes as compared with two 
hours. The iron shot weight left 
on the bottom of the ocean is, 
perhaps, a sixth of that lost by 
the old process. 

Professor Agassiz showed the 
dredge as now modified and used 
on the Blake. It embodied a 
method which did the sifting at 
the hottom instead of the top of 
the ocean. A rope was so fast-
ened to the dredge that it no 
longer tended to bury itself. 

After this had been successfully tried, a further improve
ment was made by substituting a fiat box for the dredge, 
with net sides ; this ran smoothly along the bottcm without 
burying at all. Tangles were attached behind the dredge 
which were of great service. 

The trawl was another instrument needing improvement 
Its tendency was to turn over sidewise, and then catch 
nothing. On the Blake no such difficulties were encountered ; 
they used a contrivance somewhat like an oyster trawl, that 
had the merit of doing its work equally well whichever side 
was up. 

The clumsy apparatus of the Challenger made its work 
costly. The total weight of dredge, rope, and shot in three 
miles' depth was three tons, and of course the rope wore 
rapidly under such a strain, and often parted while out. 
The .British expedition lost 50,000 fathoms of such rope. 
The Blake expedition could not afford loss at a similar rate, 
even for a season's cruise, and it was determined to do for 
dredging what had been done for sounding-to substitute 
wire for rope. With wire, the dredge served sufficiently as 
a weight. The time saved by using wire with the dredge 
was as great proportionally as with the sounding lead. 
Hauls were made in two hours that would have consumed 
eight hours on the old plan, and five or six hauls were made 
per day instead of one. In three weeks one sixth as much 
was done as in the three or four years' work of the Chal
lenger. 

RESULTS OF THE CHALLENGER EXPEDITION. 

The following observations are reported by Professor 
Agassiz : Where the depth is 1 ,800 
to 2,000 fathoms inside the Wind
ward Islands, the fauna corresponds 
to that of the Atlantic outside ; the 
animals having doubtless penetra
ted through the openings between 
the islands. All classes of the ani
mal kingdom found in the ocean are 
well represented. Inside the Carib· 
bean Sea the fauna is more special
ized and characteristic. On the 
Challenger expedition it had been 
ascertained that the red · clay ooze 
of the ocean bottom was largely a 
result of the decomposition of the 
shells of surface animals-a disinte
grated portion of the limestone con
tained in those shells. Everywhere 
in the Gulf a similar deposit WitS 
fonnd. Pelagic animals, chiefly 
mollusks, may be said to fill this sea 
from the surface to 8, 10, or 25 · 
fathoms in depth. The dredge al
ways brings up a quantity of their 
half decomposed shells, and in in-
stances where the test of propor
tion was carefully tried, it was 
found ·that more than half the mud 

consisted of shell fragments. There is no doubt that a stra
tum is forming at the bottom of the sea, due entirely to the 
coverings and hard parts of pelagic animals which exist in 
swarms near the surface. On the question as to the exis
tence of many animals in deep water, near neither the sur
face nor the bottom, Professor Agassiz is inclined to distrust 
the Challenger observations. The apparatus there used 
could not furnish proof as to the point whether the animals 
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were really caught at the depth of 1,000 fathoms or near the 
surface. The fruits of the towing net may have been gath
ered anywhere in its course. 

In the course of this expedition the temperatures of the 
Gulf Stream were ascertained throu,ghout, from top to bot
tom, and through the whole area. The fact had been first 
noticed by Dr. Carpenter that an inclosed sea, such as the 
Mediterranean, may have a higher temperature for its depths 
than corresponding depths of the ocean. The difference in 
that instance is 35°. It is caused by the fact that the ocean 
water flowing into the Mediterranean has to cross a barrier 
at Gibraltar ; the depth there is about 500 fathoms, and the 
temperature at that depth is that of the sea to the east of it, 
the cold water at the bottom of the Atlantic either never 
rising so as to float over that barrier, or, if it does, being 
warmed to the higher temperature while in transit. The 
Caribbean Sea is similarly inclosed by barriers, and its 
waters at their greatest depths are only as cold as that of the 
lowest soundings on the barriers. Similar observations are 
on record about the Soloo Sea and other bodies of water thus 
marked off by submarine or surface ilevations surrounding 
them. 

MEASURING STARLIGHT. 

Professor Pickering has devised an instrument for the spec
ial purpose of comparing the components of double stars. 
The images are separated by a Nicoll's prism, and there are 
various contrivances for preventing error. A chart is in pre
paration at Harvard of all the double stars north of 400 lati
tude ; at present this work is about half done, 90 stars having 
been finished and reported upon,requiring 4,000 observations. 
The probable error in this work is less than the tenth of a 
magnitude. A star in Cassiopeia gave a great deal of trou
ble ; the discrepancy in the observations upon it amounted at 
times to half a magnitude ; eventually a faint companion was 
discovered, which accounted for the changes. It was long 
suspected that Gamma Ceti's companion shines by reflected 
light. It was a matter of great interest, as no planet has yet 
been recognized outside of the solar system. The test is, of 
course, the polarization of light. After forty or fifty obser
vations, the Gamma Ccti case was determined to be no ex
ception to the general rule. A special research to obtain a 
quantitative estimate of the difference of light in colored 
double stars has yielded unexpectedly uniform figures from 
different observers, and shows that such stars yield abundant 
iight, notwithstanding their color. The companion of Sirius 
Is estimated to be of about the ninth magnitude. Investiga
tions to ascertain whether its light is reflected or not are as yet 
uncompleted. The working of the double star photometer 
is very satisfactory. 

ABRASIONS OF THE NORTHWEST COAST OF AMERICA. 

A very long essay was read by Professor George Davidson 
on the abrasions of thc northwest coast of America. It 
was chiefly occupicd with a description of the appearance 
of the coast ranges and hills that face the Pacific from 
Mexico to Alaska. Viewed collectively, they present a series 
of flaftopped rocks, hills, beaches, and plateaus;  of terraces 
cut into such general shapes by an agency of wide applica
tion. The various admitted agencies for transforming the 
terrestrial surface were considered separately, and shown to 
be inadequate for this result. Professor Davidson ascribes 
it, in co.c.nection with the gradual elevation of the coast, to 
a great ice belt which followed the shore line and performed 
this gigantic sculpture. 

'eituttfi e �mtri nlu. 
relative to the work of the Academy and the ground of se
lection of its members, which, he said,must be actual scientific 
labor in the way of original research ; that is, positive addi
tion to the sum of human knowledge ; and this qualification 
of a candidate must be united with unimpeachable moral 
character. Not social position, popularity, extended author· 
ship, or success as an instructor can entitle to membership ; 
this is due alone to actual new discoveries : nor are these 
sufficient if the reputation of the candidate is in the slight
est degree tainted with injustice or want of truth. 

At the election of officers, Professor O. C. Marsh was 
elected Vice President and Professor J. H. C. Coffin, Home 
Secretary. 

The meeting adjourned on April 19th. 
.. , . . . 

.Tullus Robert von Mayer. 

On,the 20th ult. died Julius Robert von Mayer,of Heilbronn, 
in Wiirtemberg, a man whose labors in physical science 
have won for him an undying renown. 

" The mechanical equivalent of heat " is an expression 
which was introduced into science by Mayer, who must 
always be regarded as having stood in the front rank of the 
founders of the dynamical theory of heat. In 1842, while prac
ticing as a physician in his native town of Heilbronn, he pub
lished a paper in which the relations which subsist between 
heat and work were defined, and a computation of the me
chanical equivalent of heat was given. With no means to 
make experimental research, he calculated the value of the 
mechanical equivalent, by the help of the best data procurable 
at the time, on the assumption that when a body is heated by 
compression the heat developed is the equivalent of the work 
expended in compressing the body. Subsequent researches 
have shown that this assumption is true in the case of air, 
the substance from the properties of which Mayer drew his 
conclusions. It is not surprising, however, that the value 
that he obtained for the mechanical equivalent of heat was 
far from being the true one, for in 1842 the specific heat of 
air at constant volume, and the ratio of the specific heats at 
constant volume and constant pressure, were very imper
fectly known. Y et, when corrected in accordance with the 
results of more recent experiments, his calculation does not 
differ much from the value of the mechanical equivalent ob
tained by others by totally different processes. In 1845 ap
peared Mayer's. paper on " Organic Movement in Connection 
with the Transformation of Matter "-a brochure of 100 
pages-in which he speCUlates fearlessly and acutely on the 
agency of the so-called vital force, estaolishing the princi
ples that all the so-called forces are interchangeable forms of 
energy-the one sole force ; that energy is never created or 
destroyed, and that all natural phenomena are accompanied 
by a change of the form of energy. In 1848 was published 
one of his most notable papers, under the title of " Celes
tial Dynamics. "  In this paper he calculates the heat that 
would be developed by the collision of the earth with a tar
get strong enough to stop its motion, and propounds the 
hypothesis that thc sun's heat is maintained by the falling of 
innumerable meteorites on its surface. One point espec
ially worthy of note in this paper is his statement of the 
effect of tidal friction in dissipating the energy of a planet's 
aerial rotation-an effect which was proved by Adams and 
Delaunay to exist in the case of the earth. 

Mayer's last paper " On the Mechanical Equivalent of 
Heat " was published in 1851. It possesses the same fullness 
of original ideas as its predecessors, and in point of clearness 

THE SIZES OF MOLECULES. of conception and definition can only be rivaled by Tyndall's 
Dr. Wolcott Gibbs discussed the question as to what allow- " Heat as a Mode of Motion. " 

ance should be made for the molecules of a gas in calculat- Soon after the pUblication of his last work his mind be
ing its contraction under pressure, the contraction applying came affected in consequence of severe 'labors and disappoint
probably to the spaces around each molecule, and not to the ments he had suffered, and the rebuffs he had met with from 
molecules themselves. Some of the results are very Cl;J.rious. scientific cotemporaries ; and though at a later period he par
If we assume that in hydrogen we have nothing to deal with tially recovered, he was never able to resume his scientific in
but the molecular and intermolecular spaces, it will follow vestigations. 
that in one entire meter of hydrogen, at a pressure of 0 and It must be claimed for Mayer that, in an obscure German 
temperature of 40 C. , the molecular volume amounts to 538 '9 town, without the means of making experiments, entirely 
cubic centimeters. In other words, the molecules occupy isolated from scientific companionship, and with only the 
539 millionths of the whole space. Under a pressure of one time that he could spare from his professional duties, he 
atmosphere, a cubic meter of hydrogcn contains 545 cubic evolved in a remarkably short period a succession of theoreti
centimeters of matter. The relation of nitrogen to hydro- cal views which, in point of originality, boldness, and com
gen at the same temperature and pressure for the ratio of I prehensive grasp of facts, stand among the fcremost in the 
volumes of molecules is as follows : H divided by N is equal history of physics. 
to 1 divided by 2 '77 ; that is, the volume of the molecules of ... , • , .. 
nitrogen in one cubic meter of the gas is 2 '77 times as great Auguste LalllY. 

as the volume occupied by the molecules of a similar quan- We have to record another loss to science in the death of 
tity of hydrogen. In the latter gas at 40 and one atmos- the distinguished chemist, Professor Auguste Lamy, whose 
phere, the mean free path of the molecules is 458 times researches in organic and more especially inorganic chemis
their individual diameters ; in nitrogen, 167 '4 times. The try have contributed not a little to the advancement of that 
diameter of an atom of hydrogen is to be expressed in cen- branch of science. M. Lamy will be especially remembered 
timeters by 42 divided by 10 raised to the ninth power ; an for his isolation, examination, and description of the proper
atom of nitrogen, 54, also divided by 10 raised to the ninth ties of the metal thallium ; his results having been published 
power. This is in striking accord with the results obtained at about the same time (1861) that Mr. Crookes announced 
through other lines of research. The mean distance of the the discovery of the new element. M. Le Verrier and M. 
centers of the molecules of hydrogen will be. in centimeters, Dumas endeavored at the time to claim for M. Lamy the dis-
512 divided by 10 raised to the ninth power ; nitrogen, 607 covery of thallium, and the claim was founded on a communi
similarly divided. 1<'inally, Boyle and Mariotte's law holds cation which the latter made to the Imperial Society of Sci
good (for certain limiting conditions of pressure), provided ences, Agriculture, and Arts, of Lille, May 16, 1862. The 
it be applied solely to the interstitial spaces and not to the International Exhibition waS opened on May 1, 1862. and 
molecular matter of gases. there, in a case which had been opened some days before and 

Professor S. P. Langley called the attention of the .A:cademy arranged for the inspection of scientists, Mr. Crookes dis
to the strange similarity between the A and B lines of the played several grains of the new metal and some of its com
spectrum. The likeness of the A group of lines is so very pounds. Mr. Crookes had previously announced (March, 
marked as to indicate that they, too, are of telluric, not 1861) the discovery of the new element, which he at first 
solar, origin. thought to be a member of the sulphur group. His specimen 

Professor Henry communicated the closing address, mainly at the International Exhibition was in the form of a black 
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powder. M. Lamy seems to have hit upon a more abundant 
source of the newly discovered element, and in June, 1862, 
he exhibited to a jury of chemists in London a beautiful 
ingot of the new metal. The discovery of Mr. Crookes, how
ever, was deemed to have the priority, and the name that he 
had proposed for the metal was adopted. In 1864 M. Lamy 
described thallic alcohol, and in the following year published 
the results of his investigation of the phosphates of thallium. 
In 1869 Lamy invented the two valuable pyrometers asso
ciated with his name. In physics he studied the electric 
properties of sodium and potassium, and was the first to pro
duce induction currents by means of terrestial magnetism. 
His death occurred on the 20th ult. , at Paris, where for a 
number of years he had occupied the chair of Industrial 
Chemistry at the Ecole Centrale . 

... , . . .. 
THE CAUSE OF BRICK INCRUSTATIONS. 

We have before us two essays on the subject of incrusta
tions on brick walls, one in the form of a report to the 
Philadelphia County Medical Society, by Joseph G. Rich
ardson, M. D. ,  the other an article in the Journal oj tlte 
Franklin Institute, by Mr. William Trautwine, a well known 
engineer. Both papers will be found in full in our SUPPLE

MENT of this week, and we allude to them here chiefly to 
point out the curious divergence of views between the phy
s!cian and the engineer when the same subject is regarded 
by each from the standpoint of his respective profession. 

Dr. Richardson thinks that the grayish white efflorescence 
is due to the sulphuric acid which comes from gas burners 
and coal stoves, being absorbed by moisture deposited during 
the evening upon the front walls of houses facing the east. 
The extremely dilute acid then combines with magnesia con
tained in the bricks, or possibly in the mortar, and when the 
water is evaporated by the morning sun crystallizes in the 
incrustation. He thinks that the latter has no injurious 
effect on health, but is rather evidence of the fixation of a '  
deleterious product from coal and gas combustion, and hence 
it aids in producing pure air. 

Mr. Trautwine points out that the coal with which bricks 
are burned contains diffused particles of iron pyrites, which 
are decomposed, yielding sulphurous acid gas. This act
ing at a high temperature, together with air moisture, upon 
the silicates of lime and magnesia already in the clay, the 
last are decomposed, and sulphates of lime and magnesia are 
formed, which impregnate the bricks. " When the bricks 
become wet these compounds dissolve, and in dry weather, 
succeeding storms, the solution evaporating from the surface 
of the bricks leaves them coated with the white compounds. " 

The reader is quite free to take his choice between these 
remarkably contrasting theories, which, while agreeing as to 
the nature of the incrustation, radically differ as to how it 
got there. It may be satisfactory to remember that therc is 
no logical middle ground, and that if it did not come through 
outside causes, as advocated by Dr. Richardson, it must have 
come from the inside of the brick, as maintained by Mr. 
Trautwine. 

----------__ .. .-�' •• 4'-. __ -----------
Transparency or Metals. 

l'hat gold may be beaten to such a state of thinness as to 
readily transmit a greenish light is a fact that has been long 
known ; and this property has been used by the gold beater 
as a practical test of the purity of the precious metal, inas
much as the smallest admixture of silver with the latter 
causes a perceptible change of tint in the transmitted light. 
At a recent meeting of the New York Academy of Sciences, 
there was exhibited a film of gold (mounted between two 
plates of glass for protection against injury) which was 
stated to be the thinnest " leaf " of this metal that had as yet 
ever been produced. The method by which this remarkable 
result was obtained was very simple, yet one that required 
considerable delicacy of manipUlation. An exceedingly ten
uous film of gold having been, by means of a galVanic bat
tery, deposited on the surface of an ordinary daguerreotype 
plate of copper, the latter metal was afterwards dissolved 
away by the action of nitric acid, and the gold film caught 
on a plate of glass. 

The property of translucency, when in thin films, has un
til a comparatively short time ago been regarded as one pe
culiar to gold alone ; the reason being, perhaps, that but few 
metals besides gold can be successfully hammered to the nec
essary degree of tenuity. In this respect, indeed, no metals 
but silver and platinum have been found to approach to gold. 
The interesting discovery has been made, however, that by 
means of electricity thin films, not only of gold but of the 
other metals. can be obtained which transmit light very 
readily. The method of obtaining these tenuous sheets of 
metal is by causing electric sparks to pass from wires of the 
required metals passing into tubes of rarefied air or other 
gases, when the particles of metal, detached from the wires 
by the sparks, become deposited on the sides of the glass, 
forming an excessively thin film, quite continuous under the 
microscope. Of the metallic films thus produced gold trans
mits a fine green light ; silver gives a fine blue color ; copper, 
a dull green ; platinum, a bluish gray ; zinc, a deep bluish 
gray ; iron, a tint nearly neutral, but incliniItg to brownish ; 
and cadmium, like zinc, a bluish gray. 

... , . , . 
MANGANESE IN THE BLOOD.-Richet has executed some 

quantitative determinations of this element by incinerating 
large quantities of blood, or destroying its organic constitu
ents with chlorine, and then precipitating the manganese in 
the form of dioxide by the galvanic current. He regards 
its presence as accidental, not normal. 
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The Oha'l'ge lor Insertion under this heart is One ]}()lla'T 

a ltne fO'/' each inaertW'li ; oJxJut eight WfJ'T'llB to a line. 

Artvertl8ement8 must lie receivert at '[YUblicatW'li qjft� 

as early as Thur8rta'IJ 'TlW'NIinq to appear in nea:t is.me. 

Portable and Stationary Engines ;  Boilers of all kinds ; 
46 Cortlandt St., N .  Y. Erie City Iron W orks . Erle , Pa. 

Small Automatic Cut-Off Engines-10 to 100 Horse 
Power a speCialty-power, economy, and governing guar
auteed. Buckeye Engine Co.,  87 Liberty St . ,  New York. 

Drawings and Engravings of MachiRery a specialty. 
Pemberton & Scott . draughtsmen, 37 Park Row, Room SO. 
Vertical Scientific Grain Mills. A. W.Straub & Co. ,Phila. 

Assays of Ores, Analyses of Minerals, Waters, Com
mercial Articles, etc. Technical formulre and processes. 
Laboratory, 83 Park Row, N. Y. Fuller & Stillman. 

Alcott's Ttrrbine received the Centennial Medal. 
" Economy " Gas Cooking Furnaces. Cool kitchen, 

cheap fuel. Circular and treatise free. A. W. Morton, 
104 John st . ,  N. Y. 

For New and Second Hand Boilers, send to Hilles & 
Jones. Wilmington, Delaware. 

NEW BOOKS AND PUBLlCATION'S. 

THE FARMER'S AND MECHANIC'S MANUAL. 
By W. S. Courtney. Revised and En
larged by Geo. E. Waring, Jr. Sold by 
Subscription. E. B. Treat, S05 Broad
way, New York city. 

Colonel Waring says-that in hunting through libraries 
for books giving data for various sinlple problems re
lating to farm work, he found plenty of volumes which 
contained almost everything except just what he hap
pened to want to know. Any one who has searched 
for every day mechanical data in mechanical text books 
will recognize that experience as his own, and feel a 
prepossession in favor of the present work, in which 
the author says he has endeavored to place an Immense 
amount of just that kind of practical information 
which working farmers need ready at hand at all times. 
To particularize all that is embodied would take much 
more space than is here available. There are chapters 
on measures of all kinds, ou hydraulics, on fuel, on 
fences, on the horse and other farm animals, on keep
ing accounts, strength of materials, drainage, mechan
ism, painting, building, and so on through a long, va
ried, and useful categoIy. All descriptions are plain 
and simple, an excellent index is provided, and there 
are over six hundred illustrations. 

. (5) F. B. ask� : 1. Will it do as well to have I (19) " Constant Reader. "-Dra�i�g is 
the valves of an air pump open in the side as upward taught at all technical schools. Free instruction is given 
(as in diagram) ? A. The valves as shown will answer at the Cooper Institute in this city. The supply of or
very well, 2. How large shonld the air cllamber of a dinary draughtsmen is at present, we think,. rather in 
pump 1� inch bore and 3 inches stroke be, in order excess of the demand. First class draughtsmen can 
to raise water 6 or 7 feet in a � inch tube? A. Make generally find employment, at a good price. 
the capacity of air c�amber at least as great as dis- (20) T. E. M. asks : Does the piston of a placement of pump pIston per stroke. locomotive, when running, come back in the cylinder 

(6) J. T. asks : At what date was our pres- the same as in a stationary engine, or is its motion al
ent system of 1Igures invented, and by whom was it first ways forward? A. The piston moves backward and 
introduced? A. The Arabs, through whom the existing forward with reference to any point of the cylinder, 
system reached Europe, are said to have obtained it while it may be continually moving forward with refer
from Hindostan in the 10th century. The date of the ence to some point on the ground. :ginal invention and name of the inventor are not (21) L. H. J. asks : Can clockwork, acting own. 

• through the medium of a spring or the force of gravity, (7) W. P. R. asks : Could a steel sprmg be be considered as a prime mover or a transmitter? My 
made powerful enough when wound up to propel a boat friend contends that the elastic force of the spring and 
20 feet long? A. While we could hardly recommend force of gravity on the weight are true forces of nature, 
such a means of propulsion, it is possible. The great and that therefore ·such clockwork is a prime mover 
difficnlty will be in windiug up the spriug, as by in- from the definition of that term. I hold that it is 
creasing its width or providing several springs you can merely a trausmitter, because as much work has to be 
increase the power to almost any desired extent. expended upon it as is given out. A. We think your 

(S) C. E. H. writes : Please explain the view of the case is the correct one. 
way in which the following formnlrerelating to steam (22) T. P. F. asks : 1. Does the percentage 

V· x Dt V· X mid. sec. II ' h  b h '  
Door Bolt Patent. Sinlple, Cheap, 

sale, or to manufacture on royalty. 
Robinson, Union Springs, N. Y .  

vessels are used : I. H. P. and I. H. P. • A. The of slip of a screw prope er WIt a oat avmg a fine 
Effective. For run increase with the number of revolutions ? A. With 
Address D. A . THE ANEROID BAROMETER ;  ITS CONSTRue- formnlre are used to compare the performance of differ- a well designed screw, there is not a great difference in 

Friction'Clutches for heavy work. Can be rnn at high 
speeds,and start gradual. S .. fetyElevators aud HOisting 
Machinery .. specialty. D . Fril!bie & Co . , New Haven, Ct. 

Wanted, a 2d hand printiug press and type. C. Root, 
Qato, N. Y. 

Wanted-a Situation by a Draughtsman and Mechan
Ical Engineer of practical experience In the workshop. 
Salary no object. Address Engineer, 185 E .  Wash . St . ,  
Indianapolis, Ind. 

By the new Churn patented by George Spragne, Rock
ford, Iowa, butter Is made in from 2 to 10 minutes ; 
salted and washed in the Churn. 

Novel Gyroscope Top. Patent (allowed) for sale or on 
royalty. T.S .Brown, 206 N. 3d St . ,  St . LouiS, Mo .  

Polishiug Tools and Supplies. Send for new price 
list .  Greene, Tweed & Co . , 18 Park Place, N. Y. 

Supplies for Telephone and other electrical experi
ments .  Jerome Redding & Co., SO Hanover St., Boston. 

For Mill Gearing, Shafting, Pulleys, and Hanger, sad
dress T. B .  Wood & Co . ,  Manufs. Chambersburg, Pa . ,  
tor price. 

Steam Yacht ..  Hiawatha " for sale.-Length, 40 ft. ;  
beam, 8 ft .  5 in. ; engine, 12 H. P. ; speed, 12  miles. For 
particulars apply to J. M. Meredith, Exr., Malden Creek 
P. O . ,  Berks Co., Pa. 

24 inch Second-hand Planer, and 12 inch Jointer, or 
Buzz Planer, both In first-class order, for sale by Bentel, 
Margedant & Co . , Hamilton, Ohio . 

For Town and Village use, comb'd Hand Fire Engine 
& Hose Carriage, $350. Forsalth & Co . ,  Manchester,N . H . 

Wrenches.-The Lipsey " Reliable " is strongest and 
best . Six Inch sample by mall 60 cents. Roper Caloric 
Engine Mannfacturlng' Co . , 91 Washington st . ,  N. Y .  

Cornice Brakes. J.M. Robinson & Co. ,  Cincinnati,O . 
Improved Wood-working Machinery made by Walker 

Bros. , 73 and 75 Laurel St . ,  Philadelphia, Pa. 
Bolt Forging Machine & Power Hammers a specialty. 

Send for circulars. ForBRith & Co . , Manchester, N. H. 
The Cameron Steam Pump mounted in Phosphor 

Bronze is'an Indestructible machine. See ad. back page. 
Painters' Rapid Graining Process. J.J.Callow,C1ev'd,O. 

TION AND USE. Price 50 cents. D. Van I ent steamers, by Bubstituting proper values for power, slip for a considerable variation of speed. 2.  What Is Nostrand, Publisher, 23 Murray St. , midship section, etc.,  and calculating the resultiug con- the least amount of slip for the propeller of a steam New York. stants. yacht? A. From 7 to 8 per cent, we believe. 3. What 
A valuable little handbook compiled from several au- (9) S. C. D.-The scarlet color appears to is the greatest number of miles ever made in one hour 

thoritative sources, and quite fully covering its subject. be coralline, a dye derived from phenol or carbolic by a 50 foot steam yacht witbout tide or current to help ? 
It forms No. 35 of Vau Nostrand's Science Series. acid. It costs about 90 cents an ounce. The violet A. There are no reliable records of continuous speed 
WOODWARD'S DRAWING STUDIES. Price $6; 

Published by the American News Com
pany. 

An excellent collection of lithographed models pre
pared by competent artists and well suited for study in 
schools. All of the drawings are repeated in outline and 
shade so as to adapt them to all ages and all conditions 
of progress. The collection is well suited for the use 
of art students and schools. 

compares well with Hofmanu's " R," or methyl " R B." for such vessels higher than 20 or 21 miles an hour. 

(10) F. C. asks : How can I make an effec- Some of the new English steam torpedo boats are cred
ited with a speed of 97 knots an hour, probably meas

tive 1Ilter for muddy water? A. Conduct the water into ured over a short course, and the distance per hour tbe bottom of a large cask or hogshead half filled with computed from tbe rate thus acquired. washed silicious gravel, grading finer towards the top ; 
then a thick layer of well burned, coarsely granular (23) G. V. B. asks : What will prevent the 
Charcoal well covered with small gravel, thus nearly steel parts of drawing instruments from rusting? A. 
filling the vessel. Where a larger quantity of water is Clean them occasionally with an oiled rag. 
required than can be properly filtereil in this manner, (24) L: S. T. writes : 1. In the early part of 
it is generally more satisfactory, within reasonable lim- the winter I 1Illed a small keg with cider that had been its, to increase the number rather than the size of such made in the fall. From this keg I filled a small glass 1Ilters. See also answer No. 39, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, bottle which was perfectly clean. They were both p.  251, October 17, 1874. placed in the same cellar, the bottle being corked tight, 

(11) J. B. asks : What power engine and and the keg having the bung out; at this time the cider 
what size and pitch of screw will a boat 40 feet long and in the keg is about the same as it was when put in, 
13 feet beam require ; boat to be used for fishing and while that which was put in the bottle is a No. 1 vine-

S. C. A.-See pp. 241 and 284, vol. 37; and hunting purposes, fiat bottom, and as light draught as gar with a very high color. What caused the cider in SUPPLEllENT, No. 49, p. 770.-A. H.-A coating of hy- practicable? A. If a very light draught Ia I\eeded, it the bottle to make vinegar in such a short time? A. It 
draulic cement will be the cheapest remedy to apply.- may be well to use two screws, from 18 to 20 inches in was probably due to impurities from the bottle, cork, C. E. B.-The weight of the water must be added to diameter, and you can drive them both with a 7 x 9 en- or funnel used in 1Illing . 2. Is there anything injurious 
the pressure on the lower gauge.-V. N.-See p. 299, gine. to vinegar about lead pipe, that is, if vinegar be run 
vol. 37, answer No. 16. -B. E.-Your question is too (12) N. S. B. asks : How can I bleach a through the pipe ? A. Vinegar quickly corrodes lead, 
general. The best distribution of the steam must be f . 1 bl I d t t ( f I d) h' h is very fine Florida bathing sponge, without injuring it in o=g so u e ea ace a e sugar 0 ea , w  lC 
determined from a consideration of the size and char- . 3 Wh t Id b th It 'f bl k any way? A. You may try soaking in sulphite of soda very pOlsonous. . a wou e e resu 1 oc 
acter of the engine, the piston speed, and the steam ti · u d? A V' has little 1' � any ef solution and subsequently washing thoroughly in wa.- n pIpe were se . . megar , l , - .  pressure.-H. W.-Regarding bar magnets, see answer ter. See SUl'l'LEllENT, No. 38, p. 600 fect on pure block tin pipe. No. 16, p. 299, vol . 37. The question of infringement 
depends upon the mode of construction.-W. B.-A (13) T. W. I. asks :  How can I thin some (25) W. S. asks how to make gold lacquer. 
heating apparatus such as you describe could probably very thick boiled linseed oil, for use in polishing wood? A. 1. Shellac, 3 ozs . ;  turmeric, 1 oz. ; dragon's blood, 
be fitted up by any good plumber.-F. S.-Consult A. Mix spirits of turpentine with it. Xi oz. ; alcohol , l pint. Digest for a week, with oeca
Willard's " Practical Dairy Book " and Cowen's What is the best color to temper fine drills to ? A. A sional stirring, decant and 1Ilter. 2. Digest in separate 
" Cook's Receipt Book. "-L. H.-Send to any of the clear purple. portions of wood naphtha or wine spirits an excess of 
booksellers who advertise in the SCIENTIFIC AllERICAN, What is meant by the " pitch " of a screw propeller? turmeric and dragon's blood; dissolve shellac in 5 parts 
for circnlar.-G. F. W.-The information you desire A. The degree of twist in the blades, like the pitch of of alcohol or wood naphtha (methylic alcohol), and 
has yet to be published, so far as we are aware. -A. D.- a screw thread. 

. color with the above tiuctures (1Iltered) to suit. 
Probably any good carriage builder will furnish either How can I render light cotton cloth waterproof? A. (26) M. H. T .  & Co. -The sample sent us 
the article or the plan.-E. N.-We see no difficnlty in Moisten the cloth, on the wrong side, first With a weak consists principally of a solution of resin and oil or re
the proposed arrangement.-P. P.,  Jr.-There should solution of isinglass, and, when dry, with an infusion sinous alumina soap in oil of turpentine and benzine or For Solid Wrought Iron Beams, etc. ,  see advertise- be no difficulty with the boiler, and all the machinery of nut galls. Or use a solution of common bar soap kerosene. Pale alcoholic shellac would doubtless anment. Address Union Iron Mills. Pittsburgh, Pa., for will probably answer very well.-The correspondent instead of the isinglass, and another of alum in place swer as well. You may try also : 1. Gum caoutchouc Iithograph, etc. ' writing from Charlestown, Mass. ,  who forgot signa- of the galls. dissolved in a mixture of carbon disulphidewith six per 

Best Turbine Water Wheel, Alcott's, Mt. Holly, N. J. ture, will find the information desired in SCIENTIFIO Can I make a telephone of a short circuit without cent of strongest alcohol. 2. An aluminous soap dis
Safety Linen Hose for factories, hotels, and stores, as AMERICAN of January 19, 1878, answer No. 37.-E. F. using a battery ? A. See answer No. 19, p. 155, SCIEN- solved in turpentine oil. The latter dries quite slowly, 

protection from fire . Greene, Tweed & Co. , 18 Park Y.-We iucline to an affirmative answer t� all your TIFIC AllERIOAN, March 9, 1878. the former rapidly at ordinary temperatures. The alu-
Place, N. Y .  questions.-L. M .  B.-See vol. 33, p .  339, for general in- (14) In answer to H. L. -Numerous exper- minous soap is prepared by adding to a dilute, boiling 

John T. Noye & Son, Buffalo, N. Y. ,  are Mannfactur- structions. There are some special forms in the mar- iments, by independent investigators, confirm the state- solution of common yellow (resin) soap, solution of al
ers of Burr Mill stones and Flour Mill Machinery of all ket which are well spoken of.-W. B . -See p. 232 of ment that the maxinlUm density of wat� is reached at a uminic sulphate (alum cake) as long as a precipitate 
kinds, and dealers in Dufour & Co . 's Bolting Cloth . SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, April 13, 1878. It appears to us temperature of about 390 Fah., so that expansion takes forms ; washing and drying the precipitate at 250° Fah., 
Send for large illustrated catalogue . that there is no doubt as to the utility of the application place whether the temperature is decreased or Is raised and dissolving it in warm oil of turpentine. 

Power & Foot Presses, Ferracute Co.,  Bridgeton, N. J. of the telephone to diving and submarine work.-W. C. R C k Wh • h h d S.-It appears that you have obtained a result which Is above this point. (27) . . as s :  at IS t e met 0 em-
Solid Emery Vnlcanite Wheels-The Solid Original as good as is usually obtained with the instrument in (15) T. S. asks : What is the formula for ployed in testing the hardness of metals and alloys ? 

Emery Wheel - other kinds imitations and Inferior. its present form.-J . O'M.-It is a fact that coal ex- finding the horse power of a stationary engine ? A. A. If by hardness is meant the power of resisting abra
Qaution.-Our name is stamped In full on all our best posed to the weather deteriorates to a considerable ex- Find how many foot lb •. of work the engine performs sion, we do not know that there is a standard scale in 
Standard Belting, Packing, and Hose. Buy that ouly. tent. -S. W. S.-It might be well to arrange the slats in one minute, and divide this quantity by 33,000. The use other than that of Mohs and Breithaup, usually 'rhe best is the cheapest. New York Belting and Pack- I d b ' I '  t In th' tal is tak Ing Company, 37 and 38 Park Row, N. Y. so that the sail wonld form a warped surface. See p. quotient is the horse power of the engine. emp oye y mmera ogls s. IS C . en as 

241, vol . 32.-A. A.-The electric circuit through so (16) I. P. H. asks '. 1. What battery do you No. 1 and the diamond as No. 10; the intermediates be-For the best Bone Mill and Mineral Crushing Ma- . 2 ( t ) 3 I (tr t '  many instruments has no doubt great resistance, and it mg : , gypsum crys . ;  , ca cspar ansparen van-chineS-five sizes, great variety of work-address Baugh consider the best for plating and electrotyping for an ety); 4, fiuorspar (cryst.) ; 5, apatite (transp.) ;  6, ortho-& Sons, Philadelphia, Pa, may be necessary to use as many as 60 cells of Hill's :m te t ? A S ' or . I f f  
Warranted best Planers, Jointers, Universal Wood- battery to properly overcome It.-B. T. C.-We think :ul;ha�: o� ���per bat::; s,  

2 .;;::e
m:':�� ::;';e� clase (white, cleavable) ; 7, clear quartz; 8, topaz 

you can suspend the zinc in the boiler without any in- tr t f kin
' 

nlda
' 

f 1 tt kO A
- (transp.) ;  9, sapphire (cleavable). No. 3 1s of about the 

workers. Band and Scroll Saws, etc . , manufactured by 0 ypers use or ma g mo or e er wor , . hardness of pure copper,' it scratches and is scratched B t l M d & C H ilt Oh jurious effect upon the water. B en e ,  arge ant 0 . ,  am on, io . eeswax. by the latter. No. 7 is abont as hard as 1Ile steel. Fine 
Diamond Tools. J. Dickinson, 64 Nassau St. , N. Y. (1) P. E. L. asks : What are the best solu- (17) L. D. asks : How many cells of Bun- gold =2'5 to 3. Silver has nearly the same hardness as 
Machine Cut Brass GearWheels for Models, etc. (New tions for tempering mill picks ? A. Most blacksmiths sen's or Grove's batteries' are required to produce an gold. Zlnc = 2. Lead= 1·5. 

List.) D. Gilbert & Son . , 212 Chester St., Phila. , Pa. use clear water, but some add � lb. of salt per gallon electric light capable of lighting a room 20 x 25 feet? (2S) A. F. asks : Can a magnet be made Boilers & Engines cheap. Lovegrove & Co. , Phila. ,Pa. of water. A. About 20. tr h t lift b' f t f I 'd ir t I 
(2) A. C. C. writes : I have been surveying How can I make a telephone? A. See answer No. 19, �ro:�:gr

OU!un:, if t:e
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3 Skinner Portable Engine, lnlproved, 2 1-2 to 10 H. P. P 155 current vol 
Skinner & Wood, Erie, Po.. :n�:::��:t��;:a�:o:::;g:�� :�n��::: !!: . 

Wh� are the zin::':: a battery connected with the car- ��:���::? 
U!::;� :�:�!o���::t:, 

c
e
o::���::g o! Walrath's Improved Portable Engines best in market; deeds agree with the present bearings. What is the bons, when there are more than one cell, and not the hollow iron core 6 inches in diameter and 30 Inches 3 to 8 H.  P. Peter Walrath, Chittenango, N. Y. variation or deviation of the compass for the past 25 zinc to zinc? A. They may be connected in either way. long. Lansdell's Steam Siphon pumps sandy and gritty wa- years ? A. You will probably have to obtain this infor- If it is desired to produce an intense current of electri-

ter as easily as clean. Leng & Ogden, 212 pearI St. , N . Y . city, the pairs are connected in the first way you men- (29) F. M. M. writes : In your answer to mation from old maps and deeds, and from the note-1,000 2d hand machines for sale. Send stamp for de- books of former surveyors, if they are accessible. It tion ; but if a quantity current is desired, then all the I the inqniry of G. F. F. in regard to premium offered by 
scrlptlve price list. Forsalth & Co., Manchester, N. H. ft h zincs are connected as one zinc, and all the carbons as the State of New York for a steam canal boat· that o en appens that in old deeds the bearings of lines 

Steel Castings from one lb. to five thousand Ibs. In- are given, which lines are also referred to existing land- one carbon, and a wire joining the two will conduct a would not wash the banks, you stated that the premium 
valuable lor strength and durability. Circulars free. marks. A recent publication entitled " Magnetic Vari- current of quantity electricity. had been awarded. Please state to whom the premium 
Pittsburgh Steel casting Co .. Pittsburgh, Pa. ation in America," by J. B. Stone, may possibly con- (1S) O. B. M. writes ; 1. I have constructed ,,:as a
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Fo B t Pre tain the informati . VIce e awar was ma e. • m. ax er receIve r es sses, Dies, and Fruit Can Tools, Bliss & on you reqmre. au acoustic telephone by taking two tin cylinders, each $35 000 David P. Dobbins $15 000 and Theodore Davis Wuliams, oor. of Plymouth and Jay Sts., Brooklyn, N.Y. , (3) L. G. S. writes : I wish to put a flagstaff [ having one MheepRk� head. A small hole is made in $5,000.
' 

You will find full a�co�nts of the boats for 
Hydraulic Presses and Jacks, new and second hand. made Gf wrought iron pipe on a building, say through each head, �n� a stnng run from one to �he other. I which the awards were made in the Reports of the 

Lathes and Machinery for POlishing and B nffing . metals. the center of the roof. The telegraph wires are within can hear dl�tmctly 50 feet, but the �tring �us� �ot Commission appointed to investigate the subject. 
E. Lyon & Co . , 470 Grand St., N. Y. 100 yards of the building. Would there be danger from touch anything between. A. The string WhICh Joms 

(30) L P C k 1 H 2 rt l'ghtningO A It . ht b II to t th ' fi the instruments may be stretched a long distance and . . • as s :  . ow many qua Sperm Oil, Pure. Wm. F. Nye, New Bedford, Mass. } ' . mIg e we connec e Iron ag- I' b . .  . . 
staff with the lightning rod. aronnd comers, if supported at each coruer by a short cells of Daniel s .  atte� will �t �eqmre to gIve �hoCks? For Power&E«ronomy,Alcott's Ttrrbine,Mt.Holly,N.J. • piece of string fastened to a tree or post, or other con- A. 100, unless an mduction coil IS used. 2.  Wlll com-

Bound Volumes of the SCientl1lc American.-I have (4) In answer to H. L. B. : Generally, If the venlent object. 2. If I take wire cau I carry sound 500 mon wood charcoal answer for the carbon in a Bunsen 
on hand bound volumes of the Scientl1lc Amerlcan,whlch 

I 

fire is well covered, and the damper partly closed, the YR. rds by having it direCtly

. 

attached to the necks of bot- cell r A. Not properly; it is too light. The gas coke, 
1 will sell (singly or together) at $1 each, to be sent by steam pressure does not rise. In regard to the scale, tles as telegrapb wires are ? A. Using the instruments obtained from the retorts used In the manufacture of 
express. See advertisement on page 300. John J!Ijlwards, you may derive some benefit from the use of a 1Iltering you describe, most if not all of the sonnd vibratiQn common illuminating gas, is the proper material for thla P. O. Box 786, N. Y. . , • feed water heater, wonld_be lost at the bottle neck supports� purpose. 
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,j00 leieutift, �tutritau. 
(31) A .  W. writes : I wish to  become a 10- (42) J .  L .  writes : I have heard that i t  iS I -It iS SUIPhide of iron-ma��asite'-�' ?'N.-The sam-

comotive engineer but have had no experience in that beneficial to persons troubled with rheumatism to place pIe was too small to admIt of posItIve tests. The 
direction. What �iIl be the best course for me to pur- glass tumblers under the bedposts of the beds they sleep powder appears to consist principa�ly of a lime �aJt, 
sue? A. If you are a good mechanic, try to obtain II I in. The theory is that the glasses prevent the electricity .probably the sulphate (plaster o� ::ans), a ?alt of zmc, 
position as fireman, and work your . way up. If you i from escaping. Has the plan any merit? A. It can and �he powder of a ro�t contammg tanmn.-�. E.
have no shop experience it would be well to acquire hardly do any harm; bnt we are somewhat skeptical in The Ignons r�ck contaI�s crystals of tourmalme a�d 
some before going on the road regard to the benefit. qnartz, and a httle chlorlte.-A. R. Q.-The samples m • 

the wooden box consist of a clay slate containing mnch 
(32) " Wisconsin " writes : 1. I have a sta- (43) W. M. M. asks how to render light iron sulphide, mica schist, and a ferruginons marl. 

tionary engine having an 8 x 20 cylinder that was rowboats waterproof along the joints. A. Fill the They are not of valne.-A. B. T.-The two light colored 
bored out in good shape 4 years ago, and fitted, as I sup- I spaces with (pure) white lead and linseed oil, mixed to specimens are sandstone conglomerate containing mica 
posed, with two springs or rings in the piston follower. a thick consistency, and allow time to dry and harden schist and horublende ; the other is an argillaceous 
The engine became less powerful all at once, and on thoroughly before nsing the boat. White lead already sandstone with seams of lime carbonate. 
examining the piston I fonnd it was solid. with a mixed can be purchased in small tins. If the seams 
groove in the face, evidently intended for common pack- are wide, calk with oakum, driving it in solidly. 
ing. It did good service for one year. I now use hemp 
packing, and it lasts two or three days only. What (44) F. W. D. asks :  . How many leaves of 
shonld be done ? A. From yonr acconnt we think it g�ld (su�h as.used by bookbmders) would make a block 
would be well to refit the piston, and either put in new 1 mch hIgh, If firmly compacted ? A. About 160,000. 

rings set by their own elasticity, or add springs to the 
present ones. 2. Where should a blower for producing 
an artificial dranght be attached, in the smoke stack or 
nnder the grates ?  A. It usually does not make a great 
deal of diJIerence. 

(45) C. M. B.-The recipe referred to is not 
satisfactory ; lampblack alone is not a suitable basis 
for blacking, and a large quautity of glycerin is like
wise objectionable. The following recipe will probably 
give better results: Boneblack (best dried from 

(33) K. K. writes : The ceiling of our cel- sugar house filters), 30 Ibs. ; snlphurIC acid (commercial 
lar is very low, being only about a foot above the top of oil of vitriol), 2 qnarts ;  strong malt vinegar, 2 quarts; 
the furnace, and the draught pipe is between the ceiling I mix and digest; then add with constant stirring coarse 
and the top of the furnace. The ceiling is lath and brown sugar, 11 lbs. ; molasses (average New Orleans), 
pIaster. We are afraid that it will take fire some time 30 Ibs. ; sperm oil, 2 gallons. The ingredients must be 
when the furnace is hot. What remedy is advisable? well commingled by trituration, and allowed to act upon 
A. It would be well to interpose a screen of some nnin- each other for several days before using. If too dry, a 
flammable material; but, if the other arrangements little water may be added. 
would permit, it would be safer to excavate a space in (46) J. C. M. asks : 1. How is dextrin made ? the floor of the cellar of dimensions sufficient to ac
commodate the heater, and increase the interval between 
its top and the ceiling by at least 2 feet. 

(34) J. C. B. writes : 1. In a recipe for a 
process of preparing gelatin plates for making stearine 
relief pictures, I am told to " mix about 3 drops to the 
100 cb. ill." Is that correct ? A. Read 100 cubic centi
meters. 2. What is the length' of time required for 
drying the plate before exposure ? A. An hour to an 
hour and a half suffices ; but it is better to let it stand a 
day or more if possible. 3. How should the plate be 
washed after exposure? . A; Use hot water, changing it 
several times if necessary. 

(35) In answer to J. G. : A well built cis
teru, properly faced with genuine Portland cement, will 
hold water tight for years. The walls should be laid in 
cement and, uuless quite thick and in a firm clayey soil, 
faced on the outside as well as inside with the cement. 
For small rain water cisterns the brick work is occa
sionally laid in a mixture of equal parts of red and 
white lead tempered with oil; such require no cement 
facing, and are very strong. The materials must be dry. 
Water from such a reservoir must not be nsed for drink-

A. Commercial dextrin, or " British gum," is obtained 
by heating dry potato starch to a temperature of 7500 
Fah., in sheet iron trays or revolving iron or copper 
drums, similar to those used in coffee roasting, where
by it is transformed into semi-transparent, brownish 
lumps, which are converted into a pale yellow powder 
by grinding between millstones. It is completely sol
nble in cold water, from which it may be precipitated 
by addition of excess of strong alcohol. 2. Is potato 
starch the best substauce from which to prepare it? A. 
Potato starch is generally nsed, but starch from other 
sources will answer. 3. What are the best tests to a8-
certain its purity? A. Agitate briskly a few grains of 
the dextrin in a test tube with fifty times its weight of 
pure cold water; then set it aside for 10 minutes. Pure 
dextrin dissolves completely in cold water to a clear so
lution. If not all dissolved pour off the solution, add 
a little water to the residue, heat to boiling, let cool , 
and add a few drops of iodine water ; a blue color in
dicates starch. 

(47) J. W. S. writes : 1. If I should con
etruct a battery on the following principles, would it be 
a snccess? Take a one gallon glazed crock, pnt inside 

ing purposes or in preparing food . a zinc cylinder as high as the crock (cylinder open at one 
(36) J. S. A. asks how to stain wood in va- side) ; then use for porous cup a common unglazed plant 

rious colors. A. Brown: Concentrated solution of potas- ! jar, nsed for house plants ; have i�side the I�tter a strip 
sinm pennangauate in water. Red : Boil 7.!i lb. of logwood of copper; then use aronnd the zmc a solutIOn of salt 
and Hi oz. of soda in a pint of water; apply hot, and then and water, and with the copper a solution of blue vitriol. 
go over the work with strong aqueons solution of alnm. A. Yes. 2 . For strength of current how would it com
Rose: Potassium iodide in 12 parts of water for first bath ; pare with a Grove's cell? A. It would have abont one 
as second, mercuric chloride (corrosive sublimate) in 40 fifth of the power of the Grove's cell . 3. How many 
parts of water. Indigo solutions give blue washes. Grove's cells combined, ordinary size, will it require to 
Wood dipped in concentrated hot solution of copper operate successfully an electriclamp, or a light with car
aulphate, and then in solution of washing soda, becomes bon points, to be used for purposes of illustration in 
light blue. Verdigris dissolved lU 4 parts of vinegar experiments in electricity ? A. From 30 to 50 cells, ac
imparts a good green color to dry wood. Turmeric dis- cording to their condition, will give a good light. 4. 
solved in wood naphtha produces a yellow wash. Aqua In diluting acids for battery purposes, how much water 
regia (nitro-mnriatic acid), when dilnted with 3 parts of do you usc ? A. About twelve parts of water to one part 

COMlIUNICATIONS RECEIVED. 
The Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN acknowledges 

with much pleasure the receipt of original papers and 
contributions on the following subjects : 

Cinders in the Eye. By W. S. N. 
Locomotive Strokes. By J. A. H. 
Aerial Navigation. 
Liverpool Engineering Society. By W. B. 
The Science of Life. By J. R. H. 

LISTS AND S1'ECIFICATIONS OF l' A TENTS. 
A circular issued from the Patent Office at Washing

ton states that, the appropriation made by Congress for 
printing and binding having been exhausted, the pub
lication of the Official Gazette (containing the lists of 
patents) has been suspended; and the printing of spe
cifications has been stopped for the 8ame reason, which 
will necessarily delay the regular issue of patents. We 
are therefore withont our usual lists this week. It is 
believed that the suspension will only be temporary, as 
a deficiency bill is now pending before Congress. 
Whenever this appropriation shall become available, 
the work of printing and issuing the regular Patent Of· 
fice documents w!ll be resumed at once. 

Engllsh Patents Issued to Alllericans. 
March 26 to April 8, inclusive. 

Aerial machine.-F. A. Lehmann et al., Washingtou ,D.C . 
Baling hoops.-J. B. Gould , U. S. Consul at Binning-

ham, Eng. 
Check valve trap.-G. Waring, Newport, R .  I. 
Gas lighter .-G. H. Kitchen et aI . ,  Rye, N. Y. 
Hot blast apparatus.-S. C. Salishury, New York city. 
Inhalingapparatus .-L .  E. Felton et al . ,  I'otsdam, N. Y. 
Lamp.-R. S. Merrin, Boston, Mass. 
Lawn mower.-W. J. Lloyd et al. , -

Measure for liquid!S .-B. Fitts, Worcester, Mass. 
Ordnance.-G. Paulding, Cold Spring, N. Y. 
Railway truck.-E. R. Esmond, N .  Y. city. 
Reaper .-Wood Mowing and Reaping Mach. Co., Hoosick 

Falls, N. Y.  
Refrigerator.-N . Wheeler, Bridgeport, Conn. 
Regulating electric motors.-H. C. Spalding, Bloomfield, 

N . J .  
RoLers for wringing machines.-G. P. Wark, Windsor 

Locks, Conn. 
Spinning machinery .-J. W. Wattles, -, Mass. 
Steam, hydrauliC, etc., press .-J. W .Hyatt, Newark, N.J. 
Steam boiler.-B. T. Babbitt, N. Y. city. 
Straw braid sewing machine.-M. P. Carpenter, New 

York city. 
Tool sharpening machine.-A. K. Rider, Walden, N. Y. 
Vapor burner.-F. A. Brown ct al . ,  Newton, Mass. 
Water meter.-C. C. Barton, Rochester, N. Y. 
Waterprooflng.-H. A. Clark, Boston, Mass . 

THE 

J dentifit �meritan. 
water, though somewhat destructive, is often nsed o n  of acid. 5. Ho,,: long does a .solution o f  acid last i n  the The Blost Popnlar Sdentific Paper in the \V orld. light woods for a strong yellow. Grove battery WIthout renewmg? A. About 48 honrs, 

(37) F P H k '  1 Wh t b tt d if the zincs of the battery are thoroughly amalgamated THIRTY.THIRD YEAR. . . . as s . . a a ery 0 you with mercury. 6. Which would you advise one to use con�ider best f?r small e�ect;otYl'es and al�o for silver for experimental purposes, considering expense and Only $3.20 a Year including Postage. Weeldy. platmg? A. Elther �amell s or the .grav�ty battery. usefulness, Grove's or a bichromate battery? A. Grove's 2. Can I �ak� a solutIOn of German sIlver I.n the same would perhaps be the most suitable for your purpose. way as plam SIlver? A. �reat t�e Ger�an silver as yon Please give a recipe for mending broken glassware. would treat the metal mckel m making a bath for A. Heat the glass and rub the surfaces that are to be nickel plating. 3. I have a small Daniell's battery and united with shellac. 
also a decomposition cell; the battery is composed of a . 
atrip of copper, a porous cup and jar. I have been (48) J. W. S. writes : I am building a small 
making small electrotypes of copper. I have lately steam yacht. It is to draw only about 1 foot of water. 
found that the strip of copper has increased in weight, I propose using a propeller 1 foot in diameter and 16 
so that now it is about three times as heavy as when I inches pitch, but to obtain 6 miles per hour I shall 
first commenced to use it. What is the cause, and how have to run the screw at about 400 revolutions per min
can it be avoided? A. The formation of metallic cop- nte. Will it give good results running so fast ? If not, 
per on the positive pole is a natural result of the proper can I use a larger screw and not have it wholly 8ub
action of this fonn of battery. When the electric cir- merged? I do not want it to project below the bottom 
cuit is closed the sulphuric acid of the sulphate of cop- of the boat·on account of running in shallow water. 
per solution, with which the battery is charged, unites l or, can I increase t�e pitch. wi.thout incre�sing the di
with the zinc, for which it has a superior affinity, and ameter? A. There IS no ObjectIOn to runmng the pro
thus induces galvanic action, by which the copper of peller at that speed. You can increase the pitch to 20 
the sulphate of copper solutiou is deposited on the cop- inches if desired. 
per plate or positive pole of the battery. With the ar- (49) E. H. R. writes : I have an interest 
ran�ement described, we do not know of any positive book which says that the relative divisor of 12 per cent 
remedy. is 3.000; of 10, 3,600; of 9, 4,000, etc. What is a rela-

(38) F. M. S. writes : I am constructing an tive divisor, and how obtained ?  A. It is the divisor to 
electric bell to be used in connection with a telephone be used in obtaining the interest for one day, or ,h of 
over a wire line about 500 feet in length, over which a year. Thus at 12 per cent the interest for one day is 
line I have not been able to obtain any answer by the ah of T�%- = 1'0\0. 
nse of an electro-magnet wound with 50 feet insulated MINERALS, ETC.-Specimens have been re
wire, using 1 cell of a gravity b�ttery. Which shall I ceived from the following correspondents, and increase, the magnet or battery power, or both; and 
how much shall I increase them to obtain a good stroke examined, with the results stated : 
upon the bell? A. Use four 1 gallon cells of gravity J. A. McK.-It is asbestos (amianthus), used exten-
battery, with the magnet that you have. sively for boiler felting, fire proof paints, etc. See ad-

(39) W. R. asks : What will remove ink dress of dealers in our advertiSing columns .-H. L. C. 
from law binding, yellow leather or morocco? A. Fil- -Minerals not received.-J. W. K.-Principally impure 
tered solution of calcium hypochlorite in acetic acid. amorphous silica, probably from the decomposition of 

(40) E. W. asks : 1 .  How can small cast
ings be nickel plated? A. See SOIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 
June 30, 1877, p. 408;  and April 6, 1878, p. 209. 2. How 
can I bronze the castings in case I fail to nickel plate 
them satisfactorily? A. Varnish the castings with 
clear. I!Mllac varnish, aud before the varnish · dries dust 
the castings witb copper bronze powder. 

1>2 Numbers a Year. 

This widely circulated and splendidly illustrated 
paper is publisbed weekly. Every number contains six
teen pages of useful information, and a large number of 
original engravings of new inventions and discoveries, 
representing Engineering Works, Steam Machinery, 
New Inventions, Novelties in Mechanics. Manufactures, 
Chemistry, Electricity, Telegraphy, Photography, Archi
tecture, Agriculture. Horticulture, Natural History, etc. 

All Classes of Rea(lers find in THE SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN a popular "eswme of the best scientific in
formation of the day; and it is the aim of the publishers 
to present it in an attractive form, avoiding as much as 
possible abstruse terms. To every intelligent mind, 
this journal affords a constant supply of Instructive 
r""ding. It is promotive of knowledge and progress In 
every community where it circulates. 

Terms of Subscl'iption.-One copy of THE SOIEN
TIFIO AMERICAN will be sent for one year-52 numbers
postage prepaid. to any subscriber in tbe United States 
or Canada, on receipt of thl'ee dollars and twenty 
cents by the publishers ; six months, $1.60 ; three 

months, $1.00. 

Clubs.-One extra copy of THE SOIENTIFIC AMERI
OAN will be supplied gratiS tar every club at five subscribers 
at $3.20 each; additional copies at same proportionate 
rate. Postage prepaid. 

One copy of THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN and one copy 
of THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT will be sent 
for one year, postage prepaid, to any subscriber in the 
United States or Canada, on receipt of seven dollars by 
the pnblishers. 

The safest way to remit is by Postal Order, Draft, or 
Express. Money carefully placed inside of envelopes, 
securely sealed, and correctly addressed, seldom goes 
astray, but is at the sender's risk. Address aU letters 

and make all orders, drafts, etc . ,  payable to 
M U N N  & C O . ,  

37 Park R ow, N ew York. 
Tile Postal Union.-Under the facilities of the 

Postal Union, the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is now sent by 
post direct from New York, witb regularity, to subscrib. 
ers in Great Britain, India, Australia, and all other 
British colonies i to France,Austria, Belgium, Germany, 
Russia, and all other European States; Japan, Brazi1 , 
Mexico, and all States of Central and South America. (41) R. B. R. asks : What is the simplest 

and least expeusive mode of ·rendering shingled roofs 
fire or water proof, or both, without cansing the water 
collected from such roof to be injurious or unfit for 
drinking? A. We are inclined to think that this prob
lem has never been fully solved. 

a soluble alkaline silicate-as water-glass. Not of con
siderable value uuless occurring in large deposits.-L. 
N.-The syenite contains much iron sulphide-not 
otherwise metalliferous.-J. E. H.-It contains lime, 
magnesia, alumina, aud potassa, combined with organic 
acids.-J. K M.-No. 1 is smithsonite (calamine)-na
tive zinc carbonate-of some value. No. 2 (small spe
cimen) noble or precious serpentine. No. 3 is magne
site-magnesium carbonate.-M. F. C.-It is lenticular 
iron ore-a variety of hematite.-A. M. K-It is 
kaolin of good quality and if properly freed from Tenns, when sent to foreign countries,. Canada excepted, 

. ' . ' - $4, gold, for SCIENTIl1'IC AMERICAN, 1 year ; $9, gold, for gJ'ltty matte.rs by washmg, w:,uld be of value.-H. P.- both SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN and SUPPLEMENT for 1 We cannot Judge of the coatmg from the small sample I year. This includes postage; which we pay. Remit by 
sent. A number of such varnishes have been patented. postal order or draft to order of Munn & Co., 31 Park -0. B.-Earthy limonite-a pOOt iron ore.-W. E. W, Row, New York. 

Inshle PRfle, each insertion • • •  7'5 cents a line . 
Back Page, each insertion . - - • $1.00 a line. 

(About eight words to a line.) 
Enqravings may head advertisements at the same rate Per line, by measurement, as the letter press. Adver

tisements must be received at publication office as early 
as Thursday rrwrninq to appear in next issue. 

Wilson's New York City Business 
Directory for 1 8 7 8-1 8 79. Vol. XX XI. 

This popular and useful work, containing a carefully compiled and neatly printed Jist of all the various ProfeSSions, 1.'rades, ann Business Houses in this city, properly claSSified, is just froID the press and ready for delivery. Will be sent by mail or otherwise on receipt of price, $2.50. Address orders to THE 'I'ROW CI'l'Y DIREC'l'ORY COMPANY, No . 11 University Place, New York. In preparation: The Trow Oity DirectO'l'/l to'/' 1878-79. 
Val. XOlI. 

S N Y D E R ' S  " Litt le C ia n t " 
STEAM ENGINE. 

For Farmers, Machinists, 
Printers, � nd all requiring 

Light Power. 
Sizes from One to Six H. P. 

Prices for Engine and Boiler 
complete, from $150 to $.50. 
We make the Strangest BlYUer 
and the Best Engine in the 
country. Call at our Factory 
and examine, or send for free 
Illustrated and Descriptive 
Catalogue. 

SNYDER BROS., 94 Fnlton 1St., New York. 

READ THIS. -AGENTS ARE MAKING 
big pay selling a valuable book for mechanics, etc. New 
rules, tables, and receipts. 20,000 sold to mechanics. 
Send $2 for book, etc., to 

CHAS. KINSLEY, Pub., Clinton, Iowa. 
W ANTED.-2d Hand Engine, stroke 32 ;  also, Iron Pulley, 
10 ft. diameter, or more. State description, appurtenan
ces, price, age, service. Address Planter, Box 4230, N. Y. 

THE "MAGIC " COIN HOLDER 

N. Y. MFG. CO" 755 B'wry, l\lew York. 

I C U R E  F I TS ! !  
fo"�il�,�S:Kd

c'ihee� �a��t t�e�n
r���IY

ai�i:�Of ::� 
8 radical cure. I am a regular physician, and have 
made the disease of 

FITS, EP ILEPSY or FALLING S ICKN ESS 
I;t life-long study. I warrant my remedy to cure the 
worst cases. Because others have failed is no reason 
for not now receiving a cure from me. Send to me at 
once for a Treatise and a Free Bottle of my infalli
ble remedy. Give express and post office. It costs you 
nothing for aJ5��a1t.

a&� :r{661� �rlN'.?�1 st�U:�'
YOrk. 

AGENTS wanted in every County 
tor the ACME POWDER DUST

ER, for Potato Bugs and all Insects. 

SAMPLE $1.25. CIRCULARS FREE. 
Green & Norris, Boonton, N. J. 

OTIS' M:�hi��;y. 
OTIS BROS . & c o . ,  No . 848 Broadway. New York. 

00MPRESSED AIR PNEUMATIC DIS-
patcb System used in Paris. With description and 12 
illustratj'V(, figures Contained in SCIENTIFIC AMERI
CAN SUl'.-LEMENT, No. 24, Price, 10 cents. 

BUFFALO " CHAMPION " 
ICE CREAM FREEZERS 

are the best made. The trade supplied with illustra
tions and prices. Sole manufacturers, SIDNEY 
SHEPARD 8i CO., Proprietors of the Buffalo Stamping 
Works, Bull'alo, N. Y. 

AGENTS wanted for Ridpath's History of the 
United States. Address, for terms, 

NELSON & PHILLIPS, 805 Broadway, N. Y. 

EVERYTHING FOP THE GARDEN,  
Seeds, Plants, Roots, I mplements, etc. 

of the most approved kinds, at very low rate8 • 
•. Special Offer U sent free on application. 

PETER HENDERSON 8t. CD. 
35 Cortlandt Street New York. 

Chrl'stl'an WorlTors Send for copy on trial of FriHl 
J\ U  H O M I U:1' I C  MHN T H LY u u  

21 BARCI,A Y 'STREET, NEW YORK. 

A CURIOSITY.-A 10 dollar bill of 1776, with cata
logue of novelties, sent for only 10 cents. 

Address W .  FOX, Fultonville, N. Y. " The 1876 Injector." 
Simple, Durable, and Reliable. Requires no special 
valves. Send for illustrated circular. . 

WM. SELLERS & CO., Phila. 

Shafts, Pulleys, Han[ers, Etc. 
Full assortment in store for immediate delivery . 

WM. SEI,I,ERS & CO., 79 Liberty Stl'eet, New York. 

Improved 
HOISTING 
ENGINES. 

Speedwel l  I ro n  Works, 
ESTABT.ISHED 180l. 

Ollice :p
.
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MAY I I ,  1 878.] 
I I  New and Improved I I  
Engraving Process I , , I 

Perfect Substitute for Wood-cuts. ��j1oto,'a1e � ��i 
� 63DUaneStNewYofk: � � . . �  c ��. � � -�� � 
� ... �� . � � � 1' ;. � .� 

A SPECU L EXHIBITION 
of Working Machinery and Motors for small establish
ment. will be held in August, 1878, at Erfnrt, Germany. 
A

ff
llcatlons for space will be received up to May 15, 

18 . 11�S���'Ir'"Wli rf5Ri���rt, Germany. 

P A R I S  E X P O S I T I O N .-A YOUNG 
American , at present In Europe, would take charge of 
exhibits at the Paris Exhihitlon. Communications ad
dressed to McCARTHY & DAVIS, 110 Wall St . ,  N. Y., 
will he attended to. 

ENGLAND. - THE COMMERCIAL DE
t:���,%;�\.�

f
M����o�g, 0i!�r d�'N'!¥iil'Z �G'M'3�17 

(Llmlted) , 76 Chancery-lane, London, W. C;-Alidrew 
Glendinning, Secretary. 

CJHOICJE PUI\TS AND FINE FLOWER SEEDS. 
For Qualitv, None Better I f"or Pricet None Cheaper. Catalolluesf"I·ee. The best Flora Guide 
ever Issued, �lic. Address J. GREIVES, 

Sec. G. & P. Nurseries, Paterson, N. J. 

POINTS OF A GOOD HORSE. BEING 
the Re80rt of the Committee apgolnted by the New 
��rJ:�ce 1fl'i:'J�'!,��f

o
£�e;le:� T��

I
�orJ't�

n 
�

u
�;ie�� 

lence. Size, Color, S),mmetry of Body, Head and Neck, 
Eye and Ear, Feet and LilIlns. fully described. Speed at 
tR: ::"��n���i':.;r;;���

n
����!�h

a
��a11t,:�0�h:�i':nt!� 

SIze and �peed for Mawhed C8lTiage J:lorses, Gents' 
Driving Horses. Family Horses, Park or Phreton Horses, 
etc . An excellent GuIde In selecting animals. Con
tained In ScIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT No. 103. prIce 10 cents. To be had at this olllce and of all 
newsdealers. 

To Steel and Copper Plate Bn[ravers 
Ru\lng:tl:n

GeometriCal and Medallion Machines, Panto-
gra

p
h g

��>'H�
a
:S��Uiw����1r"o�3ence, R. I. 

FIRELESS AND HOT W XTER LOCOMO-
TIVES. History of the Inventions on this suhject, Rlvlng 
Dates of Patents, etc. , General Description and Work-
�fNofst���:!':N;

t
"No�o��l�e'V:l!c\?i:�l�.

A
¥��� 

had at this olllce and of a1\ newsdealers. 
SHEPARD' S CELEBRA�'ED 

$.�.O Screw Cutting Foot  Lathe ,  
Foot and Power Lathes, Drm Presses, 
����h���t'�h�':,�S����d�:'T!t;:t 
��M�J>.:'

g
�f �:PJ't�

r
�o�

t
�:te�s 

f
g� 

artisans. 
H. L. SHEPARD & CO., Ss, 90 �P�i��':tr.

tOhIO. 

MILL GEARING, 
Shafting, Pulleys & Hangers, 

T. B. WOOD & CO., Mannfrs., 
Chambersburg, Pa. 

2 l'::: Styles of Cards, 10e .. or 10 Chromo Cards, 10c., 
tJ with name. J. B. HUSTED, NASSAU, N. Y. 

HOLCOMB'S Impro�ed Acoustlo TELEPHONE Patent Apphed For. 
For short lines the hest and oheapest Speaking Tele
phone manufactured. 1 have a test Hne of over 1 mile 
In length that transmits the voice with such power as to 
be heard distinctly in all parts of an ordinary room. 
Dlustrated circu�:il�Ai."Wd'Mt�%Y:r Creek, Ohio .  

LEFFEL WATER WHEELS. 
With recent improvements. 

Prioes Groa.tly Reduoed. 
7000 in successful operat.ion. 

1'1111 NIW l'AMl'1ILm 1'011 1977, 
Sen t  free to those ;n1r,,,,e�t,ed. 

James Leffel k Co , 
Springfield, O. 

101) Liberty St"  N, Y.  City. 

Jcitutifi t �mtritlu. 
Ie 0 R N E' T' TO Greatiiauan I '

. • Musical Wonder. 
Patented Aug . , 1817. The newest thing In Mnslc. The most amn

� Instrnment ever Invented . Anybody 
=�Eg��

t
re,:?��r� �C�� ������px:�s :::t:tns. Sample with full Instrno-

Address, naming this paper, J. F. PHILLIPS, 2'1 Chatham St . ,  New York. 

FORCE OF WIND. HOW TO ESTIMATE 
the Necessary Strength of Roofs, Towers, Tall Chimneys, 
etc., to withstand the Wind. The Solntion of all PrOb
lems of the kind, with numerous Formula. Contained 
In SCIENTIFIC -AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT "No. 1 09. 
PrIce 10 cents. To be had at this olllce and of all news
dealers. 

THE aNION IRON MILLS, PIttsburgh, Pa. , Mann
facturers of Improved wrought iron Beams and 

Girders (patented). 
The great fall which has taken place In the prices of 

Iron, and especiallJ7 1n Beams used In the construction 
of FIRE PROOF BUILDINGS, Induces ust<> call the spe
cial attention of Engineers, Architects, and BuUders to 
the undouhted advantages of now erecting Fire Proof 
��W�l�';,"J���� r:f�r

::���� ��pS;lfc�lgi 0;:; l:t':,�! 
�'WJ�md'l�IWi��JtQllx.�Hllwe S'A'l&ri�'b.'1'� 
cost of Insurance avol<\ed,and the serious losses and In-
�rfe""l'flg::s

t
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d
a�aftf��!1'�:sr�gs¥�
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THE DRIVEN WELL. 
J�� :g3 �.:'� :&����e�:8�r "tt!

I
�tRmh�� 

American Driven Well Patent, leased hy the year 
to responslhle parties, hy 

W M .  D. A N D R EWS & B R O. ,  
NEW YORK. 

E A G L E  F O O T  L A T H E S ,  l! Improvement in style. Reduction m 
. .  g118:

s
��� ��is�:�

l
t'foin�J��� 

Circular Saw Attachments, Hand Plan
ers, etc. Send for Catalogue of onttlts 
for Amateurs or Artisans. 

WM. L. CHASE & CO., 
95 & 9'1 Llherty St., New York. 

SAtESMEN $1 2 5 A 
Month and E,,�enBeB 

�?�!:f!:': CI;A!S wlNtED iDsure &1l8lfer. S. FOSTER '" CO .• CiDomD" <{.Q. 
50 Best Mixed Card�� with name,1n CflBe .. 1Sc., or 25 

_no 2 alike, 100. Oumt 100. Dowu & C.o., .Hrlstol, Ct. 

THE DINGEE " CONARD CO'S BEAUTIFUL EVER-BLOOl\DNG 

w.6.PJi.E;�§. it fj, safely by mall, a all ost-offices. Ii Splendid V lell.yotIrchoic •• • .ll 0ll ;  12 for 26 ror StJ.31i lor r I O ; 1 . our NEw GUll SE C 
o nose from over IiOO sorts. Our re 'W_e. 

a t� �Jl1:""" .. g a"a aiBt.-ibulfug ROB". THE D GEE 
.t COJll41l.P OO,.B ..... Growor •• W estGzove,OhesterOo.,Pa. 

BETON CON CRETE IN ARCHITECT-
ure and Engineering, with 20 illustrations. Beton Bridge ;  ErIe R. R. Portage VIaduct repaired with Beton ; Beton Dwellings and-Fountain, Brooklyn

ii
N. Y.; Beton Church ; Beton Cnlvert Lining, ErIe . R. ;  �:i<>'1ffn'��r: i ��t'J�V:'�"e'i:i�t�

c
'��h��l

n
S��e�a-; 3�f�� 1�'WC�����

e
Xil'�.R�A9�,'?�pR��':T, �g: 11�. Price 10 cents. To be had at this olllce and ot all newsdealers. . 

Baker Rotary Pressure Blower. 
(FORCED BLAST ) 

Warranted superior to any 
other. 

WILBRAHAM BROS, 
1I818 Frankford Ave. PHILADELPllIA. 

believed, that, were owners fully aware of the small 
dilference which now exists between the use of Wood 
'Wg sl�(m)i�I�:'lu:'r.:�!��lfI!��e':�::i�3rb����S P d' T ' 1  T H E  S C I E N C E  of L I F E ,  o n  S 0 0  S ,  OR, SELF.PRESERVATION. 
complete, for any specific structure,so that the dl1ference 
in cost may at once be ascertained. Address I D ill & Twohundredth edltlon,revlsed and enlarl(ed, justpuh-Enll. l n e  L athes, P antorlil, r s, c. IIshed. It is a standard medical work, the best In the CARNEGm, BROS. & CO., Plttshurgh, Pa. Send for Catalogue. DA VID W. POND,.Successor to English language, written b

l 
a ph

r.
slcian of great expert-

LUCIUS W. POND. W o roester, Mas... g�'1o"Iie�:t�gg'a1 �:J'i:Yi�so�i�lgn��� c�'i.'i:l:�h!'a'i,(\�� 

• 
S3GOLD PLATED WATCBES_ Cheapest 
. · in the known world. 8atnpl� Watch Fre6 to .4QenllJ. Address, .A. COl1LTD & Co" Ch1c8go. 

B A ROGERS' M A C H I N I STS' S U P P L I E S ,  
• • , B est a n d  C heapest, 

19 J"O]:12:1 &'tree't, N'. "'F. EVERYTHING IN THE LINE. 

SPARE THE CROTON AND SAVE THE COST. 
Driven or Tube Wells 
furnished to large consumers of Croton and Rldlfewood 
Water. WM. D. ANDREWS & BRO., 414 Water St. , N.Y., 
who control the patentforGreen'sAnlericanDriven Well. 

VANDERBURGH WELLS & CO.,  18 Dutch St.",!!or. Fulton, k Y. ENGRAVERS' BOX
WOOD, MAv.tlINISTS' PATTERNS & BRAND LETTERS. 

Q , -

The George Place Machinery Agency 
Machinery of Every Description. 

121 Chamhers and 108 Reade Streets, New York. 

Lathes,  P l a ners,  S h a pe rs 
Drills, Bolt and Gear Cutterl!t MIl\lnJl' Machines. Special 
Macnmery. E. GOULD & E.HERHARDT, Newark, N. J. 

Wood-Working Machinery, 
Such as Woodworth Planing, TOnguing, and Grooving 
Machines, Daniel'S PlanerslM. Richardson's Patent Im-
��S:� �:�grne�:�iW�Od .. iro��M����J'g::e� 
rally. Man��},li'jglIY. RUGG & RICHARDSON 

26 Sallshury Street Worcester, MasS. 
(Shop formerly occupied hy R. BALL & CO.) 

11200 Salary. S.le.men won\ed to .. ll onr Staple Goods todealers. No peddUng. Expenses paid. Permanent employmeut. address S. A. GRANT ,& CO,. !I. 4. 6 " 8 Home 8�'r Cinohmad. 0. 

ICE-HOUSE AND COLD ROOM. -BY R. 
G. Hatfield. With directions for construction. Four 
engravings. SUPPLEMENT No . 1i9. PrIce, 10 cents. 

BAILEY'S PATENT 
Hydrants & Street Washers. 

= The hest and cheapest In the market. 
Plumhers send for circular and prices to 

Bailey, Farrel l & Co. ,  
Manufacturers of 

Water, Ga�&Steam Goo 
PITTSBURG. PA. 

65 MIXEn CARDS, 'with name, lOc. and stamp. 
Agent's Outfit. 1Oe L. C. COE & CO. ,  Bristol, Ct. 

M A R K Your Linen with Clark's Indelible 
Pencils. Sold at all stationers' • 

B LAKE'S STO N E  A N D  O R E  B R E A K E R A N D  CR U S H E R .  
For breakl� hard and brittle suhstances to any size. Endorsed hy the leading Mining, 

Manuf"acturmg, and Railroad corporations in the United States and Foreilln (Jonntries. 
First Premiu m  wherever exhihlted"and hundreds of testimonials of the II!iIJ/Ie8t cha'l'aeter. 

A NEW SIZE FOR PRuSPECTING AND LA BORATORY U SE. P- ALI, STONE CRUSHERS not made or licensed h)' us, containing vihrlttory convergent jaws 
��:�ts��: �fi'l:;�����.,to��a�l;�hl·:hl::s 

infringements on our patent, and makers and . . 
BIJAKE .CRUSHER CO., New Haven, Conn. 

I C E - H O U S E  AND REFRIGERATOR. 
l?�:r;:'�r�n 
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season to season. The air Is kept dry and pure through
out the year at a temperature of from 114" to 860• Con
tained in S(,IENTIFIO AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT No. 1 16. 
PrIce 10 cents. To be had at this olllce and of all news
dealers. 

PATENT M INERAL WOOL. 
Incombustible. The hest non-conductor. For Illustrated 
description see SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of January 12th. 

A. D. ELBERS, 
P. O. Box «61. � Broadway, N. Y. 

Can I Obtain a Patent ? . 
This is the first inquiry that naturally occurs to every 

anthor or di.coverer of a new idea or improvement. The 
quickest and best way to obtain a satisfactory answer, 
wlthont expense, is to write to us (Munn & co.), de
scribing the invention, with a small sketch. All we 
need is to get the idea. .Do not use pale ink. Be brief. 
Send stamps for postage. ,_W!l will immedi.ately an�wer 
and inform you whether or not your improvement is 
probably patentahle; and if so, give you the necessary 
instructions for further procedure. Our long experience 
enables us to decide quickly. For this advice we make 
no charge. All persons who desire to consult us in re
gard to obtaining patents are cordially invited to do 
. so. We sha'! be happy to see them in person at our 
olllce, or to advi�e them 'by letter. In all cases, they ' 
may expect from us a careful consideration of their 
plans, an honest opinion, and a prompt reply. 

. W"-'4.t. Secu,·ity Htf"� 1:. that my communication 
to Mnnn & Co. will be faithfnlly guarded and remain 
confidentlllU 

. 

A7!8Wer.-Yon have none except our well-known in
tegrity in this respect, based npon a most extensive 
practice of thirty years' standing. Our clients are 
nnmbered by hundreds of thonsands. They are to be 
lound in every town and city in the Union. Please to 
make inquiry abollt ns. Such a thing as the betrayal 
of a client's .interests, When committed to our profes
sional care, never has occurred, and is not likely to oc
cur. All business and communications intrusted to us 
are kept 8ecret and etmjldenttal. . 

Address MU N N  & CO . ,  
Publishers ot th.e SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 

37 Park Row. ' New YOl'k. 

Small Tools of all kinds ; also GEAR WHEELS, »Rl'tI! 
of MODELS, and materlaJs of all kinds. OastiDgs of 
Smal\ Lathes, Emdnes,Jlli<\e Rests, etc. Catalogues free. 
GOODNOW I!O WIGHTMAN. 23 COrnhlll, Boston. Mass. 
For New Illnstr!l,ted Catalollu e of" Foot Lathes, 
Scroll Saws, Small steam Enlrlnes and Amateur's Tools, 
send stamp to CHASE & WOODMAN, Newark, N. J. 
ON THE PRESERVATION OF WOOD. 
By J. CLARK JEFFERSON, A.R.S.M. How to store 
timber. How to measure timber and judge of its quality. 
Canses and Prevention of Dry and Damp Rot . Dura-
��iKo"fs
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with Tar, etc. 2. Removing Sap by water or by steam. 
S. Impreguatlng the wood by a solution of common salt, 
Snlphide of Barium Sulphate of Zinc and Copper, etc. 
A valuahle practlOD:i paper. ContaIned In SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT No. 1 19. PrIce 10 cents. To 
he had at this olllce and of all newsdealers. 

BRADFORD MILL CO. SUOCeBlIOl" w Jal. Bradford a; 00. 
IIANUF ACTURt:RS o:r 

French Buhr Millstones, Portable Corn & Flour Mill .. 
S m ut  Machine., etc_ 

Also, dealers in Bolting Cloths aDI 
General 11111 F1ll'Ilf.hlng • I Olll�!,����.!�:��W.1ld8t, 

o. �J'.B.1�teorar1t,Pt ... W.B.Dunlap,s... .APPLIOA.� 
" OLD RELUBIrE. " TO KNOW ALL 
about the Best Pump for Paper Makers. Tanners, Con
tractors, and for IrrilratlonJ. send for IlInstrated_patlu>h
let, 78 pages. HEALD, tlISvO & CO., Baldwinsville, N. Y. 

No' Sawdust ! No Planin[ ! 

{�� ;�'latfJ'��:!��'i�tr��f¥:,�
e 
a1rfo:;;���'p����r�: 

diseases, the result of many years of extensive and suo
cessfnl practice. 300 pages, bound In French cloth ; 
Rrlce only $1, sent by mall. Tbe London Lancet says : 

• No person should be without this valuahle book. The 
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H. PARKER, 4 Bnltlnch St. ,  Boston. The author may be 
consulted on all diseases requirlnq skill and experience. 

Stee l  Name Stamps. 
N .  Y .  STENCIL WORKS, 8 .  Nassau St. ,  N .  Y. 

HOW TO BUILD A CHEAP CATAMARAN, 
with Malay RIg. Four Illustrations. Full directions for 
construction and dimensions of a simple, fast, handy 
boat In actual use. Contained In SCIENTIFIC AMElUCAN SUPPLEMENT No. 1 1". Price 10 cents. Also. In same 
numher, description and full dimensions of the new 
yacht Intrepid. To he had at this olllce and of all news
dealers. 

IMPORTANT FOR ALL cORPORATIONS AND 
. MANF'G CONCERNS.-Bnerk's Watch
mun's Time Detector. capable of accurately con_ 
trolling the motion of a watchman or patrolman at the 
dilferent stations of his heat. Send for circular. J.E.BUEKI'-, P.O.  Box 9 '2' 9, DO llto ll . Malill 

N. B.-The suit against Imhaeuser &: Co., of New York. 
was decided in my favor, June 10 1874. A fine was 
assessed 
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ainst them Nov. lloJ876, for selling contrary 
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cording to law. 

J ENN I NG S '  WATER CLOSETS 
PRICES R£DUCED SEND FOR C IRCULAR 
94 BEEKMAN STREET NEW YORK 

LOWE'S GAS-BURNING B O I L  E R S .  
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Lowe'S Superheating Steam Drum attached, less fnel 
(of any kind) , and first cost, will do the work, than any 
other�an of holler or setting. Lowe's Strai
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WATSON,Brldgeport ,Ct. ,Boiler Makers and Engineers. 

B IG PAY to sell our Ruhber PrInting Stamps. Samples 
free. Taylor Bros. & Co., Cleveland, O. 

Reverse Motion 
r Paneling. Va

riety Mouldhl g 
'" Dovetllilln g  
Machine. Cnts 

of any 
or style 

In the 
with 
a n d 

II 
or ... thln stulfS. Simple, and . Emcient. or Send for Pamphlet 

�ad �'f.:'.:l
l
'bu�fer:���· aJ�f:8:"o1 

Variety Moulders made to order, and warranted hy th� 
B. C. MACHIN ERY CO., 

Battle Creek, Micb. 

MANUFACTURERS OF MACHINES OR 
Instruments suitable for England, India

h
or the Colon. 

��o,,!;:::'i':.
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In those markets and make a s
c
ecialty of the 
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referred to. l�����M�I1.J �e �rn. A dress 
Cam hrldge Street Buildings, JlIrmlngham, England. 

PATENTEES OF WALKING AND RID. 
Ing Cultivators, Sulky and Walklrur PIOW"

h
and other 

Agricultural Implements, that wish to get t em manu, 
factured on a foyalty, will correspond with WM. M. 
JORDAN, Lexington, Mo • 

Cement, Sewer, Culvert, Well, and 
Chimney Pipe Machinery. 

E. DA YTO� & SON, Merideu, Conn. 

© 1878 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC



I nside l'a2"e, enc� insel·tion - _ _  7:> cents a line. 
Back Page, each insertion • • •  $1.00 a line. 

(About eight words tc a line.) 
7!lngrwving8 may head adverti8ements at tke same r:ate 

per tine, by measurement, as the letter pri388. Adver
tisements must be received at publication office as early 
as Thur8day rrwrning to appear in next is8Ue. 

Liquid Paints, Roofin!!', Steam Pille and Boiler 
fnodv("W�t�:pr6��a���r;�!nae���t��h�Pc:' 

F
d��!�gr Samples, Illustrated catarogues, Price Lists. etc. 

D. W. JOHNS M'C'g (Jo., 
__________________ �S�7'_MAIDEN LANE, N. Y. 
Parties wishing to introduce their manufactures into 

CANADA 
please communicate with 

R. II. BUCHANAN & CO., 
DOMIN ION MACHINE RY DEPOT 

6;')4 Crail[ Street, Montreal. 
J U S T  I S S U E D .  

Woollett's Old Homes Dade New. 

N O M E N C L A T U R E  O F  BUILDING 
Stones and Stone Masonry. By J. JAMES R. CROES. WILL lAM E. MRRltILL, and EDGAR B. VAN WINKLE. 
A paper read before the American SOC

iety of Civil En-t�:6��y, ��r1��:
u
��1�o��

i
C�i °.8r�;s��

e
, 
C
��

t
Jl19rg::l� employed, with 34 Ulustrations. 19 TooTs, illustrated, with Dimensions and How to Make. Squared, Quarry .. faced, Pitched-face, and Drafted Stones. Rubble , Cut, Pointed, and Crandalled Stones, etc. Axed or Pean Hammered and Patent Hammered Stones. Bush Hammered and Rubbed Stones. Diamond Panels. Rubble, Squared Stone, Range, Random and Ashlar 

Masonry, 34 illustrations in all, with practical instructions. Contained in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT No. 1 1 3. Price 10 cents. '1'0 be had at this 
office and of all newsdealers. 

BURR MILLS. 
For the best Verl4cal and HoriIton-

�"Jrt�r�Cjl!�f�g <mB�:��d
M
ll:Wl 

Machinery, address the Manufac
turer and Patentee, 

C. C. PHILLIPS, 
4048 Girard Avemle, 

PHILADELPHIA. 

Romethin2 for your Boy ! �:lJi;�elf!i':ss�
O
St�!: 

pleasure for spare hours, he earns his own pocket money 
K.r���n!a��rg:;,��

c., and it is safe and instJl'uctive. Send 
KELSEY & CO., M'f'rs. Meriden, Conn.! 

Pyrometers, ���n:hf'[�n�la!l
e
�tpe�� 

BOiler Flues, Superheated Steam, Oil Stills, &c. 
HENRY W. BULKLEY, Sole Manufacturer. 

149 Broadway, N. Y. 

Domestic Seml-Portaole Engine, 
2 and 4 horse power, and 

Peerless Portaole Steam Engine, 
for Agricultural and other purpOses, 

from 6.to 10 horse power. 
Nothing cheap but the price. Send for 

descriptive catalogue and price list to 
F. F. &\ A. B. LANDIS, M'f'rs, 

Cherry St" Lancaster, Pa. 

JAPANESE ART MANUFACT URES. 
�lcfe��r:;frJ;. �::':f�p�eP';'pe;rier��P�o�:�

d
c��g�: 

inode of Making Scarfs. How the Japanese Print on 
Cloth. Japanese Process for Silk Ornamentation. Japan
ese Weaving. How Fine Japanese ]'ans are made. 
Japanese Method of Making Moulds for Ornamental 
Castings for Vessels, Bronzes, etc. Japanese Lacquer 
�����
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A very entertaining, instructive, and comprehensive 
paper. Contained in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN � SUPPr...E .. 
JlfENT No. 1 15. Price 10 cents. To be had at this office 
and of all newsdealers. 

Bound Volumes 
O F  THE 

Scien tine American. 
OLD SERIES. I NEW SERIES. NEW SERIES. ------------- ------------- ---

Vol . 7 . . . .  3 Conies. Vol. 1. . .  5 Copies. VoL 15 . .  7 Conies. 
I' 11 . . . . 5 �' u 2 . . .  6 "  u 16 . .  S '"i:, 
" 13 • • • .  4 " H 3 • . .  3 "  u 28 . .  8 " 
u 14 . . . .  1 ·  H U 4 . . . - 6 "  " 32 . . 16 " 

Vols. of the Old 
Beries contain one 
year's numbers, 
and the New Se
ries st� months. 

u 8 . . .  3 . u 
" 10 . . .  · 9  . .  ] 1 .  . .  2 
" 12 • . •  9 
" 13 . . •  9 .. 14 . .  ; 7 

The books will be sent by express on receipt of price. 
Address all communicatio&'o; to 

.JOHN ED WARD S, 
P. O. Box 77'3, New York. 

CLIMAX 
Washin[ Macbine, 

Manufactured by 
N. (l. BA.1JGHM!N & CO., 

YORK, PA, 
Reliable agents wanted. De· 
scriptive circulars furnished. 

ESTABLISH.DD 18«. Cut Brass Gears, list· free. Grant, 94 Beverly St., Boston. 

JOSEPH C . . TODD, PO'R TLA N D C E M E NT,  (Formerly of Todd & Ralferty), ENGINEER and MACH�N' ROMAN & KEENE'S. For Walks. Cisterns. Founda��Chi���! M::-�' j�:Tlu�;o�eOil�r�
k�rct �n�s::f�� tions!·Stables,Cellars,Btidg(fs,R�servoirs, Breweries, etc. 

facture Baxter's New Portable Engme of 1877, of one 1temit 10 cents for Practical Treatise on Cements. 
horse power complete for $120 ' can be seen in operation S. L. MERCHANT & Co., 53 Broadway, New York. 
at m

. 
y store.' I will furnish specifications and estimates 

for all kinds of machinery. Send for descriptive circu
lar and price. · Address 

J. (J. TODD, 10 Barclay St., New York, or Paterson, N .  J. 
PUNCHING DROP HAMMERS AND DIES, FOR 

¥g�
k
J¥flMl'�'j; f�KER PRESS CO., 

PRESSES. Middletown, Conn. 

U P  R I GH T  0 R I L ts  �I���[;; 
H . S I C K  �O R D Cin c/nl?o/d!J. 

CAMERON 
Steam Pumps 

For Mines, Blast Furnaces .  Rolling 
Mills, Oil Refineries, Boiler 

Feeders, &c. 
For Illustrated Catalogue and Reduced Price List send to 
Works, Foot East 23d St., New York. 

An assortment of 
WOOD.WORKING MA(JHINERY 
made by Richards. London & Kelley (dissolved); also, a 
number of first-class [\'lACHINE TOOLS (nearly as 
gOOd as new) of Philadelphia construction, on hand and 
for sale. For list or inspection of machines Rnd esti
mates, apply at the works of JOHN RICHARDS & CO. 
22d and Wood Sts., Philadelphia, manufamurers of 
Standard Gauges ana other Implements. 

F R I E D M A N N ' S  P AT E N T  

INJEOTORS and EJECTORS 
Are the Most Reliable and Economical 

BOILER FEEDERS 
And Water Conveyors 

IN EXISTENCE. 

TURBINE WATER WHEELS. 
O. J. BOLLIN GER, York, Penn. 

LACKERS' VARNISIIES, WIlI1j1� SIIELLAC. 
W. ZINSSER & CO., 197' William St., N. Y. 

MANUFAC'l'URERS' SUPPLY STORE. 
Agents for U. S. Salicylic Acid Works. 

TO ADVERTISERS J��a�:�� 
do any newspaper 8.dvertising, the THIRD EDITION of AV E R  & SON'S M A N U A L  
FOR ADVERTISERS. 160 8vo.pp. More complete than an}" which Lave vreceded it. Gives the names ��;������ ��

d
t��Vu�it

n
! S��S
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ve
lj�����US:�� contains more infonnation of value to an adverliser than can be found in any other publication. All lists have been carefully revised, and where practicable prices have been reduced. The specia.l offers are numerous and unusually advantageous. Be sure to send for it before spenaing any moh� in news'pa��r advertising. Address N. W. AYER & !SON ADVERTISmG AGENTS. Times Building. Philadelphia! 

AHE A D  OF ALL (JOMPETITION. 

['MA Y 11" 1-878. 
THE T ANITE CQ. 

.. STROUDSBURG, . EA. 
E M E R Y  W H E E LS ·  A N D  C R I N D ERS G,E(). PLACE, 121 ChalIlbers St., N:e,w York Agent. 

R OCK D R I LLI NG M ACH I N ES 
A N O  

A I R  C O M P RESSO RS, MANUFACT URED BY BUR LEICHRoCKDRILl C O .  
SEND fOR PAMPHLET .  fITCHB URG M ASS.  

HARTFO RD 
STEAM BOILE R  

Inspeotion & Insuranoe 
COMPANY. 

W. B .  FRANKLIN V .  Pres't. J. M ,  ALLEN, Pres't. 
J. B. PIERCE, Sec'y, 

�� e�&�'f &. tMJO't':t"IJ �. 
STEEL WIRE OF�fsCRIPTION @cp.-� 
234 w, 29.  ST. ' EV£RY & STE£L SPRINGS. NEWYORK CITY 

MACHINISTS' TOOLS 
Pr�� ��:���s�b�r

w ����· lo����� �'j.��o�BfJ�
e
����:�; Axle Lathes. 

NILES TOOL WORKS, Hamilton, Ohio. 
MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY Seven Sizes for Hano!, a2 H. R .  �ORTHINGTON. 

N A T H A N & D R E Y F U S to lil lbs. Three SIzes 239 BROAD WAY, NEW YORK. 
, These Machines did an amount of work on the Cen- Hydraulic Works, Van Brunt Street Brooklyn 

NEW YORK tennlal Groupds equal to 10 y!'ars of ordinary use, with- Manufactures Pumping Engines for WaterWorks. In 
• out loss of tIme for sharpenmg or repairs-completely ! daily use at 1()() stations . Also Steam Pumps, Water 

A l so Pate n t  Oi l ers a n d  L u b ricators <;Ilstancing all competitors In that celebrated trial of , Motors and Water Meters. See SOIENTIFIO AMERICAN 
S d r I 

• 6 months duration. GRAHAM, EMLEN & PASSMORE, I SUPPLEMENT, January 27th, 1871. Prices largely reduced en .lor Cata ogue. , P�tentees ano Manufacturers, 631 Market St , Phila., Pa. , July 1st. 1ST;:. 
----------------------------�--------------------------- I �----�--------------------
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f§5ch�!::���: Harrison's N owly IlllDrovod 

LIGHT STANDARD 20 INCH 
Grinding Mill 

Made at New Haven, Conn. 

- PA T E N T ' -COL D  , RO L L E D 
SHAF TING . 

. The fact that this sbaftlng has j5 per cent. greater 
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h
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We are also the sole manufacturers of the CELEBRATED 
COLLINS' P AT.COUPLING, and turnish Pulleys, Hangers. 
:�';;li��tl�� To°st approved '9'b��S �r�ill�M'tt�(lS� on 

Try Street, 2d and 3d A venues Pittsburgh Pa. 
190 S. Canal Street

\ 
Chicago, IlL, and Mllwaukle, Wis. ar Stocks of th s shafting in store and for sale by 

�Ii5�:rAE��Ac�.,FJi�h!:;;'���8 ft��l Y. 

THE TELEPHONE. BY R. M. FERGU-
SON, F.R.S. Read before the Royal Scottish Society of 
Art •. its Construction, Uses and Working fully and 
philosophically expl(lined, with four illustrations. History of the Telephone . The Reis Telephone. Bell's. 
Wonderful sensitiveness. Difference between the Galvanic and the Telephonic Impnlse. A curious experi-
�
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Sound. New Form of Telephone. Contained in SCIEN. 
TIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMF.NTNo. 120. Price 10 cents. 
To be had at this office and of all newsdealers. Also, 
in the same number, a Visit to the Inventor of the 
Phonograph . The Practical Us."s of the Instrument in 
�t:�
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and preserved to all time. Usefulness of the Phono
graph to the Blind, to Advocates, and others . Price of 
the Phonograph. An Improved Form. etc. 

R I S D O N ' S  I M P R OV E D 
TUR:BINE WATER WHEEL 

of Turbines at Centen-
1:ii(iiJ'ij:XPo,§It;i<!DIJile

C
i���l�i��ltS at aU stages 

T. H. RISDON & CO., 
Mt. Holly, N. J. 

Manufacturers of MILL MA.CHlNER Y • 

PERFECT 
NEWSPAPER FILE 

The Koch Patent · File, for · preserving newspapers, 
magazines, and pamphlets, bas been recently improved 
and price reduced. Subscribers to the SCIENTIFIC AM
ERICAN and SC�ENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT can be 
supplied for the low price of $1.50 by mail, or $1.25 at the 
office · of this paper. Heavy board side� ; inscription 

��.£������ wt�:.n�
c
tr�s�r�� tritap:r�cessary for 

Address 
lIUNN & CO., . . 

Publishers SCIENTIFIC .AMERICAN. 

Grinding Capacity 
per hour, 

6 to 40 Bushels. 
Send for 

Dlust'ed Catalogue. 

Address 

W. A. Foskett, 
Administrator, 

I(JE AT $1.00 PER TON. 

The PICTET A R TI F IC IAL ICE  CO. ,  
LIMITED, Room 51, Coal and Iron Exchange, P. O. Box 3083, N. Y. 

MACH I N I STS' TOOLS.  
NEW AND IMPROVED PATTERNS. 

Send for new lIlustmted catalogue. 
Lathes, Planers , Drills, &0. 

NEW HAVEN MANU FAC'I'UR.NG co., 
N ew l I aven, Conn. 

THE GEOLOGICAL ANTIQUITY . OF 
Flowers and Insects. By J. E . TAYLOR, F.G.S. A plain, comprehensive review of the SUbject, bringing forward 
many instructive facts j with SIX illustrations. The 
invariable correlation between insects and flowers . 
How they are fossilized. Fossil botany. Geological 
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to Insects, and Insects necessary to I!"lowers Insects 
and Plants In the Devonian, the Switzerland Lias, the 
English Stonesfield.Slate, the Tertiary Stmta, the Coal 
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AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT No. 120. Price 10 cents. To be had at this office and of all newsdealers. 
THE 

Eclipse Engine 
steam power for all 

AarictUtrnl1'al Driving 
use 

Street. New York. 

CA VEA'rs, C OPYRIG H'I'S, TRADE 
MARKS, ETC. 

Messrs. Mnnn & Co" in connection with the publica· 
tion of the SCIENTIFIO AMERICAN, continue to examine 
Improvements, aud to act as Solicitors of Patents for 
Inventors. 

In this line of business they have had OVER THIRTY 
YEARS' EXPERIENCE, and now have unequaled facilities 
for the preparation of Patent Drawings, SpeCifications, 
and the Prosecution of Applications for Patents in the 
United States, Canada, and Foreign Countries. Messrs. 
lIfunn & Co. also attend to the preparation of Caveats, 
Trade Mark Regnlations, Copyrights for Books, Labeln, 
Reissues, Assignments, and Reports on Infringements 
of Patents. All business intrnsted to them is done 
with special caro and promptness, on very moderate 
terms. 

W € send free of charge, on application, a pamphlet 
containing farther information about Patents and how 
to procure them; directions concerning Trado 1>Iarks, 
Copyrights, Designs, Patents, Appeals, Reissues, In. 
fringements, Assignments, Rejected Cases, Hints on 
the Sale of Patents, etc. 

·Poreiyn Patents.-We also send,free of charge, a 
Synopsis of l!'oreign Patent Laws, showing·the·cost and 
method of securing patents in all the principal coun
tries of the world. American inventors should bear in 
mind that, as a general rule, any invention that is valn
able to the patentee in this country is worth equally as 
much in England and some other foreign countries. 
Five patents-embracing Canadian, English, German, 
French, and Belgian-will secure to an inventor tho ex
clnsive monopoly to his discovery among about ONE 
HUNDRED AND FIFTY MILLIONS of the most intelligent 
people in the world. The facilities of business and 
steam communication are such that patents can be ob. 
tained abroad by our citizens almost as easily as at 
home. The expense to apply for an English patent is 
$75; German, $100; French, $100; Belgian, $100; Cana
dlan, .$50. 

Copies of Patents.-Persons desiring any patent 
Issued from 1836' to November 26. 1867, can be supplied 
with official copies at reasonable cost, the price ceo 
pending upon the extent of drawings and length of 
specificatIOns . 

Any patent issued since November 27, 1867, at which 
time the Patent Office commenced printing the draw
ings and specifications, may be had by remitting to 
this office $1. 

A copy of the claims of any patent issued since 1836 
will be furnished for $1. 

When ordering copies, please to remit for the .ame 
as above, and state name of patentee, title of inven
tion, and date of patent . 

A pamphlet, containing full directions for obtainin� 
United States patents sent free. A handsomely bound 
Reference Book, gilt edges, contains 140 pages and 
many engravings and tables important to every pat
entee and mechanic, and 1s a nseful handbqok of refer
ence for everybody. Price 25 cents, mailed free. 

Addre"" 
MUNN & CO., 

Publishers SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 
a7' Park R"w, N. Y. BRf1NOH OFFIOE-Oorner of 11' and ·7th Streets , 

Washtngton, D. O. 
. , 
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